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IN T RO D U CT IO N

Surviving Sandpaper
by Jeffery G. Hanna
itting in the balcony behind what
was once the north basketball goal
in old Severance Gymnasium for
the dedication of Ebert Art Center, I
could not help but recall my visit to
Wooster in the winter of 1989 for a job
interview.
One of my appointm ents that day
was in the publications office on the first
floor of what was listed as “Severance
Art” on my itinerary.
The m om ent that I walked in the
front door of Severance, I was certain
that I had been there before. There was
som ething so familiar about that double
staircase. W hen my appointm ent ended,
I could not help myself. I had to climb
those stairs, drawn by the certain knowl
edge that, yes, I had been here before.
But when? And why?
As soon as I reached the top and
looked through the doors, I saw the bold,
black “W ” painted inside the circle on
the floor of what I realized was merely
masquerading as an art studio.
Now I knew. In the winter of 1965,
I was a m em ber of the freshman basket
ball team at Oberlin College. One of our
first away games that year was at
Wooster. I rem em ber being warned
about what it was like to play at Wooster
or, in my case, even to sit on the bench at
Wooster. Those warnings barely
scratched the surface.
Reading through the responses to
our “W hat Do You Think About?” ques
tion regarding Severance Hall (see page
10), I kept expecting someone to say that
he or she rem em bered taking that long
walk up those stairs from the basement
locker room s to the second floor basket
ball court. But that m em ory probably
was not so vivid for the Wooster athletes
who made that climb. Unlike their oppo
nents, after all, the Wooster players were
actually excited rather than terrified
about playing there.
This time around, the renovation
of Severance has resulted in the perm a
nent removal of that bold, black “W ”
from the center of the court. That’s too
bad. Then again, the memories that we
all have of places like Severance Gym and
Severance Art are strong enough to w ith
stand sandpaper.
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One thing proved beyond a doubt
by the renovation and addition that have
resulted in Ebert Art Center is how
inventive colleges are when it comes to
recycling their buildings
especially, it
seems, gymnasia.
A casual survey shows that many
colleges still have their first gymnasium
serving some purpose. At the University
o f Virginia, for instance, Fayerweather
Gymnasium is now hom e to the School
of Art and Architecture (with pathology
in the basement). Colorado College s
gymnasium, built in 1914, now houses
dance studios, student publications, the

writing center, and other offices. Clark
University turned its alumni gym into a
dining hall while Baldwin-Wallace creat
ed a student concert hall out of a gym.
As the stories beginning on page 4
attem pt to convey, Ebert Art Center has
become a unifying force on several levels.
Not only does it bring two facets of the
College’s art program together under the
same roof, but it joins the old and new in
a wonderfully creative
way.
In his convocation
address to open the aca
demic year, President R.
Stanton Hales combined
hurricanes and
habaneros to ask
whether or not a liberal
education ought to offer
more challenge and less
comfort. See page 14.
Also in this issue,
readers will meet or, in
some cases, reunite
with, nine members of
the Class of ’72 whose
discussions with one of
their classmates,
Barbara Behrens, during
reunions in June led to
the vignettes beginning
on page 49.
Jay Carr ’66 prob
ably enjoyed the climb
up those Severance Gym
stairs. The former Scot
basketball player now
markets pasta for a
company that is
renowned for its choco
late. Susan Stranahan’s
profile begins on page
54.
Few who knew
Carissa Conner ’92
during her student days
could have predicted
that the English major
and sports star would
end up where she is today. Conner is the
only Wooster athlete whom anyone
remembers appearing in Sports
Illustrated'’s “Faces in the Crowd. And
now she sails the high seas as a Coast
Guard officer. Her story is on page 57.
The Oak Grove begins on page 60
and features an innovative blackboard
plus a major gift to the Severance
Chemistry ren o v atio n .p ^

L E T T E R S
these events. And in 1960, an era of 20+
years was coming to an end, in which big
bands toured college campuses for
dances and concerts. That winter, both
Woody H erm an and Les and Larry
Elgart came to Severance to perform.
But the special m em ory involves
the Dave Brubeck Q uartet, which was
then at the height of its popularity. It,
too, settled into Severance to a packed
house, on the floor and the track
upstairs. At one point, it launched into
“Take Five” and stretched that into a pro
longed exercise in improvisation. Each
perform er — Brubeck on piano,
Desmond on sax and W right (I think) on
bass — had multiple extended solos.
Finally, Joe Morrello got his chance
on drum s. The other three performers
left the floor (there was no stage) and
wandered out to the fire escape over
looking Galpin for a smoke. (At the time
I never heard of any alternatives to
tobacco, of course.) For almost 10 m in
utes, Morrello did things with his drum s
that I had never considered possible,
with subtlety and humor, keeping every
one enthralled. I have never forgotten
that night, and never seen any perfor
mance to rival it.
Bill Vodra ’65.
Via e-mail

Picture This!

Carving I. S.
of high school seniors were allowed to
take one college course a semester. That
opportunity, plus my older brother's
being a senior at the College at the same
time, gave me some access to extracur
ricular activities.
One function of Severance Gym
was as a concert hall, the Chapel being
too small and too dignified for some of

Editor:
O f the letters in “W hat You
T hink...,” ( Wooster, Sum m er 1997), most
interesting to me is David Funk’s. I was a
m em ber of one of the first classes that
had no choice about Independent Study.
Years ago, but safely post-Lowry, I
wrote a letter about I.S. expressing my
doubt about the reasonableness of IS as a
requirem ent inescapable. My loss was 12
hours of German; my request to take
German instead of I.S. (four semesters of
“Beowulf”!) was taken seriously by, so
far as I know, no one. That loss had cost
me in graduate school at Duke a pre
cious semester. Some things in life are
carved in stone. I hope that every once in
a while it occurs to someone on the cam 
pus that the I.S. requirem ent may not be
one of them for every student.
Bob Zim m erm an ’51
Via e-mail

Additional Severance
Memories
In 1960-61,1 was a senior at
Wooster High School and participating
in a new experim ent in which a num ber
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Num erous respondents correctly
identifed the picture on page 72 of the
sum m er issue.
The “W ” on the floor of old
Severance Gymnasium is recognizable
beneath the dust and debris from the
renovation that created Ebert Art Center.
Interestingly, the responses seemed
to come from alum ni who recognized
the spot from those days when the gym
nasium had already been converted into
a space for studio art.
For instance,
Kearston Schmidt ’93 of
Baltimore wrote: “I spent
many hours on the floor
of the old Severance Gym.
I know the floor well —
the spaces between the
honey-colored planks, the
many wires and nails that
I lost between those
planks.”
Write Letters to Editor,
Wooster, 1189 Beall Ave.,
Wooster, OH 44691, or
address e-mail to:
<jhanna@acs. wooster.edu>.
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And the W inner Is...
Ebert Art Center
by Jeffery G. Hanna

halia Gouma-Peterson had waited 29 years for
the moment that finally arrived on the cool
evening in mid-October. As she stood at the
podium to offer her words of appreciation, GoumaPeterson s exuberance was understandable.

T

“I have six minutes to say every
thing I want to say and to thank every
body I would like to thank,” began
Gouma-Peterson, professor of art and
director of the College’s art museum. “I
feel a little bit as though I am at the
Academy Awards and that, if I go over
my time, soft music will start playing,
which will slowly become louder and
drown me out.”
She did, but
there wasn’t.
After 29 years, a
few extra m in
utes could be
easily forgiven.
And after
all, it was no
measly, little
statuette that was
being celebrated.
It was a building
— Wooster’s new -o
Ebert Art Center JQ
in Severance
v
Hall.
|
The formal |
dedication of the |
facility came
during a black-tie event on Oct. 18, a
m onth and a half after the center had
already achieved its prim ary goal of
reuniting the two parts of the College’s
art departm ent — studio art and art his
tory — which had existed in separate
locations for the past 20 years.
Throughout those two decades,
said Gouma-Peterson, “We had w onder
ful teaching; we had wonderful students;
and we had wonderful exhibitions. But
we didn’t see each other much.”
t ^c
j3

| Q. Left, Ebert Art Center’s curving facade faces the

O quadrangle; above, Trustee Robert O. Ebert, left,
■
) =5 shares a moment at the podium with Stanley C.
\ _lQ Gault ’48, chairman of Wooster’s Board of Trustees.

All that has changed with Ebert
Art Center.
Ebert represents unification on
another level. The building itself is a
union of a new 17,000-square foot addi
tion with the original 32,000-square foot
Severance Hall, which was constructed
more than 70 years ago as the University
of W ooster’s gymnasium. Since 1973,
Severance has
been used as the
studio art build
ing, thanks to a
modest renova
tion undertaken
by Wooster art
professor Donald
MacKenzie and
seven students
during one sum 
mer.
This time
the renovation
project plus the
addition took
more than a year
and was based on
a design created
by the New York
architectural firm, Kliment & Halsband.
Robert Kliment described the
architects’ goal as joining “the Severance
of 1912 and the Ebert of today into a
new, integrated composition.”
•Added Kliment: “We have placed
Ebert on the axis of Kauke and
Severance, and we have used on Ebert
the same materials, in close to the same
colors, that were used on Severance...As
evidence of the collaboration between
the two buildings, note that the stacks
on the roof of Ebert exhaust the fumes
generated in the studios of Severance.”
The close integration of the two
buildings is especially evident in the way
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Left, Wooster President R.
Stanton Hales addresses
the dedication ceremony
for Ebert Art Center;
below, Thalia GoumaPeterson, professor of art
and director of The
College of Wooster Art
Museum makes her speech
of appreciation on behalf
the art department faculty
and staff.

that the arch on the exterior of
Severance’s northern entrance has been
preserved and now serves as both the lit
eral and figurative link between the old
and the new.
The critical decision that the archi
tects made at the outset was to preserve
Severance’s most distinctive feature —
its spacious gymnasium with the circu
lar balcony that had once been a ru n 
ning track. That main gymnasium floor
has been divided into studios for paint
ing, printm aking, drawing, and design.
Meanwhile, eight small studios have
been constructed on the balcony for
seniors pursuing their Independent
Study projects.
Offices for the faculty and the slide
library are now on the first floor of
Severance while the basement area con
tinues to be the location for a ceramic
studio — on the site that was once the
swimming pool.
The new addition, distinguished by
a curving facade, features the large
Sussel Gallery and the smaller Morgan
gallery on the first floor, divided by a
two-story lobby. A lecture room and a
seminar room are on the second floor.
Goum a-Peterson’s own description
of the project emphasized another kind
of unity — past and future.
“This wonderful building looks to
the past of Wooster and its history
while, with its new, elegantly curving,
subtly m odulated part moves out toward
the future, toward the residence halls,
toward the students who are invited to
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come in and join us,” said GoumaPeterson.
Since Ebert opened with the begin
ning of classes in September, Walter
Zurko, professor of studio art who was
the departm ent’s liaison with the archi
tect during the building project, has
noticed a num ber of im portant changes.
Most obvious is the m atter of space.
“There is the freedom for students
to work larger if they want to,” said
Zurko. “Not only is there actually more
space, but the lighting is so much better
that there is the sense of openness.”
And while students who are new to

the program might not immediately rec
ognize it, Zurko says that Ebert repre
sents a far safer environm ent in which to
work. “You do not have the dust and
fumes that we have had in the past.”
D uring the period that Ebert was
under construction, art history and stu
dio art shared the same facility in Frick
Hall. The conversations that began d u r
ing that time have continued, says
Zurko.
“You overhear students from art
history and studio art discussing ideas,”
said Zurko. “Discussions of this sort are
part of what it is to be in a liberal arts

The Ebert Connection
Robert Ebert, the Wooster Trustee
who gave the $2-million nam ing gift for
Ebert Art Center, is not himself a
Wooster graduate, but he certainly has
plenty of family ties.
Ebert’s father, Horatio, attended
Wooster for two years before transfer
ring to the University of Michigan. As
Ebert explained during the dedication
ceremonies, his father helped pay for his
Wooster education by working at
Freedlander’s Store in downtown
Wooster. H oratio’s motive for transfer
ring? “I’m not certain whether he w ant
ed to go to a larger school or a better
paying job.”
Aside from H oratio Ebert, the
Ebert connection at Wooster includes
daughters Adrienne Ebert Miller ’88 and
Cecile Ebert Deal ’91; son-in-law Patrick
Miller ’91; and grandson Michael
Harkless ’96.
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The connection between the new addition and the existing Severance Hall building is especially evident in the
distinctive arch that was preserved on the inside of Ebert Art Center.

setting. Having the art departm ent in
one place heightens the opportunity for
those discussions to go forward. We do
share com m on ground.”
Kathy Ward, a senior studio art
major from N orth Granby, Conn., has
had several art history majors stop by
her Independent Study studio/carrel
which is situated in the southwest corner
of the balcony.
“It’s great that they’ve given me a
critique of my work,” said Ward, whose
studio walls are beginning to be covered
with drawings of turtles that will even
tually be turned into clay for her senior
I.S.
As a junior, Ward worked in the
tem porary studios established in the
basement of Douglass Hall while the
renovation was in process.
“It’s night and day,” she said of her
new space. “In addition to getting such
wonderful light from the windows, there
are far fewer distractions now.”
Ward is especially grateful that she

will be able to pursue her senior project
in the new building. “I basically live here
in my studio,” she said.
Meanwhile, art history major
Kevin Dick of Lexington, Va., had a
somewhat different take on the impact
that Ebert Art Center has already had on
the campus.
Dick, who is also a senior, believes
that the building has given art a boost
merely by bringing the program ’s exis
tence to the fore.
“There is more of a willingness for
people to go into the building because
there is so much more space,” said Dick.
“As opposed to Frick, you get the sense
immediately that this is a place where
you can spend some time.”
Certainly a former art history
major, Candice W ashington ’97, current
ly a graduate student at the University of
Chicago, spoke for most recent gradu
ates when she expressed her amazement
at the new facility.
“W hen I arrived at Wooster four
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Visitors to Ebert Art Center examine The Gilded
Horse by Orlando Agudelo-Botero.

New Additions
Two new pieces of art were pre
sented to the College’s perm anent
collection as p art of the dedication
proceedings.
Robert O. Ebert and his wife, Pat,
were the donors of a painting, The
Gilded Horse, by Orlando AgudeloBotero. The Ebert children and grand
children donated a sculpture, Girl with
Doves, by N orth Carolina artist Richard
Hallier. (See back cover.)
That piece of sculpture has been
added to a new sculpture garden estab
lished just to the southwest of Ebert Art
Center and nam ed in honor of Lolly
Copeland in recognition of her contri
butions to the beauty of the campus
throughout the 18-year tenure of her
husband, Henry Copeland, as President
of the College.

J7

years ago, I never imagined that one day
students would have classes in a space
where professors didn’t have to compete
with the constant hum m ing of a clang
ing radiator for the attention of their
students or that the studio and art histo
ry departm ents could be housed in the
same building with room to spare,” said
Washington. “W ith the construction of
the Ebert Art Center, what I believed to
be unimaginable has happened.”
W ashington’s remarks preceded a
special presentation given by George
Keyes ’66, who is the Elizabeth and Allen
Shelden Curator of European Paintings
at the D etroit Institute of Arts.
Keyes, an art history m ajor at
Wooster, described the critical role that a
college can play in helping individuals
discover the language o f art.
“One never knows where the
m om ent of understanding o f visual lan
guage may occur, but an institution of
higher learning is dedicated to cultivat
ing the form ulation, articulation, and
exchange of ideas, and art as language
has and should rightfully assume a dis
tinguished place in this process,” said
Keyes.
“It is not just art, but also the gift
ed faculty members who share this pas
sion for visual language who beckon to
the students. W here the actual m om ent
of visual perception first occurs is not
som ething we can predeterm ine, but by
providing the vital spark, it has the
capacity to illuminate a world of visual
language — splendid, sensuous, and
spiritual, which equips us as m om entary
possessors o f the world through the
power of imagination.”
In addition to the contributions of
the Ebert family to the project, the dedi
cation paid special tribute to three other
gifts that Stanley C. Gault ’48, chairman
o f W ooster’s Board of Trustees, placed in
the “extraordinarily generous” category.
Charlene Derge Sussel ’53, whose
gift established the large Sussel Gallery,
said that the tim ing of the Ebert project
could not have been better.
“W hen the tim e came to think
about establishing a m em orial to my
husband, Eugene, it just had to be here
at Wooster, at the college I love and that
gave me such a fine start on my profes
sional career,” said Sussel.
“W hen it turned out that there was
the possibility of doing an art gallery,
that was it.”
Sussel’s late husband was a second
generation dealer in art and antiquities.
She currently owns and operates an
antique business in Amsterdam, Pa.
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Above, the art history
seminar room was the
gift of Julia Amster
Fishelson, a Trustee of the
College; right, Arn Lewis,
professor of art emeritus,
talks with Robert
Kliment, left, a principal
in the architectural firm
i
of Kliment & Halsband,
and Lois McCall; below,
members of the Ebert
family on hand for the
event included, from left,
son-in-law Patrick Miller ^
88, daughter Adrienne «
Ebert Miller ’88, Trustee 5
Robert Ebert, grandi
daughter Kelly Harkless, ^
daughter Catherine
Ebert, and Pat Ebert.
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In addition, the Burton D. Morgan
Foundation of Akron made a gift to
establish a print gallery, and the suite of
art history offices was given in honor of
Arn Lewis, professor of art emeritus, by
his form er students and friends.
On the day following the dedica
tion, the first exhibition formally
opened in the Sussel and Morgan gal
leries, ending a two-year period when
no exhibitions had been held.
That opening exhibition, which
runs through December 12, features
works by three members o f W ooster’s
studio art faculty — Garth Amundson,
Jennifer Dailey, and Zurko.
Future exhibitions will include
“John Taylor Arms: An American
Printm aker Etched in M em ory” in the
Sussel Gallery and “French and British
Etching 1850-1900: Prints from the John
Taylor Arms Collection” in the Morgan
Gallery.
“Fiung Liu: A Survey 1988-98” will
be exhibited in the Sussel and Morgan
galleries from March 23 through June 7,
1998. The FJung Liu exhibit, a 10-year
survey of the Chinese artist’s paintings,
is being funded, in part, with a grant
from the National Endowm ent for the
Arts.
Curated by Gouma-Peterson and
Kitty McManus Zurko, curator of the
Art Museum, the exhibition will include
25 to 30 paintings from four separate
groups of Liu’s work. The accompanying
exhibition catalogue will include an
introduction by Gouma-Peterson, an
interview with the artist by McManus
Zurko, and essays by Harvard University
professor of art history N orm an Bryson
and Dave Hickey, a fiction and cultural
criticism writer and former executive
editor of Art in America.
“Wooster’s exhibition is significant
for several reasons,” said Zurko. “It is the
first m ajor survey of the work of Hung
Liu as well as her first comprehensive
exhibition in the midwest. It also is
being organized as a way of celebrating
the significance of the new museum
facilities in the Ebert Art Center, both
locally and within the larger context of
college galleries and museums in the
region. This exhibition will travel to five
museums and galleries, from California
to Maine, after closing at Wooster in
June 1998.” E 3
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Clockwise from above,
George Keyes ’66 makes
a special presentation
during the dedication;
special guests and
Trustees on a tour of the
painting studio included,
from left, Henry Luce III,
Henry Copeland, Lolly
Copeland, Catherine
Ebert, Pat Ebert,
Adrienne Ebert Miller
’88, and Fran Shoolroy;
Charlene Derge Sussel
’53 and Robert Zimmer
man at the reception;
Ruth MacKenzie, right,
and daughter MacKenzie
Haiss at the ceremony.
Ruth MacKenzie’s late
^
husband, art professor
Donald MacKenzie, first 5
converted Severance
§
Gymnasium for studio ^
art in 1973.
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READERS

WRITE

Photo Courtesy o f Special C ollections, College Libraries

• Bill Lytle ’44 and Bob Hom an ’45
lived there! Both were varsity basketball
players and members of Fifth Section
• Great dances, often in bare feet
• John Renner ’45 was a twirler. He
would twirl his lady around the entire
perimeter of the gym. I envied him
because my excursions fit into a 10-foot
diameter circle, but it was real romantic!
Hope has always said I was master of the
“why dance.”
— Bill and Hope Ringland Benson, ’45s
I consider Severance Gymnasium
as home. I lived in the converted store
room on the top floor of the gym during
my senior year. Severance was also the
“hom e” for all college dances in 1937.
— Paul A. Ricatto ’37
An early picture of Severance Gymnasium, which was dedicated on May 17, 1912. Constructed for $150,000, the
structure featured White Kittanning pressed brick and replaced the old “Company D” armory where University of
Wooster teams had competed.

W hat you th in k ...
about Wooster’s Severance Hall in its
previous existences as a gymnasium and a studio
art building.
...

hen it was dedicated in 1912,
Severance Gymnasium at The
College of Wooster was called
“the finest college gymnasium in Ohio.
Not only did Severance boast a bas
ketball court with seating for about 800
and a running track on the balcony, it
also featured a swimming pool, a turffloor baseball court” for indoor practice,
and a “special locker room for the faculty
with a private stairway to their own
Turkish bath departm ent...”
That building served W ooster’s
needs for 61 years before it was supplant
ed by a bigger and better gymnasium —
better, perhaps, except for the notable
absence of a Turkish bath departm ent
for the faculty. Meanwhile, some modest
changes were made to the Severance
Gymnasium which became the home of
the studio art program along with sever
al administrative offices.
The Ebert Art Center in Severance
Hall begins another era for the structure.
Eventually, new generations of Wooster
students will have their own memories of
the building. W hen we asked alumni to
share what they remembered of
Severance Hall, in both its gymnasium
and art forms, we received a variety of
memories and at least two confessions:

W
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Here is what I remember: Mose
Hole’s great basketball teams of the late
’40s and early ’50s. The fun of students
sitting on the edge of the court as the
players flew by — it was not unusual to
have a ball or a player land in your lap
during a frenzied scurry for possession.
Or standing on the running track above
the court, watching the basketball soar
toward the net, sometimes feeling as if
you could touch it in its arc. And in late
afternoons, after class, playing on the
court with others in a short make-up
basketball game of your own.
— Tom Boyne ’52
•

The toilet that for many years hung
from the roof of Severance was the prop
erty of Franz Jantzen ’8 6 ... It was hung
from the roof by Andy Goldman and
David Conner, ’87s, one night while
Franz was working on his I.S.

— Anonymous
I wasn’t very athletic, but I was
thrilled to tie for first place in an intra
mural free-throw shooting contest (22
out of 25) held in Severance.
— Jeff James ’82

O f all of my good memories of
Wooster, many involve Severance Gym.
Two of the triggers that instantly and
often return me to Wooster are: 1)
Swimming laps because a Wooster prof
finally made swimming click for me and
I still love it! 2) Hearing The Moldau.
Dancing to it was the highlight of my
four years perform ing with orchestras at
Severance. My m om always made the
trip up to Wooster for the show and took
several of us out for a special meal. Sweet
memories!
— Mikell Kloeters ’63
•
At a basketball game in Severance
Gym one February evening in 1963,1
saw a beautiful young woman sitting just
across the gap in the stands at the center
entrance on the north side of the court.
One problem: she was with another
man. In spite of this m inor problem, I
resolved to meet her. To find her name, I
followed the tim e-honored tradition of
looking her up in the freshman directo
ry. Although I barely recognized her pic
ture, I was confident enough that I had
found the right woman that I called her
and asked her to go to a dance with me
the next weekend. She didn’t know me
either, but she took a chance and accept
ed. Although I’m a fairly shy person who
would normally tremble at the thought
of a blind date, I knew that this case
called for boldness. I was right, too.
Elizabeth Stout Weaver ’65 and I have
been m arried for 32 years, and we have
an enduring affection for old Severance
Gym.
— Robert Weaver ’64

I am a native New Englander, and
my memory of Severance Gym must be
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I played football during my first
three years at Wooster. I rem em ber get
ting ready for hom e football games, get
ting taped, dressed, etc., in Severance.
Coach Phil Shipe used to play the fight
songs from Notre Dame and many other
schools over the loud speakers so that
the stimulating music perm eated every
nook and cranny of the gym. It got me
(and everyone else) all charged up.
— Dan Gibson ’64
D uring my junior and senior years
(1979-1981), I did my I.S. in a studio on
the track that circled above the gym
floor. Some years earlier, my father [Jim
Landes ’55] had been an all-state track
star at the College and had practiced his

The pool in Severance
Gymnnasium was famous,
or infamous, because of its
size — 50 feet long by 27.5
feet wide. Used for com
petitive swim meets begin
ning in 1923, the pool was
the smallest in the nation
used for competition when
it was finally retired in
1973.

talents in the same space. He ran; I
painted. I literally lived in that studio
space — painting, designing dresses, and
writing “rap” performances that resulted
in my I.S. being awarded honors. Those
“all nighters” were extremely challenging
and exciting. I learned a sort of artistic
discipline that has enabled me to sustain
a career as an artist and designer. I will
always hold the memories of my
Severance Art studio dear to my heart.
— Lori Landes ’81
John Hulls ’61 goes
beneath the backboard for
a reverse layup in a game
against Oberlin in
Severance Gymnasium. In
1963, the College celebrat
ed the 50th anniversary of
the first season of basket
ball in Severance. At that
time, it was the oldest
complete gymnasium still
in use in Ohio and a diffi
cult place for opponents to
play, with fans sitting
inches from the floor and
all around the balcony
above.

Photo Courtesy o f Special Collections, College Libraries

seen in that context. D uring my first
week at Wooster, one of the things that I
had to do was to go to the gym for
instructions and outfits (for physical
education classes). On returning to
Hoover dorm , I told my new-found
friends that they, too, must go to the
gym for their “shots.” “Shots!” they
gasped. “Why do we need shots?” I final
ly realized that Ohioans, unlike New
Englanders, actually pronounce the “R”
in shorts.
— Evelyn Fischer Hewett ’48

WRITE

I will never forget international
folk dancing taken in Severance Gym at
8 a.m. during my freshman year. No
wonder they have done away with the
phys. ed. requirements!
— Virginia Marrs Waring ’73
1 remember the gym magically
transform ed into a Mayan temple for
Seventh Section’s annual dance in ’6 8 ...I
remember watching basketball games in
the best seats I ever had at a gam e...I
remember watching those lovely
“Sharks” doing their (synchronized
swimming) routines in the smallest pool
in the U.S. used for collegiate com peti
tion — the legs would swing over, and
then those soaked black, fishnet stock
ings would follow a second or two later.
— Michael Lapka ’71
I have many memories of
Severance Hall from my cheerleading
days of 1941-44. We would attem pt to
lead the basketball enthusiasts in cheer
ing our team on to victory, though it
didn’t happen often then. We were prac
tically on top of our grandstands, and
many smart-alecks, usually Seventh,
Fifth, and First section grandstanders,
chose to mimic our cheering antics —
especially the “Owwe Ow-wow woo
Wooster — beat Denison!” Very frus
trating.
And as a physical education minor,
I spent many “lab” or field work hours
refereeing volleyball, basketball, soccer
— you name it. These were games
played by freshman-year women from
the East who were real pros at most
sports. I was from a brand-new tow n
ship high school outside of Pittsburgh
where gym was either circle games or
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Once the new Physical
Education Center was
completed, the transfor
mation of Severance
Gymnasium into the
home of studio art began.
It took seven months and
cost $27,500. This per
spective from what had
been the running track
where spectators sat for
basketball shows the open
space below where classes
were held. Among the
changes that had to be
made was the removal of
paint from 184 windows
which had been painted
to keep the sun out of
players’ eyes during after
noon basketball games.

calisthenics. Needless to say, I rarely
blew the whistle as a referee unless one
of the players called it first. W hat good
sports those gals were!
— Ruth Kress Heineman ’44
•
My memories of Severance
Gymnasium are clear, even though they
go back to the early ’50s. In addition to
the usual physical education and athletic
activities, my memories include the
dances and formals. The gymnasium
housed the football dressing room and
showers, the team meeting room , the
“cage” where we gathered and awaited
the short bus trip to the stadium for
hom e games, and the pool which we
were forbidden to use. In basketball, I
seem to have had t h e 1honor seat for
substitutes during the 1952-53 cham pi
onship season. My seat on our bench
was beside President Lowry’s mother.
— John Siskowic Jr. ’54
•
I LOVED Severance Art Building!!!
It was the only weird place on campus. I
adored my studio in the northeast
corner of the suspended running track.
The best part was that there were no
walls up there, so everyone could always
see what was going on in all the studios.
Also we looked down on the drawing,
painting, printm aking, and design stu
dios. Amazing! W hen I went on to grad
school, things were different. Every
room had a door, walls, and a lock. So
much less interaction! Also so much
encouragem ent to follow one s individ
ual voice! Don’t get me wrong. I loved
The School of Art at Kent State, espe
cially for the huge variety of people and
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classes. But Wooster was much more
open m inded and open-walled! From
the clay studio built over the cementedover swimming pool, to the student
gallery in the hall upstairs, with the
wooden gym floor, Severance was...well
it was so fine!! I’m really glad that they re
keeping a lot of its funkiness in the ren
ovation.
— Susan Shie ’81
•

My memories of the old gym are
mostly in the pool area. Having grown
up on a farm, I never learned to swim.
O f course, one of the requirements for
graduation then was the ability to swim
three lengths of the pool. Coach (Carl)
M unson was very patient with me for a
long time, but finally, in desperation, he
decided it was time to get it done. This
time I passed because he used his long
pole. Every time I looked as if I would
give up, he would tap me on the head
and shout, “Keep going, Bender! I made
it, and it’s still the longest distance that I
have ever swum. Thank goodness for
that small pool!

took our Phys Ed class to the gym.
While we were flat on our backs, he gave
us a class period’s worth of relaxation
exercises. “Relax your head.” “Relax your
forehead.” “Relax your eyes.” Snores were
heard before I drifted off. I was eternally
grateful to Mr. Shipe for this Hell Week
respite.
— John Nimmer ’54
It’s the spring term of 1946, and
many of us are returning to the campus
after leaving the service. A vivid mem ory
of mine is of watching Mose Hole’s bas
ketball team while standing around the
“track” circling above the gym floor. It
also brings back fond memories of when
“all was gay and life but at the start” —
fond memories of Les Brown and other
big bands brought on campus by Oscar
Nelson; memories of mock political
conventions staged on that same gym
floor which were an introduction to our
political system and our civic duty
beyond the military one that we had
recently left.
— Jim Holroyd ’48

— Jim Bender 41

•

After sitting on the ground floor
for four years (1928-32) watching the
Scots play basketball, I graduated to the
balcony upon marriage and moving to
Wooster. Early on, at an exciting game, I
broke a front tooth on the railing that
circled the balcony. Now, 60 years later, I
have a dental “cap,” which reminds me
of those exciting games.
_ ?

_Carolyn Gustafson Dix 32

It was late in Hell Week. Phil Shipe

Severance Art has tons of m em o
ries for me. The corner studio with the
spiral staircase was a highlight of my
time in Severance. I shared it for a while
with a great friend, Bill Townsend ’86. It
was a super location for a printmaker,
leading right down into the printm aking
studio. Actually, most of the I.S. studios
during my time there (1981-1985) had a
lot of character. I recall we had a great
time with soda cans. We stacked up
M ountain Dew cans until we completely
filled two or three windows up on the
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track. And there was that ever-lovin’ toi
let that had a face painted on the seat
lid. It had various homes during our
time but finally ended up hanging on
the wall above one of the corner studios
with its garishly-painted red and yellow
smile staring at us. Each of us had a
radio or record player, and it could get
pretty cacophonous when we all played
different albums.
Some folks might rem em ber the
two stairwell rooms that were occupied
by students as living quarters. I was one
of the first art majors to use one as a
studio. My I.S. was done in handm ade
paper, somewhat large pieces. There was
not really any standard facility for it, and
they had decided not to have those
rooms function as “dorm itory” space by
the tim e my senior year rolled around.
There are so many m ore m em o
ries. Some sweet, some sad. All w onder
ful upon reflection. I’m a richer person
for having spent time in that building
with the people who inhabited the space
while I pursued my major. As m uch as I
love the thought of the departm ent
moving foward with such grace and
beauty, I will miss the old haunts, the
rustic quality that allowed us to work
w ithout fear of spoiling a new surface or
damaging the facility. It was rugged and
worn but familiar and comfortable at
the same time. Some of the things that
may not have been so charm ing then —
the unfinished cold brick walls, the walls
of lockers and all of the surfaces on
which you could just tack things up —
seem so now. And, in their way, some
Beginning in 1973, the
memories of Severance are
based on scenes like this,
with art students working
on projects in their studios
on the old running track.

WRITE
Although the balcony had
banked corners to make
it negotiable as a running
track, the banks had to
go when individual stu
dio spaces were installed
on the balcony.

were quite practical for a studio art
departm ent.
— Jennifer Burrows Landefeld ’85
After graduating in 1933,1 became
secretary to the athletic departm ent.
These were the days of Coach Boles,
Johnnie Swigart, Mose Hole, Carl
M unson, and Art Murray. One incident
that stands out had to do with basket
ball. We were playing at Muskingum.
The team was to travel to New Concord
in three Nash automobiles. I was to
drive the second car. After the game, the
instructions were to stop at a restaurant
for refreshments when it suited our pas
sengers. We stopped at a small restau
rant, as I recall, a bit off the highway.
O ur service was slow, to say the least.

W hen we left the restaurant, a heavy fog
had settled in. We drove with windows
open and players looking out to each
side of the car to keep me on the road.
Two of the players in my car were Pete
Snyder and Paul Ricatto, ’37s. We finally
arrived in Wooster, and I drove directly
to my hom e on University Street. I
handed the keys to Pete and asked him
to take the car to Severance. There he
found two shaken but very relieved
coaches.
— Naomi Allen Blazer ’33
I was on the soccer squad and
earned my Wooster letter as a soccer
player. The gym reminds me of the great
physical shape that I was in then and the
eye black I always applied prior to “bat
tle” with the opposing soccer squad.
— Tom McDonald II ’68
•
You won’t want to print my m em 
ory of the gym! (And I won’t give my
name or year!) The boys’ and girls’ lock
ers backed up to one another, and the
ventilating holes often matched. 1 never
knew of girls doing it, but there were
many times when boys would be inside
their lockers with eyes glued to those
holes as the girls undressed.
— Anonymous
•

Severance Gym was packed for
basketball games from 1937 through
1 9 4 1 — the days of Pudge Hole ’41, Red
Grenert ’41, Nick Frascella ’38, George
Joseph ’40, Cliff Smith ’40, etc. — w in
ning teams. Lots of school spirit — and
decorated like a fairyland for proms
where we wore long beautiful evening
dresses and floor-length velvet capes and
had a 1:00 a.m. curfew.
— Alfie Gabriel Campbell ’41
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In the Hurricane’s Eye
by R. Stanton Hales
e live, I would say, in a time of
extremes. We live in a time
where “pushing the envelope”
to extreme limits has become, at least in
some areas of activity, a norm al expecta
tion. People in other eras may have
claimed that distinction for their time,
and even with some justification, but
certainly with no greater justification
than we have in our time. As evidence
for this claim, some examples are merely
entertaining while others are more sig
nificant, even profound. Let us explore a
few examples.
Physical activity and athletic com 
petition come quickly to mind, at least to
my m ind, as one might expect. Humans
play many kinds of games, some more
dem anding than others. The m arathon,

W

President R. Stanton Hales addresses the Wooster
community in McGaw Chapel during the tradition
al Opening Convocation ceremonies on Sept. 2,
1997.
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once thought the limit of hum an
endurance, is now merely one part of the
Ironm an Triathlon, a backbreaking com 
bination of swimming 2.4 miles, cycling
112 miles, and running the m arathon
distance of 26 miles, 385 yards. This
event is known for producing television
images of spent hum ans as they stagger
nearly unconscious across the finish line
in the Hawaiian dusk. Insufficiently dan
gerous for you? Diving off a 10-meter
board into a pool of water, once consid
ered thrill enough for the norm al per
son, is now seen as tame compared to
the act of diving off a bridge into a 1000foot canyon, supported only by some
rubber tubing, in an event we affection
ately call bungee-jumping.
Festivals of physical competitions
among hum ans are m eant to be the ulti
mate tests, and the Olympic Games are
the quintessential representative of these
large festivals that we create to surround
and decorate such competitions. With

popularity comes proliferation, and thus
came the World Masters’ Games, a
euphemism referring to aging athletes
like me, and the World Games, for nonOlympic sports, and others.
But these games, for all their pomp
and world fellowship, have also become
for some people too tame, too pre
dictable, too safe. Seeking the rush which
comes from ever more dangerous and
death-defying feats of athletic prowess,
audiences and participants are turning to
an approach that carries such festival
competition into new territory: ESPN’s
“Extreme Games.” In these games, other
wise sensible people compete in such
things as aggressive bicycle stunt riding,
skysurfing, and street luge, with the main
emphasis on slow-motion replays of the
most memorable wipe-outs.
The point seems to be that there is
an increasingly passionate attraction to
extreme physical challenges, to riding on
the edge, pushing beyond the limits of
safety to test who can take and survive
the biggest physical risks.
Rather different is a second exam
ple concerning our everyday eating
habits, and in particular the rather m un
dane practice of the seasoning of food.
W hen I was young, it seemed an unusual
act to add pepper to anything. Now, the
table condiments of salt and pepper have

—
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long since been relegated to the cuprestlessness that draws us to these? Why
It is human nature to want to
board in favor of an increasingly unreare increasing numbers driven to seek
understand things, to know important
strained search for extreme, searing
extreme physical challenges, to suffer
things, but understanding and knowing
pungency. Even Tabasco Sauce, once the
certain pain, and even to risk one’s life
are hard work and by their nature entail
sign of real table daring, is considered
in search of the rush, the thrill? Is this
the possibility of failure. Edmundson
child’s play by the serious.
pursuit of physical extremes the sympmuses, by eliminating many of the hard
Truly hot chili pepper sauces have
tom of a malaise in modern life? Is
questions in our curricula, have we also
become the table rage and also an area
something else missing? Most puzzling
eliminated the chance of knowing and
of pride, competition, and big business.
of all, if we are currently inclined to
understanding important things, and
The hotter that one can tolerate on the
expose ourselves to such enormous
smothered the passion necessary for
Scovel scale of pungency, from 0 to
physical challenges, why is there less cortheir pursuit? By nearly eliminating
350,000, the better. Jalapenos earn only
responding inclination to pursue chalfrom our schools the possibility of failseveral thousands on the Scovel scale,
lenges intellectually at anywhere near
ure, have we also nearly eliminated the
and Tabasco rates not much higher. At
the same level? In particular, why is
challenge that fuels the passion to know?
present, the search for fire ends with the
there so little inclination, especially in
And in the words of Jonathan Z.
habanero, that little fruit from Belize
our educational institutions, to offer to
Smith of the University of Chicago, colwhich stands about 300,000 on the scale
students equivalent intellectual challege is not just a learning experience,
and of which one drop can turn a vat of
lenges?
Bees, mice, even machines can learn, act
soup for 60 into a nearly lethal e x p e r i - ----------------------------------------------- on patterns, perhaps even innovate. But
ence. At last count, chili boutiques
. j
j i ,
they cannot argue. To him, education is
offered more than
brands of
riUVC WC ItlUCCCl ICT OUTsimply argument about significance and
habanero sauces.
SClvCS U tld OUT VOUflg
interpretation. Edmundson echoes this
I he extreme response which peoit
theme: intellectual work is confrontation
pie seek consists of blinding white pain
p e o p l e aOWU b y d w e l l i n g
between two people where the stakes
in the mouth, a throbbing burn in the
,•
matter.
eyes and nose, and a forehead pouring
OH S m a l l q u e s t i o n s W h e n
Have we jncieed let ourselves and
with sweat. The reward? A rush of danO n ly g T e a t O nes W ill d o ?
our y°ung people down by dwelling on
ger, a flood of endorphins, and gratitude
'
small questions when only great ones
for survival. Not unlike an extreme
~
will do? Have we confronted them with
sport.
This would seem an essential irony
trivia throughout their school days
My third example fits the season,
of our times. Instead of presenting
when they deserve and need the intellecearly September; this is hurricane seagreater intellectual challenges, we have
tual challenges leading up to the equivason. According to the National Weather
in the opinion of many “dumbed down”
lent of the Ironman? Just as the Italian
Service, the first two weeks of September
textbooks and courses, and topped
novelist Natalia Ginzburg urges us in
are the high point of the year for hurrithings off with grade inflation. Have we
rearing our children to dwell on the big
canes. And accompanying this season
lost our educational nerve? Have we survirtues — compassion and generosity —
each year is an increasing number of
rendered to what some identify as a curwith confidence that the little virtues —
television shows which feature young
rent mood of intellectual coolness and
like thrift and caution — will soak in on
men — seldom women, they have too
detachment? And have we lost our contheir own, should not we as a society in
much sense — chasing hurricanes, torviction of the value of being spellbound
our teaching focus on the big questions?
nadoes, and other weather phenomena
by the power of great but difficult ideas?
As anthropologist Wendy Doniger
that carry with them the possibility of
These questions are part of a gathsays, “There are so few interesting questotal destruction and a brutal death.
ering storm, a new kind of weather” in
tions, but so many interesting answers.”
You may have seen these video
the words of Mark Edmundson, profesSmall ideas do not stretch and strengthproductions exemplifying extreme
sor at the University of Virginia, a new
en; they are too often just common
human behavior: instead of moving senhurricane of our own. Edmundson’s
sense. What is essential is exposure to
sibly away from the swath of devastaarticle in this month s Harper s Magazine
great thoughts that engage the spirit and
tion, the stars of the show pursue the
is but the latest in a series of critiques of
present a challenge worthy of the effort,
weather phenomenon, attempting to
higher education, particularly liberal
There is certainly challenge enough
place themselves directly in its path,
arts education.
in seeking understanding of and answers
albeit under something like a highway
Unlike other modern criticisms, it
to the social hurricanes that have afflictoverpass for last minute protection. The
is not the aims of liberal education that
ed our times. How should our society
goal seems to be to come as close to
Edmundson goes after but its performost effectively aim to correct the debilobliteration as possible yet to survive
mance in pursuing these aims, to which
itating effects of hundreds of years of
and to film the actual destruction of
he, like us, is firmly wedded. Charging
slavery? What are the true political and
homes, trucks, and animals. The reward?
that liberal education now serves as only
psychological origins of the holocaust
A rush of danger, a flood of adrenalin,
light entertainment for bored students,
and how can we minimize the chances
and gratitude for survival, plus some
he agonizes over the current domination
of recurrences? These sound like topics
valuable footage. Yet another extreme
in college culture of a consumer’s attithat ambitious Wooster students would
sport.
tude and an expectation only for enterpursue for Independent Study.
We are spellbound by hurricanes,
tainment. Where, he asks, is the passion,
Mark Edmundson admits, “At
tornadoes, and the like, as we are drawn
the engagement, the intellectual chalsome of the small liberal arts colleges,
to extreme games and extreme foods.
lenge that must be at the heart of our
the tradition of strong engagement perWhat is the attraction? Where arises the
quest to understand?
sists.” Wooster may or may not be one of
1 0 0
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these in his mind, but if any college
ought to be able to claim this position,
Wooster should. Our experience in
Independent Study gives strong evidence
that we are able to achieve the level of
engagement which we know is essential.
1.5. is our animating principle.
Edmundson asks if the Socratic
method — the rough-and-tumble giveand-take between student and teacher
— is too jagged for current sensibilities.
We may need more of it, but the weekly
1.5. appointment is intended to be, and
often is, just that give-and-take, and in
First Year Seminar we offer modest
introduction and practice.
But Independent Study itself, like
any exercise, can become sterile. The
challenge always exists to keep the expe
rience vital, to keep it vibrant, close to
the action but protected, that is, squarely
in the eye of the hurricane. To maintain
Independent Study as fresh and newly
exciting and challenging as it was 50
years ago is an important aspect of our
current planning process for the new
century.
Some would say that the techno
logical revolution promises solutions to
our dilemma, that the computer, the
Net, and the Web will restore our ability
to engage significant intellectual issues.
This may come, but the jury is still out.
Philosopher David Rothenberg exclaims
in The Chronicle of Higher Education
that, in his experience, the Web destroys
the quality of students’ research papers.
Other scholars observe that the new
medium teaches surfing better than it
does finding significance, supports
amassing facts better than thinking seri
ously about ideas. The words of Alfred
North Whitehead in his address on The
Aims of Education” ring as true here as
they did in 1917: “Scraps of information
have nothing to do with it. A merely
well-informed man is the most useless
bore on God’s earth.”
Edmundson believes that the cur
rent competition for students has led to
creating environments that offer more
comfort and less challenge. If so, I would
say that this is equivalent to offering
more short-term value and less long
term value. Comfort lasts only as long as
one is here; the benefits of an intellectu
al challenge well met last the entire
career, indeed the entire life. Which is
the better value? We should not be
unhappy if students are comfortable;
but we, and they, and their parents
should be very unhappy if they are not
challenged.
The hurricane of criticism of liber-
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Jamila Atkinson ’98, right, and Kendra Sims ’98, both of Youngstown, wait to have their picture taken with their
classmates prior to the Opening Convocation. In addition to the annual class photograph, members of the Class of
1998 marched in the processional as Wooster opened its 128th year.

al education will likely continue to rage
and swirl. Rather than walk away and
isolate ourselves from this storm, I
believe that we should carry on our
work calmly in this hurricane’s eye, safe
but close enough to the action to partic
ipate in the debate yet stand by our suc
cess.
Let me close with a focus on the
individual. The hurricane as a metaphor
for these remarks arose from a book by
the late Philip Hallie, philosopher at
Wesleyan University. For years numbed
by the extreme cruelty in the world,
Hallie near the end of his life wrote
about being overwhelmed by discover
ing three instances of human choice to
do extreme good: Le Chambon, a small
Protestant village in southern France
that risked its life and safety by protect
ing Jewish refugees from the Nazi occu
piers; Joshua James, a rugged native of
Hull, Massachusetts, who for 40 years
risked his life by leading rescue efforts
for ships battered by storms off the New
England coast, founding the forerunner

of the Coast Guard in the process; and
Kathchen Coley, a Connecticut woman
who risked her life and marriage to
found a drug-and-alcohol rehabilitation
center.
Hallie believed that we all live in
our own hurricanes, and survival comes
best to those who, on one hand, let
others enter their lives, enlivening their
senses, speaking their stories, and
capturing their passionate imagination;
and who, on the other, create their own
stories, inspirational, memorable, and
proud.
What will your stories be for this
year? Your stories, as they are created,
help create this community and enlarge
and strengthen our place in the hurri
cane’s eye.
With confidence that, both as a
College and as individuals, we may dwell
productively in the eyes of the hurri
canes of our times, the 128th year of
instruction at The College of Wooster is
hereby convened. £23
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Nancy J. Wilkin ’67
1200 NW Front St., Portland, OR 97209
Class of 2000
Elizabeth Ross Hyatt ’85**
1530 Reliez Valley Rd., Lafayette, CA 94549
Julia Hill Klein ’83
1607 Alsace Rd., Reading, PA 19604
Michael R. Lauber ’80
602 N. Wooster Ave., Dover, OH 44622-2865
Karen McCleary Lockwood ’72**
1323 Deep Run Ln., Reston, VA 22090-3909
Mary Neagoy ’83
175 West 93rd St. #91, New York, NY 10025
Jeffrey A. Steiner ’74
185 Cannon Dr., Wooster, OH 44691
Clarence “Reggie” Williams ’63*
306 Country Wood Dr., San Antonio, TX 78216
’Members of the Board of Trustees elected
by the alumni
**Members appointed to the Alumni Board
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The summer was an exciting time for
the members of our class who have gotten
permanent jobs in their fields of choice.
Kirsten Came started work in August at the
Hocking County board of mental retardation
and developmental disabilities. Her official
title is case manager/community services spe
cialist. She works as an “advocate for con
sumers served by the board from birth to age
22.” Kirsten’s new address is 185 Sells Rd.,
Apt. 8, Lancaster, OH 43130.
Amy Sheldon lives in Denver, CO, with
Stephanie Blake. Amy works for IHS Health
Information, and Stephanie is employed by
the Colorado Student Obligation Bond
Authority. Nikoo Kasmai ’98 lived with them
this summer and plans to return after gradu
ation. Amy and Stephanie say, “We are having
a great time; if anyone is passing through,
stop and visit! We live at 1055 Logan St.,
#703, Denver, CO 80203, and can be reached
by e-mail at <Amy_E._Sheldon@ihs.com>.”
Amy Hansen is attending the Ohio
Montessori Training Institute in Cleveland.
She reports that Lawrence Bartel is enjoying
his Watson Fellowship experience, first in
Melbourne, Australia, then traveling through
India and on to England by mid-fall.
Toni Mandry is studying for a master’s
in English literature at the U of Warwick in
England. Her e-mail address is <ma97adl4@
acs.wooster.edu>.
Miriam Wahid started school again in
late August — this time as a teacher! She
teaches sixth grade social studies at the
Granville Middle School and lives at 74 East
Lincoln St., Westerville, OH 43081. Mark
Melnick works in New York City with a
graphic design firm. He has recently moved.
Send your address, Mark!
Terressa Skinner helps to catalog his
torical artifacts as an intern at the Lorain
County (OH) Historical Society.
It was a big summer for marriage and
engagements! Chris Spillmann proposed to
Sonya Kapusinski in the beginning of July.
Chris is attending the U of Rochester, study
ing biophysics. Seth Fagans and I (Jobie)
were married on August 2 in Cape Elizabeth,
ME. Thank you to the Woosterians who
attended! We have moved to the Boston area
(see new addresses below) where I attend
graduate school. In addition, we are on-call
caretakers at the Health Center at Milton
Academy, a local boarding school.
Congratulations to other newlyweds:
David Laster and Kim Reid ’96 were married
on June 28, David Hershhorn and Miriam
Waddell on July 5. Stephen Penrod married
Carolyn “Carie” Toth on July 19, 1997 (see
Weddings). Carie works as a research tech
nologist at The Cleveland Clinic Foundation,
and Stephen started law school at Cleveland
Marshall School of Law this fall.
Secretary: Jobie McCreight Fagans, 170
Centre St., Milton, MA 02186,
<Jobie_Fagans@milton.edu>.

Erika Putinsky writes from
Philadelphia, having spent the last year with
AmeriCorps/VISTA, “I supervised and placed
about 500 urban and suburban high school
students in community service opportunities
throughout the greater Philadelphia region. It
was quite arduous!” Erika is moving to
Atlanta, GA, to work as a program manager
for Atlanta Outward Bound, focusing on the
Eco Watch program.
Courtney Young has finished a master’s
in library and information science at
Simmons College in Boston while working
full-time at a theological library which sup
ports two separate learning institutions. She
has begun a position at the libraries of Ohio
State U as a two-year visiting assistant profes
sor and moved to the Columbus area in
September. She writes, “My neighbor is Alec
Bisaha, who works for Airtouch Cellular. I’ve
been in touch with Tarra Speaks, who lives in
New York City and works at a clinic there.
Jamie Stafford is at the U of Pittsburgh, and
Cyrus Screwvala is at Miami U in Ohio.”
Courtney asks if anyone has been in touch
with Silvino Da Luz Jr.
Secretary: Scarlett Caminiti, Kings Arms
Apts., 1320-15 Ephesus Church Rd., Chapel
Hill, NC 27514, <scaminiti@rosen.com>.
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Angela Bakaysza has lived abroad since
graduation, first in France, then Belgium, and
now Mexico. She has worked as a volunteer
with a Catholic mission program since
January and signed on to stay until April
1998. She teaches Spanish literacy classes and
junior high English and works with orphan
ages and shelters in the poorer areas of the
city.
Rob Kugler enjoyed his summer free
dom and is looking back longingly now that
the students have returned. His summer
plans included some traveling, some per
forming, and perfecting his needlepoint skills.
The e-mail address for Michelle
Varughese has changed to <varughese@
auhs.edu>. Michelle is in her third year of
medical school, doing rotations in Pittsburgh
and Erie, PA, and New Jersey. Since she will
be moving around, she is using her parents’
snail mail address: 145 Concord St., Indiana,
PA 15701.
Erinn Maury is attending the Chicago
Medical School of the Finch U of the Health
Sciences. She lives in an “area of suburban
sprawl” in north Chicago. Her new e-mail
address is <em01jl07@mis.finchcms.edu>.
Laura Templeton Aosved worked as a
temp at several different firms for the sum
mer, tutored Spanish, and taught at a manu
facturing plant twice a week. She was hired
for a new job starting in September, teaching
an integrated Spanish curriculum in the
fourth and fifth grades in the Danvers public
schools.
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Dan Ephraim lives in New York City
with his brother at the Trump Palace. He is
“livin’ large” for now, working at NBC as a
scheduling coordinator for sports, news, and
entertainment shows. Dan staffs the shows
— “NBC Sportsdesk,” the “Rosie O’Donnell
Show,” the “Conan O’Brien Show,” “Nightly
News,” and the “Today Show” — with techni
cal personnel. He has had some exciting days
meeting famous people, including George
Wendt and the champ himself, Muhammad
Ali — one of Dan’s most unforgettable
moments. Reach him online at <Ephraim@
ENTOPSNY.nbc.com>.
Melissa Shipley works in Georgetown
in the publications department at the Urban
Land Institute. She loves her job — editing
articles, obtaining graphics, and dealing oneon-one with authors for the institute’s
monthly magazine, Urban Land. Melissa also
threatens to go back to school in the near
future. She can be reached at 7514 Lovely
Ct., Frederick, MD 21702 or <mjenne@
uli.org>.
Melissa Mullins will be in the Domini
can Republic until 1999, working on an agri
cultural extension with the Peace Corps. Her
address is Cuerpo de Paz, APDO 1412, Santo
Domingo, Republica Dominicana.
Elise Bates Russell has recently moved
to attend grad school at the U of Michigan in
architecture. Her new address is 6975 Foxthorn, Canton, MI 48187.
Matt Wagner celebrated his second
anniversary as a librarian at Vorys, Sater,
Seymour & Pease. In Nov. 1996, he got his
own apartment downtown; his address is 330
W. 4th St., Apt. 10, Cincinnati, OH 45202. In
September he began work towards a master’s
degree in library and information science at
the U of Kentucky.
Matt reported on some other ’95ers.
He frequently visits Anne Deffenbaugh and
Jen Pagano, and states that both are doing
great and enjoying post-graduate life. He also
visited with Pete Hahn, who was in
Columbus this summer clerking at a law
firm. Pete will finish law school this year at
Washington U in St. Louis. In July, Anne
Deffenbaugh and Matt road-tripped to
Washington, DC, to visit with Lisa Hannan
and Liz Kulp. On his whistle-stop visiting
campaign, Matt spent a week with Becca
Boatright in Seattle. Becca has finished the
second year of a Ph.D. program in psycholo
gy at the U of Washington. Mike House
holder spent the summer in Atlanta, intern
ing as a reporter with the JournalConstitution, then headed back to DC to
begin a job hunt. Matt can be reached at
<wagnema@vssp.com>.
Chris Maher packed up his glamorous
lifestyle in California and has planted roots
in the Big Apple. He is teaching political sci
ence and Spanish at All Hallows High School
in the South Bronx, where he is also the new
assistant coach for JV baseball. He seriously
threatens to pursue graduate studies, perhaps
towards a master’s in public policy. Chris’s
new address is 23-02 31st St., 2nd Floor,
Astoria, NY 11105.
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As a new resident of Columbus, OH,
Shannon Dodds jumped right into the the
atrical scene this spring in the role of the
princess in the Columbus Junior Theatre’s
production of Once Upon a Mattress.
Don Walter has returned to the U.S.
amidst great fanfare. His work in the
Dominican Republic being finished, Don is
currently looking for other Spanish-speaking
job opportunities and working as a part-time
merengue dance instructor. Sign up today!
Noah Parker has decided that the
French Riviera and the life of a spy just
wasn’t for him, and he is searching for
opportunities with other volunteer organiza
tions in the Baltimore area. Noah recently
met First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton on a
Habitat for Humanity work site.
Chris Wolfgang finished his assign
ment with the Big Boy corporation, finding
the penultimate “Big Boy” in Bozeman, MT.
He has not rested on his laurels, however,
and has been working as dean of residential
life with Johns Hopkins U’s Center for
Talented Youth. Chris and the rest of us
’95ers muse, “What ever happened to Chuck
Celebrezze?”
Andy Haug and I (Brad) recently
returned from a vacation in Dominican
Republic with killer tans, ready to roll up our
sleeves and, as they say, “stamp out disease
and save lives.” The attending physicians and
residents at the U of Cincinnati have kept
Andy busy, but he seems to be surviving. So
far the third year has been good to me, and I
look forward to more opportunities to prove
that I learned something in the first two
years of med school.
If you have any groovy Wooster gossip
or just want to say hi, feel free to drop me
(Brad) a line.
Secretary: Brad Dixon, 687 Jefferson Ave.,
Memphis, TN 38105, <bdixon@utmeml.
utmem.edu>.
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Carrie Phillips Gerard writes, I came
home from my vacation, fixed myself a diet
Coke, and sat down to enjoy Wooster maga
zine! I loved catching up with the fantastic
scholarship of this year’s seniors, but my
heart sank when I reached Class Notes.
Where are we? There are too many great
things happening for the Class ot 1994 for us
to be so hush-hush.” She sends the following
news.
Amy Miller Sonntag and her husband,
Mark, celebrated their first anniversary by
buying a house in Winston-Salem, NC. Amy
has also completed the requirements for a
speech therapy license.
Carrie saw Becky Davis Gardner over
the Fourth of July weekend, just prior to
Becky’s first anniversary with husband
David. Becky is doing great as a music edu
cator extraordinaire in West Lafayette, IN.
Carrie-Francis continues, “Last sum
mer my fiance (now husband), Brian, ran
into Adam Clark at the Hopkins School in

New Haven where we live. Adam was wear
ing a Wooster hat and curiosity got the best
of Brian. If Adam is still in the area, or if
other Woosterites are hiding in New Haven,
it would be great to get together. I have one
more year at Yale Divinity School before fin
ishing a master’s. Stop by, at 352 Canner
Street #524, New Haven, CT 06511, or get in
touch at <carrie.phillips@yale.edu>. I would
love to know what Chris Brown and Barron
Moody are doing. I think Chris has a new
job in DC to tell us about. Not to mention
the rest of you, who are being altogether too
shy! One final question — Tara Burgy,
where are you? I’ve lost you since the wed
ding in May. How did the EMT test go?”
Renita Lake works at the Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee in
Washington, DC, as a finance assistant and
keeps in close touch with several Wooster
students and alums near and far. Reach her
at <lake@dccc.org>.
Clari Roberts Hoffman recently
earned an M. Ed. in educational administra
tion, curriculum, and supervision. She and
husband Eric still live in Germany. She can
be reached at <Clarihoff@aol.com>.
Jen Eisinger and Graig Meyer ’96 got
married in June, with many Wooster friends
attending the ceremony. Meredith Graham
’96 played “Scotland the Brave” on the bag
pipes. The couple spent last summer budget
traveling in Europe, where they stayed with
Laura Owens in Budapest. Jen and Graig live
in Chicago where Jen substitute teaches and
tutors. Graig attends the U of Chicago,
studying social work. Reach them at
<gr_meyer@uchicago.edu>.
Amy Lawrence teaches eighth grade
science in Kinnelon, NJ. She recently got
engaged to a non-Woosterite, Robert Bozza;
the wedding is planned for Oct. 3, 1998. Amy
still lives in Morristown, NJ, and would love
to hear from anyone at <NJAmy@aol.com>.
Amy recently heard from Sandy Eyre who
works for the symphony in Miami Beach, FL.
Chris Bond just celebrated his first
wedding anniversary and enjoys married life.
Jonah Rees ’95 and Kristen Rogers ’93 were
among those who visited Chris in Portland,
OR. Chris and Chris Johnson climbed the
South Sister, a 10,400-ft. high mountain.
Megan Bruce ’95 is another hiker, having
climbed Mt. Adams.
I (Delia) got hired by the town of
Wellesley, MA, as a police officer. The long
wait to join a municipal police department
in the Commonwealth is finally over. Note
my new address below. If you need some
one’s e-mail address, the first place to look is
the e-mail directory on College Web site. You
can post and update your own e-mail
addresses there, too, to enable us all to keep
in touch!
Secretaries: Delia Hoye, 138 Collins Rd.,
Waban, MA 02168, <Dhoye@Lynx.dac.
neu.edu>; and Laurie Peterson, 7993-C
Puritan Dr., Mentor, OH 44060-4032,
<Lgp4@po.cwru.edu>.
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Jenny Neill married Mike Russell on
June 21. She writes, “Weddings have abound
ed this summer. Julia Hohman married Kelly
Brightbill on May 17; Drew Nicholson ’94
married Capri Richardson on June 14. And
Lynn Benosky will be getting married next
May. All of us have survived the wedding
planning process, except Lynn who is still in
the thick of it. Julie lives in Marietta, OH,
and has acquired her teaching certificate.
Drew works for a nonprofit research firm in
Chicago. I am in Seattle and have a new job
with the state department of health.” Reach
Jenny at <woIffire@drizzle.com>.
Kelly Keenoy writes, “After living in
Akron for a few years, I moved to Miami in
Aug. 1996.1 am vice president of Gingiss of
Florida, a tuxedo wholesale company. I was
married in April 1994. My wife, Julia, and I
have a son, Forster, born on Aug. 30, 1995,
and a daughter, Flannery, born on May 18,
1997.” Send e-mail to Kelly at <gingiss@
mindspring. com>.
Jennifer Ludowise has accepted a new
position as coordinator of training and edu
cation for Precision Concepts Corp., a com
puter network systems design and integra
tion firm based in Columbus, OH. She also
still teaches step aerobics. In June 1996,
Jennifer married Jeff Smith; more than 60
Wooster folks attended. Jeff is a financial
planner for Waller Financial Planning Group
of Columbus. They have bought their first
house in Upper Arlington, OH. Send e-mail
to Jennifer at <jennifer.ludowise@
pcon.com>.
Peter Borup Jakobsen, who has settled
in quite well in Singapore, reports, “I am at
the end of my second year as the head of the
commercial section at the Danish Embassy
here, contracted to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs in Copenhagen. I am engaged to
Susan Ng, a graduate from Oklahoma and a
software consultant. We expect to tie the
knot sometime late next year. Both of us are
quite active in the American University Club
(AUC) here in Singapore, with other gradu
ates from all over the States, so the U.S. tie is
not severed. The U.S. ambassador is the
Patron of AUC.
“Now that 50% of the Jakobsen clan
resides in Singapore — my older brother and
his family have moved here — Denmark and
the family don’t seem as far away. I am the
President of Foreign Trade Representatives in
Singapore, an organization of trade delegates
from embassies, high commissions, and con
sulates in Singapore, including the U.S.
embassy. My poli. sci. notes from Wooster
come in quite handy... I brushed up my busi
ness studies by taking a course on management of services in Asia conducted by the
European business school, INSEAD. Quite
the eye-opening experience.” Reach Peter at
34 Bayshore Road #16-07, Singapore 469976,
°r <dkpbj@singnet.com.sg>.
We send deepest condolences to
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Jennifer Taintor Smith Liske on the sudden
death of her husband, Taylor Liske ’91.
Secretaries: Christopher Myers, 1407 Grant
Ave., San Francisco, CA 94133,
<cmyers@metadesign.com>; and Erika
Poethig, 1213 E. 53rd St., Chicago, IL 60615,
<erika_poethig@kirkland.com>.
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Greetings from Cincinnati! I
(Kathleen) hope everyone has had a pleasant
summer. Not only do I get the honor of
being one of your new Class Secretaries, but
I’m also thrilled to welcome Beth Hahne
(my roomie at Wooster) to Cincinnati. Beth
recently moved from Kalamazoo, MI, to
begin a new job as a staff physical therapist
at University Hospital. She primarily works
with general medical, cancer, and surgical
patients, and she loves her new job. Beth is
busy fixing up her apartment but welcomes
any Wooster friends (as long as you give
enough advance warning) at 3632 Paxton
Avenue #1, Cincinnati, OH 45208.
On Mar. 8, 1997, in Blue Ash, OH,
Aaron Becker married Melissa Sizemore.
Attending were Cheryl Becker ’95, Erika
Seyfried, and Brian Becker ’95. More news
— Melissa got pregnant almost immediately.
The baby is due to arrive with mistletoe,
snow, and serious good cheer!
This May Chris Glaser finished his
Peace Corps service as an environmental
awareness and education advisor in Hungary.
He now works at Hiram House in Chagrin
Falls, OH, as a naturalist and hoped to join
Americorps this fall. People can contact
Chris via his parents: 22895 Mastick Rd.,
Fairview Park, OH 44126.
Cristy Quigley has graduated from the
L.B.J. School of Public Affairs at the U of
Texas and has accepted a position in
Washington, DC, with the Presidential
Management Internship Program. She will
work in the executive secretary’s office in the
U.S. Dept, of Health and Human Services as
a policy coordinator. The two-year program
carries the expectation of staying on as a
government employee. Cristy’s address is
6311 N. Washington Blvd., Arlington, VA
22205.
Jennifer Mills writes that, after gradu
ation, “I got my bilingual elementary certifi
cate and taught third and fifth grades in
Farmington, NM. Not caring much for either
Farmington or teaching, I moved to Estes
Park, CO, and climbed and hiked for a sum
mer. Panic set in — I needed a plan, not just
a climbing partner. I came back to Durango,
CO, intending to pursue outdoor education.
During an EMT course, though, I became
fascinated with the idea of becoming part of
an ambulance or emergency room crew. I am
now a full-time EMT and taking an interme
diate course with plans to go on to para
medic training after a few years...I love the
constant challenge and learning.” Reach her
at <jennyruth@juno.com>.
Jess Roberts is a program assistant at

the Ithaca College London Center, in charge
of study abroad students. She organizes trips,
locates housing, placates distraught students,
etc. Her term lasts through June 1998. Send
greetings to Jess at Ithaca College London
Center, 35 Harrington Gardens, London
SW7 4JU, England.
Since graduation, Darla Haines has
worked in television, as a commercial pro
ducer for an NBC affiliate in Texas and pro
duction manager for an ABC affiliate in
Missouri. She now coordinates advertising
and production for “a major federal, state
and local trade publisher in Washington,
DC.” Darla, who has moved four times in as
many years, got married in 1993 to “a very
successful landscaper.”
Lorenzo E. Navarro says hello from
Costa Rica, where he is trying to learn more
about the Internet. Send us your e-mail or
postal address, Lorenzo!
Ashesh Parekh is racking up frequent
flyer miles traveling two to three days per
week for his job as an instructor for Oracle
Education Global Seminars. Since June,
Ashesh has visited the United Kingdom,
France, Spain, Germany, and Mexico as well
as numerous U.S. cities. Ashesh really enjoys
his work and San Francisco (where fie lives
when not jet-setting around the globe).
Frank Andorka survived his trip to
Israel as an associate editor for a trade maga
zine, Hotel & Motel Management, although
he was taken for $30 by an aggressive tour
guide in the old city of Jerusalem. Frank says
that Israel is an amazing country, rich in his
tory and intrigue. He and his wife, Beth
Martin Andorka, and their son, Ryan, still
live in Cleveland.
Lauren Wilson and Stephanie Burrows
’95 are settling into life in Pittsburgh. Lauren
keeps busy with classes, lab work, volunteer
ing, and studying, all of which are related to
physical therapy, while Steph is still at the
same job. Their most recent random act of
kindness involved the successful rescue of a
baby pigeon from a parking garage.
Josh Farthing is back at work parttime at Elsag-Bailey Process Automation
where he does Windows NT programming
for the network applications group. After a
recent stint in the hospital, he is finally start
ing to feel his “old normal self.” He welcomes
e-mail at <josh.farthing@bailey.com>.
Other tidbits of news: John and Sheri
Stout Teleha took a July vacation to the
mountains outside Boone, NC. Eric Parks
recently ran into both Gardner Key ’94 and
Matt Smith ’93 while strolling the streets and
music stores of Boston. Tim Russell flexed
his muscles while helping his sister relocate
from Bowling Green to Knoxville, TN. Scott
Dixon has spent the summer playing Wilbur
Wright at Greenfield Village, a living history
museum outside Detroit, MI.
My (Kathleen’s) husband, David Kime,
spent two months as a bachelor while I was
away in Greece excavating at the Mycenaean
citadel of Midea. Dave tells me that, while I
was gone, he applied to the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police Academy, hiked the
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Appalachian Trail (both ways), and baked the
perfect homemade pizza. And I thought I
had done a lot, hiking all over central and
southern Greece and sorting and cataloguing
15,000 ceramic sherds! Ah, well.
We love to hear from you! Note that
my (Kathleen’s) e-mail address was incorrect
in the last issue; the correct address is below.
Secretaries: Kathleen Quinn, 2701 Lehman
Rd. #29, Cincinnati, OH 45204-1671,
<quinn@fuse.net>; and Robin Parker, 17620
Lake Shore #202, Cleveland, OH 44119.
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Laura Kenreich married Mark Whittle
on June 21, 1997, in Kent, OH. Rachael
Henderson Whitmarsh flew in from
England to be a bridesmaid. Other news
from people at the wedding: Andy Lewellen
has bought a house in Wooster. He planned
to spend the summer fixing it up and travel
ing. Carrie Fasolt Crawford finished her
M.S. in curriculum instruction at Western
Maryland College in Westminster. Danielle
Dunn worked at a youth camp on Catalina
Island, CA, for the summer.
David and Susan Kacerek Burlage
welcomed their first child, Megan Felton
Burlage, on July 19, 1997. Send congrats to
<skb@apk.net>.
Apologies to Nancy McGraw Gfell for
the misnomer in her wedding photo in the
last issue.
This summer, Chris Alghini was
recognized by his high school alma mater,
Berkshire School of Sheffield, MA, as the
1997 Kellogg Volunteer of the Year, for his
support as donor and class agent. One week
later, Berkshire hired him as administrator
of the campus computer operations. Con
gratulations, Chris, — and apologies, too, for
erroneously listing you in the last issue as
’92.
With great sorrow, we report the unex
pected death of Taylor Liske in July (see
Obituaries). Our profound sympathies to his
wife, Jennifer Taintor Smith Liske ’93.
Your secretary (Katie) spent the long,
hot summer dreaming of snow. Hope to hear
from more of you soon.
Secretaries: Katie Jones McClelland, 1263
Circle Dr., Arbutus, MD 21227; and Sean
Buckley, 3900 Connecticut Ave. NW, Apt.
201G, Washington, DC 20008.
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Ken “Snap” Aldridge and Cassandra
Weaver-Aldridge each finished their first
years of teaching at new schools, he at
Germantown Friends School and she at
William Penn Charter School, both in
Philadelphia. Cassandra finished a little earli
er, going on maternity leave on April 30. On
May 31, she gave birth to their first child,
Andrew Eric Aldridge. Cassandra writes,
“Needless to say, things have been hectic, but
we are all doing great. We will be moving at
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the end of the summer but can still be
reached by e-mail. Snap’s address is <gsnupe
@aol.com>, and mine is <Weavald@
aol.com>.
Julie Budden is the acting director of
development and alumni relations for the U
of Cincinnati’s college of engineering. Her
e-mail address is cjbuddenl 1l@aol.com>.
Andrew Albers got married on Aug. 5,
1995, to “a beautiful woman named
Carmen.” Alums who attended the wedding
in Alexandria, VA, were Jennifer Horn,
Allison Hodnett Hunter, and Dave Hunter
’88. Andrew works as an instructional publi
cations specialist for a government contrac
tor, SAIC. His address is 8327 Wickham Rd.,
Springfield, VA 22152, e-mail <CAMICHI@
aol.com>.
After leaving Wooster, Leslie Madigan
Keldsen attended Boston U and earned an
M.S. in speech-language pathology. Since
1993, she has been working happily in this
field. Leslie was married in April 1996 and
“loves married life.” She writes from
Littleton, MA, “The Woo bonds remain
strong, with reunions almost every year for
weddings or baby showers (no, not mine!)
with Stel Pereira, Adrienne Deuel Willis,
Libby Bacon Bush, Karen Bodle, Jen Young
Liles, Christy Mabry and Andrew Ferlito,
and Kristen Carneal. I frequently see Christy
and Andrew as they live in the area. My hus
band, Kyle, and I can be reached via e-mail at
<klklmk@concentric.net>.
In late July the Ohio Farm Bureau
Federation named Joel Hastings as director
of local affairs. Joel, who grew up on a
Holmes County farm, has been an OFBF
organization director since 1994. He will be
working with OFBF organization directors
and county public affairs committees as well
as state and regional government agencies.
Joel holds a master’s degree in public admin
istration from Cornell U.
Beth Campbell earned an M.A. in art
history from the U of Massachusetts in May
and is enrolled in the Hallark School of
Photography in Turner Falls, MA. She plans
to be a professional photographer with a
concentration in art history. Find Beth at 6
High St., Turner Falls, MA 01376.
In 1994 Simon Springett joined the
Peace Corps as a forestry volunteer in Niger,
West Africa. In June of this year, he returned
to duty, leaving Rochester, NY, for Guinea,
West Africa, with the Crisis Corps, a special
Peace Corps program formed in 1996 of cur
rent and returned volunteers to respond to
international emergencies. In Guinea, Simon
works with a relief team and the World Food
Program, monitoring agricultural develop
ment and distributing food.
In May Scott Wainio completed his
first full season as a writer for “Saturday
Night Live.” He joined the show after five
years with the Groundlings comedy troupe.
Please keep the news coming!
Secretaries: Aaron and Elizabeth LaneDavies, 1126 Burr St., Jackson, MI 49201,
<lanedavl@pilot.msu.edu>.
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Many people are using e-mail to write,
including long-lost classmates.
Congratulations to Brian Johnston
and his wife, Donna, who welcomed their
first child, Rebecca, on Mar. 11, 1997. They
live in Belmar, NJ, where they just bought
their first house, five blocks from the Atlantic
Ocean. Brian started his fourth year teaching
seventh grade social studies in Holmdel, NJ;
Donna has finished her first year as associate
minister at the Brick (NJ) Presbyterian
Church. Brian can be reached via e-mail at
<Briandonna@aol.com>.
News of Nancy Nystrom and Todd
Stansbery ’88 came from Mary Hunt
Prekop: Nancy and Todd welcomed son
Peter Nystrom Stansbery on May 28, 1997.
Send congratulations to 704 A Street NE,
Washington, DC 20002.
David Zack is still in Pittsburgh at
Friendship Village; reach him at <david@
fvsh.com>
David Lewellen writes that, after six
years as a reporter for the Wooster Daily
Record, he took a position as a copy editor
for the Canton Repository. “It’s definitely a
step up the journalistic food chain,” he says,
though he is working the night shift for now.
David would love to hear from you at 4424
16th St. NW, Canton, OH 44708. David says
that Alison Myers lives nearby and works as
a nurse at Doctors Hospital in Massillon.
(Alison, we’d love to hear more...)
Jill Susan McFarland married Randall
Jenkins on Apr. 26, 1997. Jill is employed
with Paycor; the couple lives in Cincinnati.
On Jan. 28, 1996, Paul Lent was
ordained as a Presbyterian minister and
installed as pastor of the Gilead Presbyterian
Church in Carmel, NY. In September of the
same year, he married Christine Wong in
Irvington, NY.
Julia Brooks is doing a three-month
internship in experiential education in
Michigan. While she misses being in
Vermont, she’s excited and expects that it will
be a good professional move. Julie wonders
about Jessica Skolnikoff, Amy Schmitt, and
Drew Girolamo: “Are you out there? What
are you doing?
Secretary: Libby Black Yoskowitz, 23-15 28th
St. 3rd Floor, Astoria, NY 11105, <jackyos@
aol.com>.
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Congratulations to Suzanne Watson
Smith and her husband, Chris, who began
1997 by welcoming their first child, daughter
Erin Leigh, on Jan. 9. Erin arrived two weeks
late (something Suzanne does not recom
mend) and weighed almost 10 lbs.! I (Mary)
spoke to Suzanne on the eve of the family’s
move to North Carolina. She still works for
Bristol Myers Squibb, now as a hospital rep
resentative at Duke Med Center and the U of
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North Carolina Hospitals. Her new job is
“more of an educational sales” position. Her
relocation dovetails nicely with her hus
band’s, whose company just merged. Their
new address is 107 Woods Walk Ct., Carrboro, NC 27510, <swschs@msn.com>.
Suzanne reports that Emily Freeman teaches
special education in suburban Maryland.
Suzanne and family hope to get back
to Wooster for our 10th reunion next June.
Like the rest of us, she wants to know who
else might be there!
Michael and Carrie McGraw Johnson
also welcomed a new addition, Margaret Jane
“Maggie” on Mar. 29, 1997. “She’s growing
fast and is a total joy!” writes Carrie, who
still teaches English as a second language and
works in the Solon (OH) City Schools with
six to 12-year olds. Michael works for The
Dodd Co. in downtown Cleveland. The
Johnsons would love to hear from friends at
<esltch@en.com> for Carrie and <hoss84@
en.com> for Michael.
Andy Heath and Kathleen Dolan ’90
have relocated to Gahanna, OH (near
Columbus), after six years in Galesburg, IL,
where Andy was a purchasing manager for a
large art supply company. In May, he accept
ed a position as a systems/inventory planner
with Victoria’s Secret stores at their corporate
headquarters.
Andy and Kathleen often see John
Hemann, who is the father of Elizabeth,
born on July 3, 1996. John and his wife,
Kathleen Frost, live in Burlingame, CA; John
is an assistant U.S. attorney in San Francisco.
Kathleen and Andy have run into Mary
Hueske, Carolyn Cunningham, Linda
Stevenson, and Leslie Hopeman Sheets at
various Wooster weddings.
Dave ’88 and Ruth Reynolds Cotter ’90
live in Schenectady, NY. Dave teaches at
Union College, and Ruth is completing a
master’s degree in sociology at Syracuse U.
Please write or send e-mail so that we
can all catch up with each other before
reunion ’98. Many more of you are probably
moving, having babies, or doing exciting
things at work or leisure. Your classmates
would like to hear about it! Or perhaps you’d
like to look backward. How about some
Wooster reminiscences to put us all in the
mood for a great reunion?
Secretary: Mary Cox Barclay, 8375 Central
Ave., Indianapolis IN 46240, <macbarclay@
aol.com>.
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Class of 2001 Legacies
The following members of the Class of 2001 are children or grandchildren of
Wooster alumni. They are listed along with the name(s) of their alumni relatives.
Kriston M. Alford ’01

Father, Kyle V. Alford ’73; Mother, Sharon Hand
Alford ’74

James B. Allardice ’01

Father, James E. Allardice ’71; Grandfather, *James
B. Allardice ’41; Grandm other, *Alice Neff
Allardice ’43

Lisa E. Beam ’01
Christopher J. Brubaker ’01

Father, Brian B. Beam ’71
Mother, Mary Kirkpatrick Brubaker x’73

J. Scott Cameron ’01

Father, J. Jeffery Cameron ’74; Mother, Kathleen
McNeill Cameron ’74

Sarah C. Chazan ’01

Father, Richard Chazan ’68; Mother, M arion M.
Shackford ’70

Talley Burk Clyde ’01

Father, William S. Clyde ’74; Mother, Katherine
Williams Clyde ’76

Amanda G. Dieterich ’01

Father, David A. Dieterich ’68; Mother, Sarah
Moseley Dieterich ’68

Alexandra C. Easton ’01

Father, Nicolas Easton ’69

Elizabeth K. Enslen ’01

Father, David C. Enslen ’72; Mother, Katherine

Gaylord Enslen ’73
Michael J. Fry ’01

Mother, Margaret E. Snyder Fry ’71

Jason Zvi Gers ’01

Mother, Barbara A. Behrens ’72; Grandm other,
M artha Purdy Behrens ’46; Great G randm other,
*Emily M ontgom ery Purdy ’21

Kristen A. K ing’01

Father, James G. King ’63; Grandm other, *Estella

Jennifer A. Koehler ’01

Goodhart King ’25
Father, John A. Koehler II ’69

Eleanor J. Kuntz ’01
Michael W. Kuschnir ’01

Father, W. Jeff Kuntz ’68

Amelia R. Lorenz ’01

Father, A. Hanson Kappelman ’70; Mother, Janice
Lorenz ’71

Mother, Pamela Steineck Kuschnir ’65

Allison E. Marti ’01

Father, Jon P. M arti ’67

Mary R. Maxwell ’01

Mother, M artha “M artie” Taylor Starr ’71;
G randm other, Rachel Shobert Taylor ’44

Devon D. McDowell ’01

Father, Noel A. McDowell ’67; Grandfather, *Leon
A. McDowell ’28

John T. Mcllvaine ’01

Father, John H. Mcllvaine ’67; Mother, Sandra
Moser Mcllvaine ’68

Jesse K. McMeekin ’01

Father, Charles McMeekin III ’74; Mother, Rebecca
Beilfuss McMeekin ’73

Haley B. Pritchard ’01

Father, C hristopher W. Pritchard x’79; Mother,
Gayle Vickery Pritchard ’79; Grandfather, Eugene
“Gene” B. Pritchard ’52; Grandm other, Adelaide
Watson Revnyak ’51
Father, Robert Rodstrom ’62; Mother, Mary Lord
Rodstrom ’71; Grandm other, Mary Pitts Lord x’36
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If we can judge our age by fashion
trends, then we should all be alarmed to find
out that cowl necks are in again. Thank
goodness, everyone’s favorite Wooster uni
form — moccasins, white turtlenecks, rag
wool sweaters, and ripped jeans — is also
still in style!
Heather Talbot and George Brewster
were married in New Jersey in late June. On
their honeymoon, they went diving in the
Great Barrier Reef, white water raffing in

..

M ary A. Rodstrom ’01
Ian G. Vellenga ’01
Jacob B. Wagner ’01
Courtney Mason W hite ’01
^deceased

Father, David G. Vellenga ’67; Mother, Anne Law
Vellenga ’67
Father, Richard B. Wagner ’71
Mother, Ruthanne McCrae W hite ’67
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Bali, and then traveled on to Jakarta. Their
wedding invitations were equally exotic —
glass bottles filled with sand, shells, ribbons,
bells, and paper.
Jill Edwards Thompson works in psy
chology research at the U of Cincinnati and
coaches girls’ varsity basketball at Ursuline
Academy. One of her players matriculated at
Wooster this fall. Jill is a great role model
and recruiter for her beloved alma mater!
Speaking of women’s basketball, fans
of the Lady Scots of 1983-87 will be happy to
know that Lisa Diment Panepento can still
make a shot from anywhere on the court!
She and I (Karen) returned for the inaugural
Nan Nichols Classic Alumni Game last
November. Lisa and her husband, Blaine,
enjoy life in Michigan, where Lisa is a high
school athletic director.
Jeff Moore and his wife, Yolanda, live
in the Cleveland area with their daughter. Jeff
works at Arthur Andersen. Another lawyer,
Kevin Burns, lives in Kettering, OH.
Daniel Rozmiarek, his wife, Rebecca,
and their daughter, Sarah (3) still live in Bel
Air, MD. Dan is in his second year in a Ph.D.
program in education at the U of Delaware,
researching children’s writing development.
He taught his first college course this sum
mer, “Applications of Computers in Teaching
Writing.” He writes, “I had a good time at
our 10th reunion. It was good to see the
place again. I wish we had the Flo K. Gault
Library for Independent Study Library here
in Delaware! Wow!” His e-mail address is
<daniel@udel.edu>.
Ann Clark Stengl, the newly promoted
vice president at the Countryside YMCA,
invites all Wooster classmates to stop by the
new Farmer’s Market in Lebanon, OH, which
she recently opened with her husband,
George. Ann reports the following news.
Crista Goddard teaches pottery and
does some sculpting in Washington state.
Marjan Neyestani, who still works in finan
cial services, got married in Los Angeles at
the end of March. After their wedding in
California, Marjan and Moojan were off to
St. Lucia for their honeymoon.
Kim Todd Sayers is the director of
continuing education and work force train
ing at Ohio State’s Agricultural Technical
Institute in Wooster, where her work presents
plenty of challenges. She interacts daily with
higher education and business and industry.
Kim and her husband, Jeff, recently celebrat
ed their 10th wedding anniversary and the
first year in their newly remodeled home.
When they’re not working, spending time
with their families, or doing a home
improvement project, they usually can be
found on their boat with their two Labrador
retrievers.
After 10 years of paying rent, I (Karen)
finally gave in to the American dream and
bought a condo here in Chicago. Please write
to me at my new address (below) or send
e-mail, and let us all know what’s been hap
pening. We would especially like to hear
from Joe Durham, Shelley Sybrandt Sikich,
Pete Losee, and Rocky Zazzaro.
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Secretary: Karen Johnson, 2614 N. Clybourn
Ave. #309, Chicago, IL 60614, <kjohns@midwestern.edu>.
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Jeff Keiper and Uschy Wozak-Keiper
welcomed their second child, Sarah Susann,
on Nov. 21,1996. She joins brother Samuel
and their Labrador, Barney. Jeff works for the
law firm Jones Day Reavis and Pogue in
Cleveland while Uschy is busy being a stayat-home mom.
Leslie Markowitz Mastbaum has
passed her initial C.A.P. (certified addictions
professional) exams and started a new job as
assistant director of social services at a
manor care nursing and rehabilitation hospi
tal. Leslie and her husband live in Dunedin,
FL.
Dan Rozmiarek ’87 reports that David
Carey was elected as town commissioner of
Bel Air, MD, last March.
One day, much to my (Carolyn’s) sur
prise, while at work I ran into Dina Dajani.
She was in New Jersey visiting her sister,
Ranya, who is married to David Young 85.
Dina still lives outside of Detroit, MI, and is
using her law degree working for an appel
late judge.
Mark and Karin Connolly Wiest, who
live in Wooster, welcomed their first child,
Luke Connolly Wiest, on Aug. 31, 1996.
Karin has put her legal career on hold and is
now a stay-at-home mom. Karin and Mark
have visited with Phil and Leslie Winter
Gordon and their new baby, Tyler. Karin also
saw Patty Skidmore Kelly.
Stephen Quandt still lives in New York
City and continues to work as a free-lance
lighting designer in theatre and dance. Most
recently he designed the lighting for the offBroadway hit, Always...Patsy Cline, a musical
about the life of the country singer (visit
<http://www.alwayspatsycline.com>). This
fall he will travel to Bogota, Colombia, to
design his third musical there for a local pro
duction company. He lives with artist and
costume designer Thom Heyer. Stephen s email address is <stephen@quandt.com>, and
his address on the World Wide Web is
<http://www.quandt.com>.
Susan Williams Ellis writes that she
was married on May 31, 1997. She can be
reached at <swilliams@brook.edu>. Susan
noted that Cathy Brown Schneider had a
baby girl in July.
Kenyon Mau writes: My wife, Shari,
was one of the many mothers-to-be at our
class reunion, and lo and behold, on July 4,
1996, our daughter, Kailey Elizabeth, was
born. She is a handful now to say the least.
But she is the apple of our eyes, we love her
very dearly, and her scooting around the
house keeps us very busy. Shari teaches art at
Parma Senior High School, and I still work
in human resources. Within the last six
months, I have become a staffing manager
for Management Recruiters International in
Cleveland, their world headquarters. I work

for a new division of MRI dedicated to
staffing large projects for Fortune 500 clien
tele, with responsibility for a staff of
recruiters. I am thoroughly enjoying getting
to know and represent many neat and inter
esting people in the information technology
industry.”
Kenyon enjoyed seeing folks at the last
reunion. He particularly remembers speaking
to Chris Hale and Tim Bruno and asks,
“where is Dan Garan these days?” Kenyon
saw John and Nora Land Murphy at a recent
gathering at the Murphy home where
President Stan Hales spoke about Wooster
and where it is going in the new century.
Doug and Jennifer Hoskin ’89 Grosel were
also there as well as Tony Love and his wife.
Reach Kenyon by e-mail at <atmospheres
@juno.com>.
My (Mark’s) former roommate, Byron
Elliott ’85, is now the proud father of three.
His wife, Karen, and their two boys, James
and Kenneth, welcomed Nicole Rose into the
world on July 18, 1997. Byron, vice president
for Patriot, a bond trading firm on Wall
Street, would love to hear from classmates.
His address is 23 Oak Lane, Essex Fells, New
Jersey 07021.
As for me (Mark), I am still working
hard at MetLife and anxiously awaiting more
class news. Until then, it is football season,
and there are games to watch...
Secretaries: Carolyn Matthews Craft, 32
Cambridge Dr., Ewing, NJ 08628-2226; and
Mark Keeney, 32 Little Fox Ln., Weston, CT
06883, <wmkeeney@msn.com>.
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In May the student senate of Baldwin
Wallace College presented its faculty recogni
tion award to Dale Grubb, professor of psy
chology. Dale holds a master’s and a Ph.D.
from Ohio State U. He lives in Berea.

Dale Grubb ’85

After some time away from the worka-day world (about 16 weeks), I (Jennifer)
landed a job at Carnegie Mellon U, working
in the School of Computer Science in a sup
port staff position. Those who remember my
rather crude Pascal days at Wooster, never
fear, I am not programming, though I may
do so in the future. I do work with three
operating systems (Mac, Windows NT, and
Unix) as well as a group of very fun folks. It
brings back great memories of people at
Wooster, with the same kind of atmosphere
though CMU is a bit bigger. I had always
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hoped to work at a college or university...the
first choice being Wooster. Since we’re pretty
well settled in Pittsburgh for the time being,
CMU will do just fine. My husband, Alex
Landefeld, and I have become quite the
technophiles in the last decade. A few PC’s
and Mac’s later, we are now in the thick of it
with jobs we enjoy centered around comput
ing.
Through some surprisingly quick snail
mail comes word from the long-lost Tamula
Drumm. After four and a half years of work
ing as resident director for Brethren Colleges
Abroad’s educational exchange program in
Dalian, China, she is transferring to BCA’s
home office in Indiana. She married
Xiaoming Song in January. He is studying for
an M.A. in accounting at Manchester
College. Reach Tamula for now at BCA, Box
184, Manchester College, N. Manchester, IN
46962-0365.
Karl Henning sends “a number of
happy announcements.” He writes: “After
completing the course work and candidacy
exams for a Ph.D. in music composition at
the U at Buffalo, I went to Tallinn, Estonia,
with a volunteer program to teach English at
the Kopli Arts High School. On a day trip to
St. Petersburg, Russia, I met a lovely and tal
ented artist, Maria Bablyak, with whom I was
later joined in holy matrimony. (We recently
celebrated our third anniversary.) I moved to
Petersburg where I edited English text for
Slavia Art Books and wrote about music for
the St. Petersburg Press (now the St. Peters
burg Times). It is impossible to speak too
highly of the cultural riches in the city built
by Peter the Great and cultivated by
Catherine the Great, and equally impossible
to explain briefly the moral strength and
spiritual wealth of the Russian people. So it
was with mixed feelings that we made our
way to America (Boston) a year and a half
ago. However, clam chowder and all-natural
root beer have helped to ease the cultural
transition. I finished the full score of my
doctoral dissertation — a 40-minute, fivemovement work for three soli voices and
symphonic band titled, ‘Uncondyssion’d
Ayres’ — and the U at Buffalo conferred the
Ph.D. degree this July.” Reach Karl at
<Karl_P_Henning@fleet.com>.
Bill Andrew sends this update: “Pat
Youngberg ’84 and I were married in Aug.
1987. We have three children who keep us on
our toes, Katie (6), Billy (1 1/2) and Kelly,
born in February of this year. I completed
M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in electrical engi
neering (computational electromagnetics) at
Arizona State U in 1990 and 1996, respec
tively. We currently reside in Chandler, AZ
(just southeast of Phoenix). I keep busy as a
lather, chief financial officer of Grand
Ventures, L.L.C. (a venture capital company),
and director of the Andrew Family
Foundation.
“Pat finished an M.S. in accounting
and passed the C.P.A. exam in 1987. She
worked as an auditor in public accounting
here in Phoenix until the day before Katie
Was born. Since then, she has been more
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than busy being a mom.” Reach Bill at
<BAndrew@compuserve.com>.
Bill ’83 and Nancy Kinsey Totten have
a new e-mail address, <wmnantot@
ccipost.net>, or reach Bill at his office,
<WBTOTTEN@XELNET.NET>. The
Tottens’s snail mail address has also changed,
to 10 Monocot St. (rather than 13 Monocot
St.).
Phyllis Izant and her husband, David
Mclnturff, have moved into a brand new
house. She writes, “What with his current
property, my property in Connecticut, and
this house, we’ve got three mortgages —
about two too many! However, you just can’t
beat the Midwest for real values and a rea
sonable cost of living. We can be found at
909 Potomac Ave., Lafayette, IN 47905.”
Phyllis began the final semester of an
executive M.B.A. program at the Krannert
School of Management at Purdue. Tired of
working full-time and going to school, she
looks forward to having the degree in hand
by December. She was also anticipating a
possible Wooster “girls” weekend at Purdue
in October, with Gretchen Shearer, Andrea
Wiggins ’84, and Allison Parker Vanhartesvelt. In June, Phyllis visited with Carolyn
Delafield Cox ’86 in Cincinnati and had a
chance to meet Carolyn’s husband and their
beautiful baby, Preston. Reach Phyllis at
<pjizant@HOVD-01.HOVDE.purdue. edu>.
In July Kim Patton declared his inten
tion to run for Boone County (KY)
Commissioner in this fall’s election. A part
ner in GBBN Architects, Kim is new to poli
tics but has been very active in the commu
nity. He was named Boone County
Businessman of the Year in 1996, and co
chaired and served as founding director of
the Taste of Boone County. His campaign
platform includes attention to both green
space and cyber-optics for the county. Good
luck!
Attorneys Chip Comstock and
Jacqueline Musacchia took part in a law
career panel at the College during Home
coming Weekend.
Secretary: Jennifer S. B. Landefeld, 589 Ayers
Ave., Turtle Creek, PA 15145, <JLandefeld@
aol.com>.
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In March Laura McFadden Sangree
and husband David traveled to Vietnam to
greet their new son, Paul Thuyen Sangree,
adopted on Mar. 24, 1997, at Hoa Binh Social
Protection Centre (orphanage) in Vietnam.
He was born on Sept. 25, 1996, as Nguyen
Van Thuyen (family name, given name) in
Hoa Binh Province. Following are some
highlights from Laura: “From January to
June of 1996, we filled out papers, took class
es, and collected official documents to satisfy
all the requirements... We worked with an
agency in Texas. From July 1996 to Jan. 1997,
we were on the waiting list for a baby from
Vietnam. There was nothing to do but WAIT.
The call came on Jan. 6: if we were still inter

ested, a baby boy was waiting for us. We got
a picture in the mail the next day. We scram
bled to get the baby’s room ready, pack suit
cases, and tell everyone. On Feb. 27, we got
word of the date of our adoption. Tickets
and visas were quickly arranged, and we left
on Mar. 12.
“We managed to squeeze in 10 days of
vacation in the former Hong Kong and
Vietnam! On the big day, we went to the
orphanage with another couple and an inter
preter. The orphanage was basic but clean. It
was obvious that the nannies loved the chil
dren and took good care of them. Receiving
the babies and going to the adoption cere
mony were wonderful, emotional events. We
remained in Hanoi for one week and
Bangkok for three days doing paperwork and
getting visas. The other couple, Clare and
Bruce, and their new son made great travel
ing companions and sounding boards as all
four of us tried to figure out how to be par
ents! Church friends arranged a surprise wel
coming party for us at the airport on Apr. 6.
Since then, we have been settling in, greeting
visitors, and having a great time. Paul is
healthy, eats voraciously, and smiles at every
one. All is well!”
Jane Claspy Nesmith happily reports
that Eli Paul Nesmith was born in March,
joining brother Robbie (2 1/2). Reach Jane
by e-mail at <jnesmith@coe.edu>.
According to the St. Louis PostDispatch, the new head football coach at
Warrenton (MO) High School is Mike
Anderson, formerly special education
teacher and offensive coordinator at Francis
Howell High School North. Mike teaches
high school social studies and serves as assis
tant middle school principal in addition to
his coaching duties. He, his wife, Amy, and
their two sons, Tyler (3) and Luke (1), live in
St. Charles, MO.
Note Kristen’s e-mail address!
Secretaries: Kristen Nicewander Carlson,
6401 E. Jamison Circle S., Englewood, CO
80112-2414, <kcarlson@idcomm.com>; and
Denise Short, 98 Mt. Auburn St., Watertown,
MA 02172, <denise.short@swec.com>.
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Mark Ferguson, our Class President, is
pulling together our 15th year reunion com
mittee. The ideas are already starting to flow.
It would be great to do an audio-visual col
lage of some of the highlights of our years at
Woo. So, if you have classic pictures of fun
times involving yourself and friends, please
send them to me (Sally) at the address
below. Please label the back of the photos
with your name and address, so that I can
return them (preferably at the reunion itself
or by mail if you can’t make it). If you have
the capability to produce this collage from a
series of photographs and put it to music of
our time, then please let me know. Jeff
Berichon or some other committee member
may be able to locate outside talent for this
task, but it would be better if one of us could
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put it together. The project sounds like a lot
of fun, especially if we all get involved!
Remember, our reunion is June 4-7, 1998.
By the time you read this, Eric May
will be married to Shannon Paul. The big
event occurred over Labor Day weekend in
Santa Barbara, CA. Congratulations! Tom
Forster visited Eric in August to do some
California things (hiking in the mountains,
picnics on the beach, etc.). Both Tom and
Eric are talking about coming to the reunion.
Annette Wire and Steve Williams are
the proud parents of Rowan Curtiss
Williams, born Mar. 15, 1997. Annette took
six months maternity leave while Steve’s
working hard at Visa USA to “bring home
the bacon.” They love being parents. They
did get time for some vacations this summer,
including Glacier Bay National Park. Annette
and Steve also saw about 20 Wooster friends,
including Dave Unsworth ’81 and Ted
Silverman ’87, at the wedding of Adrienne
Day ’85 in Oregon in June. Annette has been
in touch with Sheila Russell, who is on a
business trip in London, and Teri Andos
Haupt, who just moved to Zurich.
Cathy Howard Nicholas and husband
Chuck live in San Diego with their two chil
dren, Casey Stephen (6) and Emily Sarah (1).
Cathy and Stacey Vidt Lamb frequent the
Wild Animal Park, Sea World, and the zoo
with their kids. They both teach in San
Diego. Cathy can be reached at 118 El
Capitan Dr., Chula Vista, CA 91911, e-mail
<cnichola@cvesd.kl2.ca.us>. Stacey and her
husband, Jeff, can be found at 10858
Lamentin Ct., San Diego, CA 92124 or at
<JnSLAMB@aol.com>.
Secretary: Sally Widman Ferree, 40974 Jill
Ct., Plymouth, MI 48170, <ferree@
oeonline.com>.
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Alison Amos Muller and daughter
Anna (9) were busy this summer, rehearsing
for a community theater production, the
musical of Tom Sawyer. Alison writes, “Anna
played one of Becky Thatcher’s friends, and I
was the widow Douglas — lots of work and
fun. The best part was how relaxed I was,
with none of that self-consciousness of my
performances at Wooster. I just went out
there and had a good time! In August my
family and I visited my parents and other
family members in Vermont. In July I saw
the bluegrass band. Front Range (with broth
er Bob Amos ’79). It was a fabulous show —
as always. Sorry I missed the 15th reunion...
maybe I’ll make the 20th!” Reach Alison
Tues. through Thurs. (between 9 a.m. and 2
p.m.) at <MUL.LER@tessco.com>.
Friends can contact Brian Johnson at
164 Percy Ct., Norristown, PA 19401, or by
e-mail at <Mcgrupp@pond.com>.
Secretaries: Barbara Brown, 42 South St.
Albans #6, Saint Paul, MN 55105,
<BBrown9785@aol.com>; and Morris
Robinson, 8397 S. Cobblestone Ct., Littleton,
CO 80126-2425.
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Congratulations to Linda Ossman
Specht, who received the Cleveland Plain
Dealer Crystal Apple Award for Excellence in
Teaching this spring. Linda, who teaches in
Strongsville, OH, adds, “In June I had the
rare opportunity to return to Wooster as a
student. I participated in the Advanced
Placement Summer Institute and studied
with Larry Stewart (English) once again. I
lived in the dorm and recalled all my
Wooster memories. Wooster treated me like a
child-come-home, and it really felt great to
be back.”
Not likely to be seen in Wooster any
time soon, however, are Margy Howes and
Scott Eisentrout. In August they moved to
Thailand, along with their kids, Clare and
Robbie, and even their dog, Wooster. Scott is
now the marketing manager for Ford Motor
Co. in Thailand, promoting a small truck
built at a new Ford factory near Bangkok, as
well as other smaller cars from Ford’s line.
Writing just before they left, Margy
said, “Scott and I went over in late June to
check it all out. We’ll live in an international
compound with a great mix of people from
around the world, including lots of families.
It is north of Bangkok, so Scott will have
quite a commute to his office in the city, but
Ford gives him a driver since we’re not
allowed to drive for liability reasons. We’ll be
there for three years and get paid home leave
every summer. It should work out well, but
we’re sure that culture shock and a big
adventure await us. (And we thought Texas
was far away!)” Margy adds that they’ve
gathered a few pointers from Cheryl LowerCol ’84, who spent several years in 1 hailand.
Scott and Margy can be reached at 39/428
Nichada Maison; Soi Nichada Thani,
Samakee Road; Pattret, Nonthaburi 11120
Thailand, or by e-mail at <102123,430@compuserve.com>.
Susan Shie and Jimmy changed e-mail
servers on Aug. 26 and could not access mail
received the previous day. Susan says, “If you
sent us mail to which we haven’t replied,
please send it again! We’re now learning the
Eudora e-mail ways. Sorry for the address
change hassle. Keep in touch!” Reach Susan
and Jimmy at <turtles@bright.net> or visit
their new Web site, for Turtle Moon Studios,
<http://www.bright.net/~turtles>.
Secretaries: Anne Morgan, 2821 Providence
Spring Lane, Charlotte, NC 28270, <pamorgan@juno.com>; and Steven Thompson,
8113 F. E. Carter Rd., Laurel, MD 207241982, <sthompsonz@aol.com>.

19 8 0
After Wooster, Chip Baker ventured to
George Washington U for an M.S. in health
administration. He did an administrative res
idency in Syracuse and then spent the next
10 years working in Dallas where he met his

wife, “a fantastic Texas Aggie.” They have
been married for 10 years and have had three
Baker boys in the last five years. The family
now lives in Chattanooga, TN, where Chip is
administrator of the Erlanger Medical
Center, a large regional trauma center. Chip
keeps in touch with several Woosterites and
would like to hear from more.
Adrienne Jackson Tarpley loves Los
Angeles; she lives in the Hollywood Hills
area. She is the mother of Stephen Nicholoas
Tarpley II (4), and in her spare time is the
sales manager of the largest microcomputer
sales company in southern California. She
hopes to hear from Rosalind Franklin
Jackson and Pia Jackson Eshiett.
Mark “Moonshine” Pierson decided
that, since everyone else is reporting his
news, he might as well add a few additional
facts. He works for Globalfax, an Atlantabased international business publication in
which he helped create in 1993. A “down
town pioneer,” Moonshine lives two blocks
from Olympic Park, on Peachtree St. in a
reinvigorated area of Atlanta. In June, he
traveled to Boston where he visited Melissa
Shaffer Liley, her husband Bill, and their
adorable daughter, Holly (2).
Check out the e-mail addresses of your
classmates at the Woo Web site. Chip Baker
reports that his e-mail address is a derivative
from Wooster days!
Secretaries: Jenny Watson, 1551 Oakmont
Rd., South Euclid, OH 44121, <jenny.watson@
camp.org>; Susan Estill, 1817 Keller Lake Dr.,
Burnsville, MN 55306-6378, <estill@
epivax.epi. umn.edu>; and Don Leake, 10303
Dickens Ave., Bethesda, MD 20814.

19 7 9
In April, Robert Fleming Holdings
Ltd., the British investment bank, hired
College of Wooster Trustee Stewart Massey
to head its U.S. operation, Robert Fleming
Inc., based in New York. For the past 14
years, Stewart has worked in New York and
Tokyo with Morgan Stanley.
Secretary: Lisa Carter Sherrock, 3500
Colonial Dr., Springfield, OH 45504.

19 7 8
In the last issue, Robin L. Stocksdale
told us of her move from New Jersey but
failed to mention that she had bought a
house and moved without a job waiting in
Baltimore! She writes, “After two delightful
summer months of being at home, I found a
great job as resident services manager (same
thing as director of social work) at Oak Crest
Village Retirement Community; I started
there in August. I would love to hear from
more Wooster friends. Does anyone know
the whereabouts of Tom Cashman,
Rosemarie Sarfaty ’79, or Bobbi Sumner
Hess? Also, our 20th reunion is coming up
next June! I hope I’ll see all my Babcock
friends there — Marcia Stephenson, Sally
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Staley, et. al. — please come!” Robin’s e-mail
address is <73253.3372@compuserve.com>.
Note the new address for Sandy!
Secretaries: Sandy Kronitis Sipols, 1092
Woodlyn Farm Way, Lancaster, PA 17601; and
Dean Walker, 3207 Trail Ridge Rd., Louisville,
KY 40241.

19 7 7
Some of the most popular memories
that you listed in the class reunion booklet
were: going abroad; eating pizza with friends;
the roof of McGaw Chapel; the old practice
house; finishing I.S.; painting; staying up late
with friends; talking; wine and cheese par
ties; sports teams; autumn colors; water
fights while working in food service; the
smells of the outdoors on campus; West Side
Story; and — of course — spring break.
I (Bonnie) saw Jody Byers Roliff at a
folk festival in Kirtland this summer. She has
been married for three years and still teaches
school in Canton. In the summer, she and
her husband tour various folk festivals. Jody
met her husband while playing music at
Quail Hollow. Jody has won two state of
Ohio dulcimer contests. A few years ago, I
heard her sing at the Kirtland festival, and
her beautiful trained voice was quite refresh
ing. Unfortunately I missed her performance
this year, but we had a nice chat.
David Appel is the vice president of
outreach services at Lake Hospital in
Painesville, OH. Edward Badger is the busi
ness librarian and senior information spe
cialist at Ashland Chemical Co. in Columbus,
OH. John Basil has a Ph.D. from Case
Western Reserve U and is a research project
chemist in Columbus. Gayle Beda is a pro
fessional artist in New York City and has had
numerous exhibitions.
Annette Courey Brown is a sales rep
resentative in North Olmsted and volunteers
at school as a teacher aide and in the parent
club. Tara Cochran Buckland is a house and
farm manager, caring for the sheep and
chickens and keeping the garden and house
running smoothly. She is interested in
nature, ecology, farming, art, music, mythol
ogy, ancient history, science, and herpetol
ogyEvelyn Campbell is the dean of stu
dents at Augustana College in Rock Island,
IL. Since leaving Wooster, she has been active
*n Christian outreach, including Fellowship
of Christian Athletes and Walk to Emmaus,
and has served as president of the board of
Christian Friendliness.
Gino DeSalvatore is the director of the
adolescent psychiatric unit in Madison, TN.
He is also active in the local church, teaching
sixth grade Sunday School, and enjoys col
lecting wine, raising roses, cooking, and
watching his children grow.
The information above came from the
reunion book. If you would like to let your
friends know what you are doing, please
write!
In case you don’t remember me
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(Bonnie), your new secretary, I was a music
major and spent most of my time hidden
away in the practice house. For the past two
years, I have been on kidney dialysis and am
awaiting a new kidney. I still teach violin and
voice and perform.
Secretary: Bonnie Savage, 4306 River St.,
Willoughby, OH 44094-7815.

19 7 6
Dave and Debbie Starr Branfield have
lived in Fort Wayne, IN, for the past three
years, after 16 years in Van Wert, OH (35
miles away). Dave continues to teach ele
mentary physical education for the Van Wert
city schools. An avid runner, he spends much
of the summer playing golf. Debbie, commu
nity reinvestment officer for Norwest Bank
Indiana, serves on the state board of man
agers for the PTA and is a walker. They have
two sons, Josh and Nick (15 and 13). Friends
are welcome at 5110 Potomac Dr., Fort
Wayne, IN 46835. Reach the Branfields at
<Dbranfield@aol.com>.
Phil Noble has moved from the posi
tion of clerk-treasurer to member of council
for the village of Ottawa Hills in northwest
Ohio. Phil has worked in the financial ser
vices industry since 1977, starting his own
business in 1986. Since then, Noble 8c Co.
has advised business owners and profession
als on pension plans, asset management, and
estate planning. The Toledo company has
clients nationwide. Phil also serves on the
board of directors of the YMCA’s Camp
Storer in Napoleon, MI, the third largest
YMCA camp in the U.S. Phil and his wife,
Pixie, have three children (11, 10, and 2).
After 17 years in the same Rockwall,
TX, home, Barbara Youtz Young and her
family have moved to a new house — one
mile away. Barb quit her job in 1996 and is
busy with community activities, quilting, and
sons David (13) and Joseph (11). Husband
Mark has been with Mobil Oil for more than
15 years. Barbara and Mark will celebrate 20
years of marriage next April.
Cheri Klamm is surfacing from the
deep! Her postal address is 12912 Tinley Rd.,
New Port Richey, FL 34654, e-mail <cimka@
gte.net>.
An Aug. 17 article in the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette featured musings on church and
state by the Rev. John Lolla, pastor of the
Presbyterian Church of Plum Creek for the
last 14 years. John explores the Christian
convictions of Thomas Jefferson in relation
to the political system of that era — and
ours. John concludes with this question,
“The land is awash with freedom. The gov
ernment appears secure. But do Madison’s
and Jefferson’s reverence for Christ’s teach
ings remain a part of the national ethos?”
Secretary: Dana Vandenberg Murphy, 3175
Warrington Rd., Shaker Hgts., OH 441202428.

19 7 5
Jeanne Gay Heilakka married Wayne
Rickert on July 5, 1997. All four of their chil
dren participated in the ceremony. The cou
ple met (yes, it’s true) over the Internet!
Jeanne works as a communication skills
trainer at Towers Perrin in Philadelphia and
also does free-lance training, usually based
on the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator.
Secretary: Andrea J. Steenburg Simmers,
2121 Breeds Rd., Owings Mills, MD 211171646.

19 7 4
Mary Bookwalter Thomas writes, “I
finally got my college degree from Smith
College in Northampton, MA, in 1990, grad
uating magna cum laude with a major in
French. I have lived in Vermont since 1982
and have three children — two sons (11 and
5) and a daughter (5); the youngest are
twins. Since 1995 I have worked at Vermont
Academy, where I am associate director of
development. I would love to hear from Lois
Ann Sullivan, Pamela Hostetler, Charlie
McMeekin, David Slobodien, or Kay
Cameron or Hilary Howarth, ’75s!” Reach
Mary at R.D. 3, Box 762, Putney, VT 05346
or <mthomas@vermont-academy.pvt.
kl2.vt.us>.
During Homecoming Weekend, Wes
Dumas came back to the College to partici
pate in a law career panel discussion. Wes
practices law with Wes Dumas Sr. 8c
Associates.
Secretary: Bill Irvine, 2301 First St. NW,
Washington, DC 20001, <caterace@aol.com>.

197 3
Roger France writes that his “old
roomie,” Bill Skelly, called while attending a
conference in Denver. Roger says, “Suffice to
say that Bill hasn’t changed a bit! It was great
to spend an afternoon with him!” Bill and
his wife, Mary Beth, have lived in Bozeman,
MT, for the last few years while working at
Montana State U. But Bill has accepted a
position at Bowling Green State U, which has
brought them closer to family.
Roger continues, “My wife, Mary Beth
Atchison France, has completed her first
year of teaching fourth grade, and we’ve
started our first year with two kids in college.
Daughter Robin (20) is in her third year at
Fort Lewis College in Durango, CO. Son
Ryan (17) is a freshman in the college of
engineering at Washington U in St. Louis. We
also have another daughter, Megan (12), and
son, Mason (9). I am still a technical team
lead with MCI and look forward to the chal
lenges ahead as we get closer to finalizing our
pending merger with British Telecom. (I’m
eager to visit a British pub!) Hope to see
everyone next summer for our — gulp —
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25th!” Reach Roger at 4665 Star Ranch Rd.,
Colorado Springs, CO 80906, <RogerWF@
aol.com>.
Martha Hancock writes: “Our 20th
reunion was a lot of fun; I hope many of you
plan to come to our 25th next June! I had a
great visit with Eloise Morris Gardner ’72
who was at Wooster this past June for her
reunion. Last year I ‘downsized’ myself out of
private music teaching and took a year of
accounting and computer classes. Still play
ing violin in Akron and Wooster, I now work
part-time and am seeking a 40-hour job.”
Martha’s address is 535 College Ave.,
Wooster, OH 44691.
Secretary: Suzanne Schluederberg, 3385 Carl
Ct., Ann Arbor, MI 48105, <suz@umich.edu>.

19 7 2
Mary Edgerton was unable to attend
the reunion but thinks about Wooster often
and enjoys reading the Web page for the
Class of ’72. She holds an M.L.S. Mary
writes, “Spending many hours in the College
library working on I.S. and other projects led
me to choose librarianship. In the fall of
1975,1 got my first library job at TompkinsCortland Community College in central New
York State, near my home town. Later, I held
two other jobs as catalog librarian in New
York college libraries. In every position, I
used the OCLC (Online Computer Library
Center) system. This nonprofit organization
provides computer services to libraries.
Unbenownst to most of us, The College of
Wooster library was testing OCLC, then
called Ohio College Library Center, during
our long undergraduate hours there. Having
used the SUNY/OCLC Network office (in
Albany, NY), which provides OCLC support
and training, I soon decided that I’d like to
work there. In Sept. 1985,1 began my current
job as network liaison officer at the SUNY/
OCLC Network. See me pictured on our Web
page (<http://sunyoclc.sysadm. suny.edu>).
Look under ‘welcome’, then ‘meet our staff.’”
See page 37 for news of Bill Kulp.
Secretary: Jay Yutzey, 1254 Norwell Dr.,
Columbus, OH 43220, <yutzey.2@osu.edu>.

19 7 1
What’s happening with all of you?
Secretary: James K. Lowery, 1675 Riverwood
Dr., Jackson, MS 39211-4828, <bizcentr@
teclink.net>.

19 7 0
Two nifty clippings arrived from the
mother of Anson “Andy” Shupe. The first
headline reads, “Shupe Appointed Remak
Distinguished Scholar.” Andy is a professor
of sociology and anthropology at Indiana UPurdue U at Fort Wayne. During his year as
Remak Scholar, he is visiting, lecturing, and
participating with chapters of the Society for
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Advanced Study. Andy’s lecture topic is the
effect of globalization on religion and ten
sions over the problem of clergy malfeasance.
The second clipping was a review of Andy’s
new book (see sidebar on page 37).
John Jacobs has kept in touch with
former roommate Tom Daly who is in
Kittery, ME. John was not at all surprised to
read about another Maine resident, Skip
McDonald, who won a photography award.
John and Gay live at 2 Evio John Ct.,
Palermo, NJ 08223 (near the beach). He is a
clinical social worker with the Atlantic City
Medical Center and in private practice in
Cape May County. Gay runs a day care.
Reach John by e-mail at <John Jacobs@compuserve.com>.
Secretary: Barbara Sergeant, P. O. Box 6563,
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648-0563, <BESergeant@
comp userve. com>.

19 6 9
Darlene Russ-Eft, director of research
services at Zenger Miller, an international
consulting, training, and education company
headquartered in San Jose, CA, is the imme
diate past chair of the research committee of
the American Society for Training and
Development. She also serves on the board
of the American Evaluation Association. Her
research efforts earned her a 1996 Editor-ofthe-Year award from the Times Mirror
Company. See more about Darlene on page
37.
Wayne County Municipal Court attor
ney Stuart Miller participated in a law career
panel at the College during Homecoming
Weekend.
Secretary: Judy Simkins Haines, 300 Berk
shire Dr., Rochester, NY 14626, <hainesjs@
Kodak.com>.

19 6 8
Any news, folks?
Secretary: Pat Silvey Yanchunas, 618 Bowen
St., Longmont, CO 80501-4412, <Fedoral@
aol.com>.

196 7
Let us hear from you!
Secretary: Sara Bradley, 12A Southcreek
Court, East Amherst, NY 14051-1207.

19 6 6
Sue Small and Jim Long send “great
news: Our first grandchild, Susan Campbell
Long, was born to Jesse and Julie in Orlando,
FL, on Aug. 1. Since we were then in Texas
for the greater Long family reunion, the
baby’s uncle, Scott Vaughen, published the
photos of her arrival on his home page. You
can see them at <http://www.thenet.net/
~svaughen/campbelll.html>. Ain’t technolo

gy grand?!” For further details, reach the
grandparents at <slong@frontiernet.net>.
Secretary: Elizabeth Westhafer O’Brien, 101
Hillerest Ave., Summit, NJ 07901-2012,
<eobrien@drew.edu>.

19 6 5
On June 7, 1997, Dan Cryer married
Dixie Goss, a professor of chemistry at
Hunter College of the City U of New York.
The service was held at the Unitarian Church
of All Souls in Manhattan. Wooster alumni
attending were John Koester and Marti
Horne Maher, Jim and Libby Westhafer
O’Brien, ’66s, and Pat Maher, Mick and
Linda Piper Comstock, ’64s. Reach Dan at
180 West End Ave., Apt. 19-M, New York, NY
10023 or <DANCRYER@aol.com>.
Carolyn Andrews-Beck and Sam
Schlemmer have resumed their engagement,
begun over 30 years ago outside Wagner
Hall. Carolyn teaches at Miami U in Teacher
Education, and Sam is a computer engineer
in San Diego. The two made the decision
during Fred Cropp’s 1996 Grand Canyon
trip. The wedding will be in 1998. Reach
Carolyn at <andrewcs@muohio.edu>.
Secretary: Kadi Stevens, 490 E. Abington Ave.,
Philadelphia, PA 19118-2907, <kdstevens@
aol.com>.

19 6 4
Robert Beckmann has had two
exhibits of his art this year. Late this summer
the Selby Gallery of the Ringling School of
Art and Design in Sarasota, FL, featured a
show entitled The Body of a House. Another
exhibit, Secular Light, opened on August 28
at the U of Maine’s Museum of Art in
Orono. The latter is composed of 17 paint
ings on canvas which document a “millisec
ond visualization of a domestic dwelling
destroyed by a nuclear test bomb.”
For an interesting article about Bill
Quick and his “Diabetes Monitor” Web site,
go to <http://diabetes.org/Mendosa/
Sept23.htm>, or visit Bill’s own site,
<http://www.mdcc.com/>.
Secretary: Jim Switzer, 891 Elmore Ave.,
Akron, OH 44302-1238, <jswitze@
uakron.edu>.

19 6 3
What’s new?
Secretary: Ann M. Turnbull Wase, 412 Ivy
Church Rd., Timonium, MD 21093.

19 6 2
Well, I (Linda) missed the reunion, but
for good reason. I joined Justin and Jane
Mallory Park in Ann Arbor for the wedding
of their oldest son, Rodger. We just could not
figure out a way to fit Wooster into the
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schedule of this momentous event! From
what I can gather, those of you who were at
the reunion had a great time.
Several more of us have taken the
jump to retirement. We still have a lot of
teachers at all levels, and many of you have
joined the e-mail crowd. If I (Linda) get my
cyber-act together, will you send some news
that way? You are not doing very well by con
ventional methods.
Carolyn Childs Shadle has moved to
the U of Denver, Daniels Business College,
2020 S. Race St., Denver, CO 80208, where
she is director of professional programs. Her
e-mail address is <cshadle@DU.edu>.
Elaine Rado Raynolds has been doing
the reunion circuit: in Nebraska with her
maternal grandfather’s family; in North
Carolina with her daughter and her signifi
cant other; the Wooster 35th; and relatives in
Washington, DC, and Rhode Island. Before
she began all of this, Elaine attended her
daughter’s college graduation.
The Presbyterian Church in Circleville,
OH, where Bill Campbell is the pastor, is cel
ebrating its 175th anniversary as a church
this fall. See the 1990 column for news of the
daughter of Bill and Carol Edge Campbell.
Secretary: Linda Park, P.O. Box 6631,
Cleveland, OH 44101-1631.

19 6 1
On Aug. 1, 1997, the board of directors
of the J. R. Woodruff Company announced
the election of David Rex as president, suc
ceeding company founder John Woodruff.
David has been with the Woodruff Company
since his retirement from the U.S. Air Force
in 1982. Established in Houston, TX, in 1967,
the manufacturers’s representative firm pri
marily deals in heavy electrical equipment
and controls. It covers a territory of seven
southwestern and Gulf Coast states and
Mexico and represents some 15 manufactur
ers, primarily from the upper Midwest.
Reach David at <skyking7@ix.netcom.com>.
Did any of you attend your 40th High
School reunion last summer? I (Larry) did.
Along with several other members of our
Class of ’61,1 graduated from Wooster High
School in 1957, and we had our reunion in
July. Jane Mosher Bobel was on the reunion
committee. She arranged for a tour of
Wooster’s new $34 million high school (on
land donated by Rubbermaid), which has to
be seen to be believed. It’s reportedly the sec
ond-largest educational building in the state!
Then Jane gave us a tour of the “old” high
school building. It has had two wings
removed (one built in 1901 and the other in
the early 1970s). The remaining “core” build
ing, built in 1928, has been extensively
remodeled and converted into Cornerstone
Elementary School.
WHS graduates who were also mem
bers of our College class but didn’t make this
reunion included Jane’s twin sister, Janet
Mosher Napolitan. This was the first WHS
reunion that Janet has ever missed; she now
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lives in Palos Verdes, CA. Others are: Roger
McManus (retired from law practice and liv
ing in Osprey, FL); David Loeliger (retired
from teaching in Japan and reportedly seen
in Wooster last spring); and Richard
Landahl. He seems to have disappeared from
the face of the earth: nobody has seen him
since our 20th reunion in 1977!
Secretary: Larry Vodra, 51 High Ridge Rd.,
Brookfield, CT 06804-3517, <JLVodra@
aol.com>.

19 6 0
In July, Cleveland Heights teacher and
author Mary Mercer Krogness participated
in the Highlights Foundation Writers
Workshop at the Chautauqua Institution.
The annual event focuses on writing for chil
dren.
On a sunny summer afternoon I
(Nancy) answered my phone to the greeting,
“Brownie?” It had been a long time since I
had answered to that name. It was my junior
year roommate, Carol Dose “Dosie” Breese,
calling to chat and briefly summarize the
past 40 years. What a pleasant surprise!
Dosie married her high school sweetheart,
Gary, and has lived in Defiance, OH. She
taught physical education and then English
until 1972 when she “retired” to raise a fami
ly. Daughter Kelly lives in Texas and son Kyle
is an engineering student at Ohio U. The
thing I remember most about Dosie was that
she was super neat. How frustrating it must
have been to live with me!
Secretary: Nancy Brown Tyburski, 3622
Croydon Dr. NW, Canton, OH 44718-3226,
<nancyty4@aol.com>.

19 5 9
Our class president, Dick Christy,
writes from Medina, OH, that he and Dorie
Krause Christy celebrated their 37th wed
ding anniversary with a trip to the West
Coast early this summer. On the way back,
they stopped in Boise, ID, to visit Chuck and
Sally Brandenburg Ruch. Since 1993, Chuck
has been the president of Boise State U, the
largest college in the state. In July the Idaho
Statesman profiled him on page one, empha
sizing his success in enhancing the reputa
tion of BSU, once a community college, and
promoting its non-traditional offerings
across the state.
Chuck and Sally gave Dick and Dorie a
tour of the campus and the beautiful city of
Boise. They had an enjoyable day reminisc
ing about people and events, almost forgot
ten over the past 40 years. Dick reminds us
that our 40th reunion is coming up in 1999;
plan to be there!
In June, Bob Kirk, professor in the
economics department at Indiana-Purdue U
in Indianapolis, received the Founder’s
Award from the Mid-Continent Regional
Science Association. This award recognizes
accomplishments in teaching, research, men-

Award-winning History
In an era when history and the acade
my are all but an archaic mystery to the
media-hungry MTV generation, Dale Hoak
’63, professor of history at the College of
William and Mary, has been honored for his
success in presenting ideas and intellect in a
new light. On Feb. 10, 1997, the State
Council of Higher Education for Virginia
named Professor Hoak as one of 11 recipi
ents of the Outstanding Faculty Awards for
1997. Gov. George Allen presented the
award.
Dale’s students reiterate the praise.
One graduate student proclaimed that
Professor Hoak “showed me the delights of
the life of the mind: the excitement of
belonging to an intellectual community...
how ideas really matter.” Trained at the U of
Cambridge by Sir Geoffrey Elton, renowned
historian of Tudor England, Dale’s teaching
approaches to Tudor-Stuart history,
Renaissance Europe, and art as history before
1700 have proven so effective that more than
400 colleges and universities now employ his
curriculum and accompanying slides.
The author of four books in two dif
ferent disciplines and three historical peri
ods, Dale currently has contracts for three
new works. The recipient of numerous other
awards and distinctions, Professor Hoak is a
fellow of England’s Royal Historical Society
and a member of the executive committee of
the Folger Shakespeare Library.

Library Leaders
For actors, it’s the Oscar, for librarians,
Librarian of the Year. Although not broadcast
on national television, this honor does come
with a certain celebrity element — a cover
photo on Library Journal (LJ). In Jan. 1997,
that journal’s cover featured Dorothy
McGrew Schirtzinger ’53, director of the Lee
County Public Library System in Fort Myers,
FL, and Lfs 1996 Librarian of the Year! After
being honored at ceremonies in Washington,
DC, and in Lee County, Dorothy got back to
work, focusing on providing Internet access
to the system’s 170,000 card holders. Retire
ment is not an option right now: “I have a
vision of what constitutes good library ser
vice. It has really been fun helping that come
to life in Lee County.” And Dorothy is still
having fun — at work.
Another Wooster alum was noted in LJ
this spring. In May Peter Young ’66, execu
tive director of the National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science since
1990, resigned to head the cataloging distrib
ution service at the Library of Congress. An
article in the June 15 issue of LJ cited “his
leadership in several commission initiatives,
including the 1991 White House Conference
on Library and Information Services, investi
gations into services for children, and two
significant surveys of public libraries and the
Internet.”
— Sarah DeBacher ’97
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toring, and service to regional science. This
was only the fourth time that it has been
given in the association’s 28-year history.
Last December, Nancy Wells, an elec
trical engineer, moved to Columbus, OH,
after her place of employment changed own
ership. She enjoys her new job. On July 12,
she entertained Fran Emch Buchmueller,
Holly Herman Trigg, and Mimi Norem
Fernyak at her new condominium. They had
a great, nostalgic time and look forward to
getting together next year, when they hope
that more of the Ohio women of ’59 can join
them. Contact Fran, Holly, or Mimi if you’d
like to be a part of this mini-reunion.
Fran lives in Dublin, a Columbus sub
urb. Her youngest child, Karen Buchmueller
’97, headed for graduate school in North
Carolina. Holly lives in Arcanum, OH, and
teaches third grade, which keeps her young!
Mimi, from Mansfield, is president of a non
profit organization which also happens to
run the license bureau, so her life is full of
lots of “learning experiences.”
Secretary: Marion Stuart Humphreys, 1709
Hathaway Ln., Pittsburgh, PA 15241-2705.

19 5 8
You may recall that, at our last
reunion, Ken Heaps suggested that each of
us contact two classmates whom we had not
seen recently and ask them to attend our
next get-together. Ken has made his contacts
and reports that Ed Gould and Chuck
Sweitzer plan to come to Alumni Weekend
next year. It’s not too soon to make some
phone calls, write some letters, send e-mail
— whatever.
After many years of selling IBM prod
ucts and services, Chet Welty has retired,
giving him time to attend an occasional
game of the Akron Aeros (an AA farm club
of the Cleveland Indians) and enjoy his
grandchildren.
Bob Calhoon has taught at the U of
North Carolina-Greensboro since 1964. In
1995, he served as president of the Historical
Society of North Carolina. During a term as
a trustee of Lanoir-Rhyne College in
Hickory, NC, he conducted a study of that
college’s library with the help of Damon
Hickey, now Wooster’s Director of Libraries.
Before coming to Wooster, Damon was one
of Bob’s M.A. students. Bob also served on a
panel with Connie Bartlett Schultz ’64; the
topic was “Teaching Ethical and Religious
Values in the Early Republic.” Both Bob and
Connie had written I.S. papers with Dan
Calhoun (history, emeritus) as their advisor.
In mid-September, Bob, George
McClure, and Will Lange ’57 (long-ago
brothers in Second Section) hiked in the
White Mountains of New Hampshire and
recalled their days at Wooster. Their route
crossed the peaks of four major mountains
— Zealand, Galehead, Garfield, and
Lafayette, ranging from 4024 to 5260 feet in
elevation. It was the first time that these
three had been together since the wedding of
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From left, Will Lange ’57,
George McClure ’58, and
Bob Calhoon ’58 at
Greenleaf Hut in the
White Mountains.

Will and his wife, Ida, in 1959. Over four
days on some of the most spectacular and
arduous mountain trails in the country, they
talked about their lives, marriages (all still
intact), grown-up children (Will’s three and
Bob’s one), politics, education, and the reali
ty that “the bonds of friendship bring us
back....”
They compared notes on careers —
Bob as a history professor; George as
research agronomist, biology and chemistry
professor, natural ingredients perfume man
ufacturer, and medical technician; Will as
carpenter, contractor, English teacher,
Outward Bound instructor, columnist,
raconteur, and public radio commentator.
They also visited Lee Dawley in South
Ryegate, VT, and recalled names like Cy Fox,
Phil Nader, Bob Watson, Bob Carter, Ebe
Blakeman ’56, Ron Rehner, and many, many
others.
With the historian keeping an eye on
the project, Will and George reconstructed
from memory the history of the Wooster
Night Climbers from 1953-62, including the
moment during Dean Taeusch’s pre-vacation
Chapel talk when the College bus battery
and an old alarm clock triggered a very loud
fire alarm bell inside the organ, and Miss
Golder’s gimlet eye fell upon the usual sus
pects.
Lee Dawley really enjoyed his visitors
— four Wooster alums within 24 hours! He
asks other folks who are in the area to stop
by.
Thanks for writing —plan to make the
trip to Wooster in June 1998!
Secretaries: Robert Carter, 1407 W. Sherwin
#2-N, Chicago, IL 60626; and Bonnie Acton
Moccio, 154 Highland Ave., Westfield, MA
01085.
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It’s been wonderful to hear from so
many of you since we collected an e-mail list
at the June reunion. Thanks to classmates
who responded so quickly: Sheila Mclsaac

Cooper, Sandy Zummo Lang, Willem
Lange, Betty Einsel Libby, Laverne Wellens
Marshall, Ken Plusquellec, Gail Parker
Rosenberg, Bob Schubert, and Gordon
Wood, as well as those folks who appear
below. If you did not receive the e-mail list
and would like one, please let me (Anne)
know by e-mail or regular post. Since the
Alumni Office provides Class Secretaries
with complete class lists, please call me at
(618) 687-2546, or send an e-mail if you’d
like to locate one of your classmates quickly.
Dave Swanson ’59 started school with
our class but left in 1956 for two years with
the U.S. Navy before returning to Wooster to
complete his degree. Dave earned the M.Ed.
and Ph.D. at Texas A&M U and taught at the
Rochester Institute of Technology while con
tinuing a career with the Naval reserve. In
December 1995 he retired from both posi
tions and looks forward to moving to Texas
next year when his wife, Judith Ardan
Swanson ’60, retires. Dave and Judith keep
busy visiting their five children who live in
Florida, Texas, Japan, and Italy. Dave joined
us at the reunion and was surprised by how
many people he recognized on sight as well
as those who recognized him.
John Heller writes, “I had planned to
come to the reunion this year, but things just
got too busy. I’ve been retired since May
1990 and do occasional part-time and volun
teer things, such as teaching defensive dri
ving for the Colorado Safety Association and
serving as a volunteer naturalist for the
Jefferson County Nature Center and Open
Space Program.” The Hellers often visit their
children in Utah and South Carolina, and
will attend an Elderhostel program this fall
in New Hampshire.
Will Wright announces the birth of his
third grandchild on July 21, 1997. Will has
retired from owning multiple businesses and
now enjoys visiting his children, biking,
camping, and especially sailing, which he
does on the Great Lakes during the summer,
close to home (Arlington Heights, IL), and
on the Gulf of Mexico while wintering in
Florida.

—
Another winter resident of Florida,
Mary Ellen “Bucky” BuckstafF Bader, writes:
“We are back in North Carolina being
spoiled by the beautiful mountains, blue
skies, and cooler weather. We play a lot of
golf, hike, work at various projects, and get a
lot of company (our Florida friends) who
also want to escape.” With so many class
mates wintering in Florida there may be the
potential for a mini-reunion!
Retirement now seems to be our occu
pation of choice. It provides opportunities
for travel, visiting family and friends, and, in
addition, for renewing friendships with
Wooster classmates. News of your adventures
are welcome! Please note the changes in my
(Anne’s) postal address, which was incorrect
in the last issue.
Secretary: Anne Kelso Johnson, 78 White Tail
Rd., Murphysboro, II 62966-6416, <ajohnson
@som.siu.edu>.
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Lee Lybarger has been involved in a
special project for over 20 years. Lee and
John Lybarger co-authored the book, The
Lybarger Descendants. The book brings
together the history of all known family
descendants who ever have lived or who are
living in America. The number of Lybargers
has grown from the original one who settled
in Philadelphia in 1739 to a count of 18,141.
The book was presented to the Lybarger
Memorial Association during the annual
meeting in Madley, PA, in July of this year.
Warren Crain divides his time
between Seattle, WA, and Khajuraho in cen
tral India, where he lives with a Hindu fami
ly. He also spends time in northern India
where he is involved with the Mussoorie
Seattle Reforestation Program in the
Himalayas. This project is a joint venture of
the Seattle Rotary Club and a Rotary club
from India. Warren has begun work on a his
torical novel about a Hindu family in central
India. The book will be published in Hindi
and English. Warren’s address is 706 Pike St.,
#521, Seattle, WA 98101, <wcrain@u.washington.edu>.
Garner Odell has done a variety of
things during his career as a Presbyterian
minister, including working as a marriage
and family therapist and a Protestant chap
lain on cruise ships. His latest assignment is
as an interim ministry specialist for the
Presbyterian Church. He has served on the
board of directors for the California
Repetoire Theater, the Opera Piccola, and the
Berkeley Runaway Center, among other
groups.
Barbara Jekel Odenkirk earned a
degree in physical therapy from the U of
Buffalo a year after she graduated from
Wooster. Her activities since then have been
many and varied: physical therapist, doctor’s
assistant, “Girl Friday” for bank and person
nel offices, substitute teacher, market
researcher for the Consumer’s Union, and
church secretary. Her volunteer activities
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have included the League of Women Voters,
Jr. Great Books leader, tax aide, coordinator
for a community service organization, and
serving the church in several capacities. She
enjoys traveling, attending the theater, and
hiking and other outdoor activities. At
Wooster Barbara remembers good times
with friends, football games, and “walking to
the Point.”
Nancy Geiger Paine earned an M.A.
from Brown U after graduating from
Wooster. She resides in New York City where
she is the chief curator for the Brooklyn
Children’s Museum, responsible for adminis
tration and collection development. This
involves the ongoing acquisition, documen
tation, conservation, and use of 30,000
world-wide ethnographic and natural history
objects.
Mary Gould Phillips lives in
Stevensville, MD. She is an assignment man
ager for the U.S. General Accounting Office.
Her job is to analyze tax policy and manage
projects in response to Congressional
requests. Mary earned a B.A. in economics at
the U of North Carolina in 1956. She has two
sons, Robert and Edward. When her
youngest son started school, she went to
work as a research assistant at the U of
Tennessee. She then joined the Tennessee
Valley Authority before moving to
Washington, DC, in 1979. She continues to
pursue her interest in music and has sung for
10 years with the Choral Society of the
Washington National Cathedral. Favorite
Wooster memories include great classroom
experiences with professors Dunham
(history), Ferris and Smith (religion), and
Olthouse and Guille (French). Her musical
highlight was singing the Brahms Requiem
with Robert Shaw conducting.
Attorney Charles Schneider lives in
State College, PA, and practices in Bellefonte.
He earned his law degree at Dickinson
School of Law in 1962. He has a his wife,
Laura, and two sons and a daughter.
Sally Roberts Schroeder earned a
teaching certificate and taught for several
years in the Los Angeles City School District.
She later moved to Florida where she man
aged her husband’s home office. Widowed in
1983, Sally returned to California where she
did substitute teaching and was active in
adult literacy programs. She has been work
ing on an M.A. in rhetoric/composition at
California State U.
I (Pat) had the opportunity to visit
with Connie Arnold Garcia and Bill Kardos
at our Wooster High School class reunion in
August. Connie lives in Strongsville and con
tinues to work for the Hudson City School
District as a school psychologist. Bill lives in
Houston, TX. He is a geologist working as a
consultant to companies seeking ways to
meet government regulations for the disposal
of hazardous wastes.
Summer 1997 was quite eventful for
me (Pat). It came and went, quickly moving
from my fourth Environmental Experiences
Grand Canyon Trip (with Fred Cropp) to
helping my daughter, Nancy, move the same

week that she earned a master’s degree, to
spending a week in Kentucky with our
newest grandchild — no. 13. It doesn’t get
much better!
Many thanks to those of you who have
written. And for those of you still thinking
about writing — just DO IT!
Secretary: Pat Young Silver, 3740 Silver Rd.,
Wooster, OH 44691-9249.
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Don Hartsough runs his own psycho
logical clinic, counseling public safety
employees of the Marion County Sheriff’s
office and the City of Indianapolis. His wife,
Dalyte, works as the clinic’s treasurer and
comptroller and presides over the local
League of Women Voters. Don also serves on
the SWAT team in crisis or hostage situa
tions. The Hartsoughs have three children
and four grandchildren. They enjoy living in
Indianapolis after 20 years in W. Lafayette,
IN. Their address is 11908 Hoster Rd.,
Carmel, IN 46032-9779. The family returned
to Ohio in June for a memorial service for
Don’s mother, Eloween Dowd Hartsough ’29.
Do you remember a freshman from
Bowman Hall who wore a raccoon coat?
Nancy Provan Taylor came to Wooster from
Canada, well prepared for harsh winters.
(Maybe that long walk from Bowman was
chilly!) Nancy has recently moved to
Collingwood, Ontario (on the Georgian
Bay); no doubt she could use that raccoon
coat now. Nancy’s grandfather taught at
Wooster, and her mother was born on
Bowman Avenue! Paula Hykes Dowd sup
plied this information.
Jack and Sybil Austin Guiley enjoy
retirement. Some of their time is spent in
Nags Head, NC: son David ’81 and his wife,
Hope Shepherd Guiley ’83, live and teach in
nearby Manteo — a beautiful spot.
William Chapman, retired adjunct
professor at Princeton and New Brunswick
theological seminaries, continues to serve on
the General Assembly Council of the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). He is also a
member of the permanent judicial commis
sion and chair of the ministry management
committee for the Synod of the Northeast.
Your news is appreciated! Note my
(Margie’s) e-mail address below.
Secretary: Margaret Pardee Petersen, Route 1
Box 232, Mazeppa, MN 55956, <WEPMVP@
Juno.com>.

19 5 4
Silence is not always golden. Please
write.
Secretary: Margaret Casteel Bloom, 2409 W.
Lincolnshire Dr., Muncie, IN 47304,
<00glbloom@bsuvc.bsu.edu>.
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Someone must have news!
Secretaries: Nona Williston Coates, 18 Savery
Ln., Falmouth, MA 02540, <dcoates@
capecod.net>; and Donald Orr, 13460
Marlette Dr., La Mirada, CA 90638-2813,
<DorrScot@aol.com>.
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.. .ALL TH O SE UNFORGETTABLE
FRIENDS YOU HAD AT W OOSTER?
H ERE’S YOUR CHANCE TO FIND
OUT W HERE THEY ARE TODAY.
AND TO LET THEM KNOW W HERE
YOU ARE.
Questionnaires will be mailed to members of
those classes whose reunions will be held in
June 1998. Material from the questionnaires
will be compiled in a special Reunion Book for
each class. Copies of the book will be circulat
ed throughout the Alumni Weekend, June 4-7,
1998. Make sure you are included by complet
ing your questionnaire and returning it
promptly!
The deadline for questionnaires is Februaiy 1, 1998.
Return your completed questionnaire to:
Office of Alumni Relations & The Annual Fund
The College of Wooster
1189 Beall Ave.
Wooster, OH 44691
(330) 263-2533
<http:/ / www.wooster.edu /alum ni / >
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Early this summer, Elwood and Jane
Sedgwick ’48 Sperry spent a month in
Shakhty, Russia, where Elwood served as a
volunteer executive with the International
Executive Service Corps. The nonprofit
group sends retired Americans to help busi
nesses and private enterprises in developing
countries in Central and Eastern Europe and
the former Soviet Union. Elwood assisted
Dontex, a mill and garment manufacturer,
with marketing.
A glance through our 45th reunion
class notebook gives me (Jean) the impres
sion that only a handful of us are not retired
from our post-Wooster jobs. However, few
spend their time on the front porch in rock
ing chairs! A lot of us are involved in volun
teer work, hobbies, and projects for which we
finally have time, and travels around the
country or to the other side of the world.
How about sending a postcard from Japan,
Norway, Greece — wherever!
Harry and Jeanne Babcock Carley of
Dundee, NY, are back at their home on the
shores of Seneca Lake after an extended
vacation in Oregon with their three children
and three granddaughters. Renting a house
in the mountains at Sisters gave the whole
family all kinds of activity choices, as well as
the fun of being together. Harry and Jeanne
traveled down the coast to San Francisco
before heading home.
During her western trip, Jeanne had a
phone visit with Marjorie Lusher Covey in
Salem, OR. Marjorie volunteers at the Salem
Public Library, pursues special projects for
AAUW, and travels around the world with
Elderhostel and other groups.
Jim and Margaret “Migs” Bonnell
Emerson are also world travelers. Back home
in February from visiting Singapore,
Malaysia, Indonesia, and India, where they
were teaching and speaking, Jim and Migs
left during the week of our reunion for a
five-week tour of Europe with their grand
daughter (13). They have moved from their
San Francisco home and are temporary resi
dents of Fraser in the Colorado Rockies until
their new home is completed in Westminster
Gardens, Duarte, CA. Migs says that they
definitely plan to be in Wooster for our 50th.
Our hearts go out to Bill and Diantha
White Horton who have moved temporarily
from their home in Alfred Station, NY, to
Alpharetta, GA (6203 Webb Bridge Ct.), to
be near their daughter, Carol, and her family
because of Carol’s serious illness. While
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there, Diantha and Bill have had a chance to
visit some nearby historic sites, including the
Andersonville Civil War prison site and also
the tiny town of Plains (population 800),
where former President Jimmy Carter and
Rosalynn spend much of their time. Diantha
says that Mr. Carter teaches Sunday School
in Plains, and that he and Rosalynn even
mow the church lawn while the Secret
Service watches!
Secretaries: Jean Snyder Felt, 549 A. Kenwood
Ave., Delmar, NY 12054; and Warren M.
Swager Jr., 112 Bieler Ln., Sheridan, MI
59749-0555.
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The day after returning home from a
week in Westchester County, NY, for the 50th
reunion of my (Roy’s) Scarsdale High School
class, I drove to Wooster to take part in the
Friday activities of Alumni Weekend. It was
great to see Milt Snyder fully recovered from
the header he took down his basement stairs
just before our 45th last year. He came this
year with his wife, Barbara Budde Snyder ’52.
Milt still holds a fund-raising post at
Michigan’s Marygrove College, a co-ed
Catholic college in Detroit. After teaching
chemistry at Colorado College in Colorado
Springs, he taught for two years at Albion
College in Michigan, then studied at
California’s Claremont Graduate School, and
then returned to Michigan, first as assistant
to the president of the former Mercy College
in Detroit (1972-81), and Finally to
Marygrove.
Also registered at Alumni Weekend ’97
were several ’51ers and their spouses, all ’52s:
Harry and Betty Weisenburger Weckesser;
Bill and Sally Sterrett Aber; Doug and Jane
Snyder Black; and John and Jeri Mitchell
Bolvin.
Pat Milligan ’50, at reunion with his
wife, Carol Benson Milligan ’52, told me that
this spring, Bob Meeker flew from his home
in Munich, Germany, to Phoenix to bid a sad
farewell to his brother, Dr. Walter “Bo”
Meeker ’50, who died of a lung disease.
I (Roy) received a note from one of
our former class presidents, Ned R. Johnson,
M.D. Ned and his wife, Nancy Kassebaum
Johnson, live at 149 Palm Ct., Santa Maria,
CA. I later called Ned, who confessed that he
had not been on campus since “1975 or so.”
He is on crutches these days due to a spinal
condition resulting from a sports accident
many years ago.
Since both Ned and Nancy originally
hailed from Kansas, I could not resist asking
him about Nancy’s namesake, Nancy Landon
Kassebaum, former U.S. Senator from
Kansas, a Republican like her late father, Alf
Landon, former Kansas governor and 1936
Presidential candidate. Talk about a small
World! It seems that Wooster’s Nancy
Kassebaum and Nancy Landon played
together as children in Topeka, and then
Nancy Landon married a cousin of OUR
Nancy!
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Ned left Wooster after our junior year
to go to Northwestern U Medical School, but
returned for Wooster’s graduation on June
11, 1951. He recalls, “I was sick with flu on
that day and could not attend the graduation
ceremony, but...was able to get off my sick
bed in the afternoon to get married in
Memorial Chapel to Nancy Kassebaum.”
Ned got his medical degree from
Northwestern in 1954, interned at Cook
County General Hospital, spent a year in
family practice in Appalachia, was an Air
Force flight surgeon for two years, and then
held a residency in urology in Memphis, TN,
before settling in California in 1962. After
two years in San Luis Obispo, the Johnsons
moved to Santa Maria.
Nancy has been president of the local
chapter of the League of Women Voters,
served on the Santa Barbara County Plan
ning Commission, and is now on the Santa
Maria City Planning commission. She has
been very concerned with land use issues and
does pregnancy counseling for the local
Planned Parenthood.
Health problems forced Ned to retire
in 1994. He keeps in touch with Niles
Reimer and psychiatrist Elliott Murray. The
Johnsons enjoy receiving Wooster friends as
house guests, noting that Joel and Ruth Ann
Coleman Davis dropped by several years
ago. Other visitors have included Janne
Staller Platt and Marge Macardle Baur. Ned
promised to be at the 50th (in 2001) — “if
the creek don’t rise.”
Congratulations to John Monroe, our
great runner from Wooster. Winning a 1,500
meter race at the Canton Senior Olympics
the morning of our 45th reunion banquet
last year, he finished second in the state meet
at Youngstown the following month. John
then found that he had qualified to run in
the 1997 National Senior Olympics in
Tucson, AZ. Starting in January, John ran
regularly at the Gault Recreation and Fitness
Center at the Wooster High School to pre
pare for the May 23 event. “There were 40
men registered in the 65-69 age group, and I
had the 18th best qualifying time,” writes
John. “I improved in the actual race, howev
er, and finished seventh (among 40) with a
time of 5:46.3.”
Bill and Sally Rhine Hendrickson
came back to Wooster to attend a huge
Weckesser (Harry and Sally are cousins) fam
ily reunion.
I (Roy) received a piece from the May
10, 1997, Harrisburg (PA) Patriot News with
a half-page story and photo about our own
William “Murph” Murphey Jr., that WWII
Marine turned mild-mannered Presbyterian
pastor. The article covered Murph’s early life,
career, and his retirement from the Camp
Hill (PA) Presbyterian Church. Murph
retired on Mar. 31, and the church commis
sioned two pieces of music for Easter Sunday
in recognition of his 14-year ministry. In
April Murph and his wife, Jan Johnson
Murphey ’48, were praised and entertained
at a major luncheon. Among the people on
the program were the Pentagon’s chaplain

(formerly a Marine Corps gunnery sergeant
and one of Murph’s Boys”) and the choir
director from the First Presbyterian Church
of Old Greenwich, CT, one of Murph’s career
stops.
Secretaries: Roy W. Adams, 12500 Edgewater
Dr. #308, Lakewood, OH 44107-1664; and
Florence Reeder Morrison, 14068 Bay View
Ave., Traverse City, MI 49686-8329.
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Barbara Bucklin Anderson and hus
band Elliott are retired and keep busy with
church responsibilities and activities. Barbara
has volunteered to be part of a mentoring
program in their local school, called HOSTS
— Helping One Student to Succeed. Their
children, grown up and living in different
parts of the country, have given them six
grandchildren. The oldest granddaughter is
an accomplished violinist and hopes to go to
a conservatory after graduation. Remember
that Barbara played violin in the orchestra
while at Wooster, so you can imagine how
this thrills her heart.
Joanne “Joey” Lawrence Kelley gradu
ated from Youngstown State U in 1950 after
attending Wooster for 2 1/2 years. She was a
substitute teacher in East Palestine, OH, and
then worked in retailing at the Horne Co. in
Youngstown. Her husband, Chuck, was con
troller, secretary, and treasurer of Standard
Slag Co. of Youngstown. Their daughter, an
R.N., and son, head band director at
Westerville North High School in Columbus,
have given them three grandchildren. Now
retired, Joey and Chuck live in Florida six
months of the year. They have traveled
extensively, including to Europe, New
Zealand, and Hawaii, and across Canada and
British Columbia by train.
In 1985 Dick Bresson retired as a
senior research chemist from Phillips
Petroleum with 73 U.S. patents. He endured
a bout with lung cancer, which killed his
twin, Larry Bresson. Thankfully, Dick’s can
cer is completely cured. In addition to work
ing with Scouting, always an active part of
their family life, Dick has also spent two days
a week as a volunteer in the hospitals and
emergency rooms for 12 years and with hos
pice for six years. He has computerized
6500+ genealogy records, becoming comput
er literate in the process. His wife, Mary Lou,
retired from her school secretary job in June.
Now they have travel plans to visit their three
children and three grandchildren (ages three
mo. to 13). Dick concludes, “As to retire
ment, let me say this: after three months, I
called to see if I could come back to work —
I needed the rest!”
Bill Johnston has developed a second
volunteer career as a cabinetmaker for
Habitat for Humanity. His cabinets have
been used in 18 homes. At the last Habitat
project at which Bill and his wife, Marian
Stewart Johnston, worked, other volunteers
were Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter and Hillary
Rodham Clinton.
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Jeanne Criswell Gish and her hus
band, Robert Gish ’48, are happily retired
and enjoying their grandchildren. They have
moved back to Columbus to be closer to the
family.
Classmates reported lots of travel
abroad in 1996. For Jim ’51 and Jean Dutch
Webster, the high spot of their year (right
behind the birth of another granddaughter)
was a European trip. Renting a car, they did
their own tour of Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, and France. They had a great
time but regretted being unable to converse
in the native tongues.
Charles and Nancy Herbst Sechrest
also report a trip and the arrival of a new
grandchild: Max Monroe was born to
Nancy’s youngest son. Their trip took them
back to England where they lived from 197982. They hiked in the northern Lake District
with a group and drove through northern
England. The rest of the year was full of
visits with family from Michigan to Massa
chusetts.
Kay Shamp, still at the Cleveland
Public Library and busy with plays and all
forms of music (as both participant and
spectator), told of a wonderful tour of north
ern France with a group of friends, despite a
tumble early in the trip which left her gimpy
and sporting a shiner!
Dave and Pat Hawk Clyde recently
took in Madeira, Portugal, and Spain. A
second trip to attend a wedding in London
was followed by time in Scotland, especially
Edinburgh, with son Bill, who was teaching
there, and his family. Pat and Dave noted
with delight that son Paul was moving to
Ann Arbor to teach at the university, so they
will have two sons and their families in the
area.
Secretaries: Janice Wilson George, 45 Fare
way Dr., Northfield, MN 55057-2643; and
Sylvia C. Taylor, 412 Kenyon Ave., Elyria, OH
44035.

19 4 9
As you have probably noticed, this col
umn has been very slight in the past two
issues. We miss hearing from you!
I (Evelynn) was privileged to join over
5,000 others at the Churchwide Gathering of
Presbyterian Women in Louisville, KY. It was
wonderful, inspiring, challenging, and a time
of good fellowship with new and old friends.
While there, I briefly saw my former room
mate, Mary Ellen Frazier Lloyd, and Lou
Ann DeVoss Mitchell, and kept looking for
Jeanne Tuttle Herst but never made connec
tions. Were there any other ’49ers there?
Donald and Helen Duguid Weber also
attended, but we only played telephone tag.
When I got home, I received a nice note
from Helen. It was GREAT to renew our
friendship.
Helen and Don left Wooster at the
close of our sophomore year. Helen and I
(Evelynn) were two of about 25 women who
lived in the old Beall Hall across from the
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Wooster alums gather in
Venice, FL. (Left to r) Art
’47 and Rosemary Pierce
’48 Palmer, Ralph
“Fingers” Wagner ’48,
Lynn Palmer ’44, Ralph
“Toes” and Joan Jekel
Wagner, John and Carol
Rustemeyer Talbot, Frank
and Peggy Johnston
Gurney, ’51s.

Catholic church during our sophomore year
— a fun time. At the third-floor dormer
window, we had a fire escape stairway, which
we would climb down in the evening to go
across the street to the gas station and get
Cokes, ice cream, and candy. We felt very
brave and foolhardy.
Don took a master’s degree at Harvard,
and Helen worked in the documents room at
M.I.T. Don taught at Lafayette from 1954-59
and earned a second master’s from Union
Seminary. They have three daughters —
Sally, Meredith, and Alison — and seven
grandchildren. The Webers have been in the
ministry all of these years — in Springfield,
NJ; Kennett Square, PA; and Union Church
in Lancaster County, PA. Their grandchil
dren are close by, and I (Evelynn) am jealous.
Ours live all over the place: Dayton, OH;
Boise, ID; Salt Lake City, UT; Bend, OR; and
Vista, CA. It was so special to hear from
Helen.
Dick and Alayne Palmer ’51 Van
Deusen celebrated their 50th anniversary in
August in Groton, CT.
Frank McAdams writes from Dalton,
OH, noting that he has not seen me (Lloyd)
since 1949, although we live four miles apart
and do the same kind of local history
research. Frank visits the campus bookstore
once a month, always buys something, and
likes how good the campus looks, especially
in April and October. He had his history of
Dalton School published last year and puts
out an annual newsletter for the Dalton
Historical Society. He continues to work on a
larger history of Dalton’s last 150 years.
Secretaries: Evelynn Cheadle Thomas, 4230
Central Ave., Riverside, CA 92506-2919; and
Lloyd Vandersall, 1448 S. Kohler Rd.,
Orrville, OH 44667.
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Thanks to Jean Malkin Boggs and
David Funk, there is some news for this
issue. They’re each looking forward to our
big reunion next summer.
Jean sent information about Florence
Mason Cole that makes us all proud. Flosi
received a community award for outstanding

Christian service in Davidson, NC. The press
release states that “her determination to serve
others and to serve God began years ago as
she became the first woman to graduate
from Austin Presbyterian Theological
Seminary in 1957.” Many other tributes were
included. All of us who know Flosi aren’t the
least bit surprised.
David Funk retired on May 31 after 21
years of law practice in Wooster and 24 years
as a law professor at the Indiana U School of
Law-Indianapolis. His new office will be in
his home at 6208 N. Delaware St., Indiana
polis, IN 46220-1824. He hopes to complete
a book in progress on Asian legal philosophy.
David reports that attending your own
retirement dinner is like attending your own
funeral, except that, “You can hear a whole
lot better.”
Allen “Red” Valentine tells of a recent
trip to Alaska — still seeking elusive bird
species. He claims to have left his common
sense in a safety deposit box back in Texas.
Will he have it back by reunion time next
year?
Secretary: Joyce Jarman Little, 130 Center St.
7A, Chardon, OH 44024.
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Art and Rosemary Pierce ’48 Palmer
enjoyed a Wooster mini-reunion in Venice,
FL, this past April. They were visiting friends,
Lynn and Jim Youtz (Oberlin alums). The
Youtzes gathered a number of Wooster grads
who belong to their church, Venice
Presbyterian. All had a great time, says Art,
and the “Wooster Love Song” rang out loud
and clear, with nary a missing note or word
(see photo above).
Remember the blue books we used for
exams? Well, here in my (Cornelia’s) desk
are two of them, full of notes from reunion
conversations. The news in this issue and
next is mostly taken from there; all mistakes
are due to writing on the run. Please write
and correct them!
Ev ’48 and Martha Stoll Ballard keep
double contact with the College, what with
their two classes and her extra one after she
took a leave for two years. They were headed
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for Albuquerque after reunion to visit Ev’s
cousin.
Mollie Brown Hopper and her hus
band now live in Westminster Gardens, a
Presbyterian retirement center in Duarte,
CA. Last spring they were in China and
Taiwan, talking with church leaders there.
Their children are scattered in Illinois,
Arizona, and California: nice for visiting.
Joe ’46 and Shirley Smith Roeder cele
brated their 50th anniversary in the spring
with a trip to Costa Rica. The itinerary
included rain forests, a nature preserve,
“wedding” cake, and a bouquet. They were
still starry-eyed at reunion.
“Puppetry forever!” That’s the motto
of retired oceanographer Bob Burns. He dis
covered puppetry some years ago, and, since
retirement, has been having the time of his
life. He admits that his scientific friends
think he’s a little wacky, but who cares? He
takes part in a permanent puppet theater
which visits schools and does teaching and
storytelling. Bob attended the National
Festival of Puppetry in Toledo last summer
on his third trip to Ohio in 50 years. He lives
in Seattle; maybe he’ll come to our 55th and
do a show for us in ’02?
Don Fluke retired early in 1993 from
teaching zoology at Duke, where he’s been
secretary of the faculty since 1990. Here are a
couple of quotes from him: “Old-timers
should be seen and not heard,” and “Years
don’t necessarily confer wisdom.” Those
sober statements, spoken with a light touch,
came out during a tree tour of the campus.
Betty Marker Granicher had a won
derful time at reunion. She was planning a
cruise to Singapore and the former Hong
Kong in November.
August and Dozier Hornbeak VandenBosch retired to West Palm Beach in 1989.
Augie has developed a Senior Adult Ministry
(SAM) at First Presbyterian Church; Dozier’s
activities include volunteering at the
Salvation Army, travel with SAM, an exercise
program, and “protecting good health.”
Our 50th was the first reunion for
Dozier as for Ruth Schwartz Timmerman.
She graduated from the U of Wisconsin —
“because they had a rathskellar there!” — but
says she got a better education at Wooster.
Since she didn’t have a picture for her
reunion ID, she used Marilyn Monroe’s. Her
memory of Wooster: cats under the bed in
the Annex.
Remember basketball hero Harry
Eicher ’43? He reported that his sister, Barb
Eicher Thomas, is ’’doing great” in Houston.
A note from Jon Lawry of Palmyra,
NY: “ Wooster magazine and the reunion pic
ture remind me of how much Marty
(Martha Pratt Lawry) relished her class and
how greatly she would have enjoyed the
reunion.” Marty died in 1986. Their son,
Matthew, presented a brief at the U.S.
Supreme Court in January. The appeal lost 54, said Jon, but “given the present court, that
was a virtual victory.”
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
Daniels, who celebrated their first anniver-
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sary in September. After 22 single years, Boyd
married a fellow volunteer. Their merged
family has six children and 12 grandchildren.
In the past seven years, Boyd has worked
with the American Bible Society and as inter
im pastor of a church in Durham, NC.
Peg and Clarence “Clink” Forsberg
sold their home, remodeled their beach
condo in Venice, FL, and moved in. They
golf, bowl, swim, and travel. Clink has also
worked with the Venice Foundation, which
has raised over $105 million for charity.
My (Cornelia’s) notes are unclear:
Everett and Jane Campbell, are you grand
parents again? Write soon.
“We’re in the adoption business,” says
Linda Wells Ellsworth. Her twin daughters,
Penny and Pam, are adopting sisters (6 and
7). Penny also has a Chinese daughter, Anna,
while Pam has a biracial son (2). Daughter
Jenny also has a baby.
Brief quotes: Patricia White on
Babcock life: “I thought the tub looked nos
talgic, till I hopped in and almost couldn’t
get out!” Gloria Heym: “At least my head’s
still working!” Clare Robinson Walker: “I’m
on the dullard list. My most fun now is
avoiding dusting.” Anyone else relate to these
profound remarks? Seems like the best way
to handle advanced age is to laugh about it.
Esther Purdy Divney of Peru, NE, is a
commissioned lay speaker in the
Presbyterian Church. She’s also a grand
mother: Sophie Divney will be a year old on
Dec. 10.
Jean Kelty Stoneburner and Rog ’44
had hoped to make our 50th, but a family
cruise for their golden anniversary kept them
from attending.
Tom Maxwell didn’t get to Wooster
this year but had already attended his 50th at
Mt. Union. His wife, Ruth Lautzenheiser
Maxwell ’48, looks forward to her 50th at
COW next year. A retired archaeologist, Tom
coordinates Coastwalk in Ventura, CA. The
week-long event “promotes protection of the
coast and provides an opportunity to walk
the beaches and bluffs of all coastal counties
in California.” Tom visited a Methodist mis
sion in Chile in 1995, where he conducted
archaeological research while others worked
at building a school. The purpose was to help
Indian youth “glorify their past so that they
have a better self-image.”
Congratulations to all who are mark
ing their golden anniversaries this year.

Those we know of include. Marge
Neiswander Hoge; Ron and Dede Bender
Seaton (on Dec. 27); Dorothy Vaugh
Whitcomb; Frank ’48 and Julie Carson
Condit, plus the Roeders, Mary Baker
Dickerson, Stoneburners, and more, we’re
sure. Please write and tell us how you cele
brated.
Watch for more reunion notes in the
Winter issue. And please, oh please, send
along your Christmas letters. Hasta luego, y
vayan con Dios.
Secretary: Cornelia Lybarger Neuswanger,
32148 Highway 34, Wray, CO 80758.

19 4 6
This summer has provided travel expe
riences for a few of us. Pat Bryant Hill visit
ed with daughter Jennie and family in
Homer, Alaska, surrounded by serene snow
capped mountains. She continued her jour
ney to the “Land of the Morning Calm” —
South Korea. Pat hiked in the “green moun
tains” and walked in streets of “bursting
cities” and also found rich prayer and hospi
tality and kindness from her visits with
“sweet and fervent Christians,” whom she
found to be the real beauty of Korea.
In the past 20 years as part of my
(Arol’s) work with Sports Travel Inter
national Agency, I have escorted senior track
and field athletes to venues all over the world
for competitions. In July, I accompanied ath
letes, both women (35 years and up) and
men (40 to 80 and over), to Durban, South
Africa, for the 12th WAVA (World
Association of Veteran Athletes) Games. We
had the opportunity to visit private game
reserves where we saw many beautiful ani
mals, including the classic five endangered
and protected species. We also visited the
movie set for Shaka-Zulu, observed a typical
Zulu village, and experienced native culture,
including dances and arts and crafts. The
season was winter, with the temperature in
the high 60s to mid-70s for the 16 days. This
was indeed the experience of a lifetime.
Please keep the news coming.
Secretary: Arol Noble Escamilla, 4974 Dafter
Dr., San Diego, CA 92102-1362.

19 4 5
Have you seen the picture of our own
Lottie Kornfeld in the summer issue of
Wooster Reports? Lottie was honored in April
at the dedication of an endowed fund which
she has created at Wooster to support onand off-campus programs consistent with
the objectives of Wooster’s Jewish Students’
Organization.
Our class has lost another member,
with the death on June 30 of Shirley Parker
Price. She had suffered for quite some time
from a liver malfunction. Norm and I
(Jinny) attended her beautiful memorial ser
vice at the Berea Congregational Church
which was packed with her many friends.
Betty Morgan Treadwell read the Old
Testament lesson. The minister mentioned
three outstanding qualities that characterized
Shirley’s life: charm, cheer, and courage.
I (Jinny) called Esther Swinney
Frederick in Chagrin Falls. Esther’s family
gathered at daughter Linda’s home in
Jackson, MI, this summer to delight in her
new pool. Esther enjoyed three Ohio Light
Opera performances in one weekend this
summer.
Grace Elizabeth Hall ’44 called from
Washington, DC, to say that she had just vis
ited Bill and Hope Ringland Benson in
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In the News
Alexander is King Award winner
Alpha Alexander ’76 was named the
recipient of the 1997 Women’s Sports
Foundation Billie Jean King Contribution
Award. Alpha is currently director of health,
promotions, and sport for the YWCA.
She received the award at the 18th
Annual Women’s Sports Awards Dinner at
the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York City
on Oct. 13.
In addition to the Billie Jean King
Contribution Award, the awards dinner fea
tured the induction of members into the
International Women’s Sports Hall of Fame
as well as presentations of two Sportswomen
of the Year awards and the Wilma Rudolph
Courage Award.
This is the second major award that
Alpha has won in the last year. She was
awarded the U.S. Olympic Committee’s
Olympic Shield Award in recognition of her
outstanding service as a member of the
USOC.
A 1993 inductee into the “W” Associa
tion’s Hall of Fame, she won four letters in
basketball and three in volleyball at Wooster.
Communication Pioneer
Having retired after 20 years as a pro
fessor and administrator at Michigan State U
in East Lansing, Maxine Schnitzer Ferris ’52
was honored for excellence in communica
tions management by the Agricultural
Communicators in Education. The first
woman to receive the international award,
she was cited as the author of more than 50
publications in the field.
Less than a month later, Maxine was
selected for inclusion in a special honor roll
designated by Alpha Zeta, an honorary for
agriculture and natural resources, to cele
brate its 100th anniversary. Again, Maxine is
one of the few female professionals to be so
honored. Maxine lives in Okemos, MI.
A Traveling Salesman
The Oct. 7 edition of The Wall Street
Journal carried a front-page article detailing
the unusual work of John Haney ’91 of
Worthington, OH.
The Journal described John as “a trav
eling ATM salesman, peddling big, clunky
automated-teller machines the way others
sell encyclopedias and vacuum cleaners.”
Not only is John a salesman, but he
also serves as a scout, looking for prospective
sites where an ATM would be most useful —
from shopping malls to sports arenas.
And his record, reports The Journal, is
pretty good. He averages one installation for
every four prospects that he contacts.
“If I were selling brushes or something
else, it would be a lot harder,” he said.
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Baltimore, who were both in good health
and fine spirits.
Amy Robertson Clugston recom
mends Elderhostels, especially one in
Washington called “Northwest Passages
Aboard the Zodiac.” The Zodiac is a 127-foot
sailing ship built in 1924 and fully restored.
Amy learned a lot about sailing in just one
week, with a great crew and great food.
Secretary: Virginia Kroehle Wengatz, 7450
West 130th St, Cleveland, OH 44130-5707.

1 9 4 4*I
Male Call went to Dick West in Palos
Park, IL. With my (Russ’s) usual brilliant
timing, I interrupted the dinner celebrating
Dick’s 75th birthday. His children (daughters
and a son) had assembled in Illinois, and
they were all waiting at the table for me to
finish talking. Martha — I apologize.
All of us felt the loss of Frank Smith
(see Wooster, Summer 1997), but perhaps
Frank’s death hit Dick most keenly. Frank
had been his Kenarden roommate, and they
had kept in touch over the years. In fact,
Dick talked with Frank just a few days before
his death.
On the positive side, Dick was plan
ning a trip back to Ohio for a high school
reunion, with lots of fond reminiscing about
the Buckeye League, no doubt. Dick and
Martha also looked forward to a fall trip to
Nova Scotia via Montreal.
As for special Wooster memories, Dick
mentioned the sock hops in the Douglass
basement and one particular hay ride, in
1946, when Dick was back at Wooster for his
final year. He was married, and he and
Martha were uncomfortably playing the role
of chaperones. What was going on in the hay
wagon is classified information.
Dick reminds us that it is now only
two years to our 55th and says he’s looking
forward to it. Hope you are, too.
I (Russ) had not one but two visits
from George Mulder, our traveling man who
says that he wants to wear out, not rust out.
George stopped by Kennett Square after vis
iting Peg Baysor Shaw in Blue Bell, PA. He
reports that Peg’s location and living quarters
there are “spectacular.” When I last saw
George on that trip (this is a true story), he
was singing, “In College Days....” at the top of
his voice.
George later dropped in to see me
(Russ) in Southwest Harbor, ME, a trip occa
sioned by a swing out to Cape Cod to attend
the celebration of the 75th birthday of Don
Coates — a big surprise party engineered by
his children. And yes, in case you’re wonder
ing, George did have plenty of opportunity
to play the piano.
Don Coates and his wife, Suzanne
Williston Coates ’53, plan to be in Wooster
next June for Alumni Weekend, for Suzanne’s
45th Reunion. I (Russ) hope to make it back
then, too. The years are slipping by, and it’s a
good idea to catch as many of these as we
can. The war scattered the graduation dates

of our classmates and spouses over a variety
of years, so you never know which friends
you might run into at any given reunion. It’s
guaranteed that you’ll find some.
Don is a Navy man, and he and
Suzanne have signed up for the College
cruise to the Leeward Islands next February.
Someone please warn the captain. Don just
may take the helm out of habit.
I (Russ) made it to the reception on
the first evening of Alumni Weekend. The
Class of 1947 had a good turnout and sur
prisingly good weather. I talked with lots of
people whom I hadn’t seen in 50 years. I
found one person who had started out in our
class — Dick Caton ’47. When I needled him
on his choice of class year, he said that he
chose 1947 “because it made me look
younger when I was job hunting.”
Bob Kendall writes that he reminisces
more than he used to because his brain is
running out of room for anything new. His
grandchildren have a habit of outfitting him
in funny hats and sweatshirts saying things
like, “Been There, Done That, Can’t
Remember.” Bob recently ran a front page
article on John Dean ’61 in his newspaper
and suggests that we dig out a 1991 book by
Len Colodny called Silent Coup for the real
story on Watergate. Bob and his wife, Dot
Rumbold Kendall, send regards to the class.
Nancy Ruth Bertram toured the Holy
Land last March, on an intensive, if rather
rapid trip. Adding to her enjoyment was
rooming with Ruth Frost Parker ’45, whom
she had known in Sandusky in pre-Wooster
days, when they were both new in town.
Nancy’s “everyday” life includes volunteering
at the county library, the Colusa Middle
School Library, and the Friends of the
Library used book store. She also expends a
lot of energy cheering at Little League games.
To Lois Kolmorgen Edwards, we
extend our deep sympathy on the loss of her
husband, Robert ’43. Most of us knew Bob at
Wooster. We admired his talent, and appreci
ated his service to the College in later years.
Along with Lois, Bob was proud of their
granddaughter, Johanna “Jobie” McCreight
’97, now secretary for her class.
Margaret Welsh Neely has been on the
road again, this time touring the West with
her sister, Betsy Welsh Swegan ’47. Their itin
erary included San Francisco, Yellowstone,
Grand Canyon, and other fascinating places.
The fall agenda of Charlie and Fern
Fisher Raff featured a similar tour of the
national parks of Arizona, Colorado, and
Utah — quite a contrast to the holiday cruise
they made last year aboard the Mississippi
Queen. The Raffs are veteran attendees of the
Ohio Light Opera. In addition, they attend
Senior Days at Lakeland Community
College, play golf, and, from the sound of it,
never stay home! Fern writes of the fun they
had in May at her 75th birthday celebration.
A real treat for me (Eleanor) was a
delightful day in May with Phyllis Johnson
Havener. We managed to see downtown
Oklahoma City and talk at the same time!
We have much in common — lots of kids in
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lots of places. Phyl was visiting her son,
Mike, who is on the library science faculty at
the U of Oklahoma. She was looking forward
to going to Chautauqua this summer with
Wooster friends.
In Wilmington, DE, Paul and Jean
Emery Van Fossen celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary. Their two daughters
popped in from North Carolina to surprise
them. Paul’s oxygen dependency has severely
curtailed their travels, but Jean stays in con
tact with Ruth Gilbert Shaeffer, Alice
Robbins McVetty-Vars, Pat Marker Levin,
Ellamae Rowe Rowe, Peg Baysor Shaw, and
Margaret Martens Bronder. We are appoint
ing Jean as unofficial reporter for the group,
with the first report due after the Christmas
letters arrive!
On a 98-degree summer day, it’s diffi
cult to think snow. But the time has come for
our annual plea to be included in your holi
day mailing list.
Secretaries: Eleanor Webster Arnold, 2005
Briarcliff, Bethany, OK 73008; and Russell
Haley, 53 Ulverston Dr., Kennett Square, PA
19348, <russh@locke.ccil.org>.

19 4 3
How many of you, especially
“Hooverites” remember Janet Heggie Neel?
She roomed with Wilma “Willie” Oliver
Barr, then transferred to the U of Maryland,
graduating in 1943. Janet’s husband, Howell,
had his own heating and air conditioning
company, and she helped in the office. They
both retired in 1984. For the last 10 years or
so, Janet has been involved in AARP’s tax
counseling for the elderly. Another “gal” who
only stayed with us a year or two was Mary
Virginia Turner Ralston. I (Ida) remem
bered that she had fallen in love with that
handsome waiter, Don Ralston ’40 — they’ve
been married for 56 years. Mary Virginia
worked as a payroll clerk with the Mansfield
Board of Education for 20 years and retired
in 1978. Most of Don’s career was devoted to
teaching and counseling in the Mansfield
system; he retired in 1980.
Two years ago, the Ralstons moved to
San Diego. Their daughter lives in the
Carmel Mountains. They have two grand
daughters and one great-granddaughter (4),
whom they don’t see often enough! Involved
in many activities, they write, “The joke is on
us: we thought we’d really retire here!”
Our deepest sympathy to Lois
Kolmorgen Edwards ’44 on the death of her
husband, Bob Edwards, a fellow
Rochesterian. Lois wrote that their grand
daughter, Jobie McCreight ’97, was chosen as
Class Secretary.
In January, Lois Wilson Scott visited
Bangkok, Singapore, Bali, and daughter Vicki
Miles Yuen ’70 in Hong Kong. Another
daughter, Ellen Miles Ligon ’72 is a mission
ary in Nigeria, and her other two daughters
are in Texas and Arizona. Lois was shocked
to read of Horace Dutton’s death on the
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Volga River trip, especially since she herself
was about to take that trip in August. We
trust that you got safely back, Lois!
Secretary: Ida Snodgrass Arthurton, 4737
Trina Ave., Del City, OK 73115.

19 4 2
For the next few years we (Barbara
and Cam) will be your Class Secretaries.
There are several good things to say about
being a Class Secretary and number one is
CONTACT with classmates. Notice the caps
on CONTACT! We expect each of you to
keep us informed so that we can pass your
news along. Why not use post cards? Buy five
today and drop one of us a line for each issue
— Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. Number
five is just in case! Or you can send e-mail or
phone us. We’re bucking for a Class Secretary
award for the most news!
Here is a short item from each of us.
From Cam: After living apart (divorced for
18 years), with me in Richmond, VA, and
Helen in the state legislature for most of that
period, we’ve decided to make a couple
again. I have sold my condo, Helen is getting
ready to sell her house, and we have con
tracted to buy a house. I think it will work
out, but wish us luck anyway, just for a little
added insurance.
From Barbara: I lived alone for several
years and finally decided that I needed more
company, so I moved to a new condo in the
Elyria Methodist Village. It has been a pretty
good life so far. Please send news!
Secretaries: Barbara McConnell Kempf, 31
Asbury Ln., Elyria, OH 44035, (440) 3236616; and Cameron Satterthwaite, 308 E.
Colorado Ave., Urbana, 1L 61801-5918, (217)
344-6642,<csattert@uiuc.edu>.

194 1
Our last column mentioned Bob
Laubach, former president of Laubach
Literacy International. Later Bill Maxwell, a
Florida columnist, quoted a study by the
Laubach group. Before the literacy effort,
thousands of adults, the study said, had been
trapped by an inability to read: “It interfered
with their work; it kept them from knowing
exactly what their children were doing in
school. It made them shy. It made them sad.
And sometimes it made them feel like liars
or impostors.”
Robert Prentice ’42 drops this newsy
bit about Art Pocock. As a senior, Bob lived
in the same room that Art had occupied at
Wooster the previous year. After graduation,
while clearing out the room, Bob found a
small box tucked in back of a dresser drawer.
It held Art’s Phi Beta Kappa key.
In later years, Bob fruitlessly searched
his own belongings for Art’s lost academic
award. Recently, in sorting through old car
tons and files, he re-discovered the key.
Puzzled, he wonders “how it survived moves
from Michigan to Texas by way of

Pennsylvania and Oklahoma...” For Bob and
anyone else who wants to know, Art’s address
is 20630 Patio Dr., Castro Valley, CA 94546.
Art says that he didn’t miss the key, “I
always figured that, if my current perfor
mance failed to match my expectations, then
there was no point in advertising the fact
that I had once been better than I am now.”
Last Mother’s Day, several of Eleanor
Fleming Schweikert’s offspring came to
Akron for a surprise visit: children; grand
children (some of them Wooster grads); and
the first great-grandchild, young Whitaker
MacKinnon Knox. Eleanor writes: “It has
been so long since I’ve rocked and cuddled a
baby — I had forgotten how wonderful it is.
He is absolutely perfect! He will probably be
a Wooster grad in 2018.” Schweikert family
ties with Wooster are impressive: Eleanor
and her late husband, “Ed” Schweikert ’39;
George “Ged” Schweikert ’64, Susan
Schweikert Whitaker ’68 and husband
Ronald Whitaker ’69; David ’94 and Kristen
Whitaker ’93 Knox; and Suzanne Whitaker
’96. Another highlight of the year was
Eleanor’s visit with her former roommate,
Eveline Mowry Gernert, in Wooster. They
had lunch with Alfie Gabriel Campbell and
W. Lee Culp.
Travel notes: “On my three-week trip
to Australia and New Zealand, I (Jeanne)
rode a camel in a dry creek bed and flew to
the Mount Cook Glacier and over Milford
Sound. Our tour guide was exceptional, the
bus drivers excelled in telling tales, and the
countryside was beautiful. The people of
both countries were quite friendly and really
welcomed us. Best of all, Dottie, a friend
from Cub Scout days, went along. Who could
ask for anything more?”
Secretaries: Jeanne Simmons Brand, 7093
Village Dr., Mason, OH 45040-9249; and Jim
Blackwood, 1932 Baywood Terrace, Sarasota,
FL 34231-4721.

19 4 0
William “Whizzer” White reports that
he has retired several times in the past 27
years: first, in 1970 from the U.S. Marine
Corps as Colonel after 28 years; second, from
First Interstate Bank as department head in
the financial planning and control division,
after 11 years; and lastly, as a volunteer with
the Friends of the Fullerton Arboretum at
California State U. He served with the latter
group for 14 years, first, as treasurer, then
vice president for finance, and finally, chair
of the joint investment committee. He plays
golf and works out at Racquetball World.
The Whites have two daughters and three
grandchildren, having lost their son in 1975
to Hodgkin’s disease.
Having divested himself from owner
ship of the family’s hardware store in East
Aurora, Abbott “Ab” Henshaw is doing some
furniture restoration. He has talked with two
other retirees: Charles Suttles, who has a
Golden Retriever, and James McNeese, who,
after a career in law, plays a lot of golf. Ab
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and his wife, Beryl, make occasional trips to
New England where both of their children
live.
Robert and Flo Dunbar Kerr were at
Wooster to witness the Alumni Meeting
when Charles Rath received the Disting
uished Alumni Award. The Kerrs are making
trips into Pennsylvania to track down their
genealogy and plan to spend Christmas with
family in New Mexico and then make their
annual pilgrimage to Florida. They celebrat
ed their 55th anniversary in August.
Secretaries: Frank Thatcher, 717 Maiden
Choice Ln. #622, Baltimore, MD 21228-6116;
and Nancy Ostrye Miner, 509 Smithbridge
Rd., Wilmington, DE 19807.

1 9 3 9*I
In early August, Ruth and I (Paul)
talked to Robert T. and Betty Griffiths
Clark, who moved in June to the Pine Run
Community, 10 Chestnut Cluster,
Doylestown, PA 18901-2152. Pine Run is an
extended-care community near their daugh
ter, Susan Clark Leisy ’68, and her husband,
Doug ’67, who live in Easton, PA. For the last
20 years, the Clarks had a home and proper
ty on Watt’s Bar Fake, between Chattanooga
and Nashville, TN. As friendly as always, they
sound just as healthy as the rest of us — fine
but not perfect. They are in touch with
friends Bill ’36 and Elaine Steele Kieffer ’37
of California, Carl and Bea Longyear Ward,
’38s, of Vero Beach, FL, and Zo Eckert Bogan
of Tulsa, OK.
Dr. William Liggitt served four years
in the U.S. Army during WWI. He had an
unusual and interesting assignment in Iran
as head of U.S. personnel activity. His acade
mic career included teaching at Western
Maryland College, Kutztown College (PA),
and Jersey State College. He also taught in
graduate programs before retiring in 1988.
The Liggitts have two children and seven
grandsons — all are well and happy. They
continue to live in Westfield, NJ. Art Hunt
was Bill’s roommate at Wooster; other
friends in the Third Section were Jim
McCreight, Bill Alrich, Art Compton, and
Dick Good.
I (Paul) recently received a note and
book from Roger Wells who lives at P.O. Box
707, Lake George, NY 12845. He has contact
ed Don Mills and Ed Arn ’31 in the past. The
book has a few comments on life at the
College. Call Roger for more information,
(518) 668-3857.
Note the change in my (Paul’s) zip
code. My area code has also been changed;
the correct phone number is (973) 267-4278.
Send news!
Secretaries: Margaret Stockdale McCoy, Apt.
308 Sherwood Oaks, 100 Norman Dr.,
Cranberry Twp., PA 16066; and Paul
Thompson, 9 Johnston Dr., Convent Station,
NJ 07960.
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Emily Smith Fish sends warm greet
ings to Wooster friends. She and her husband
had a stay-at-home summer. They worked
hard to save their lawn in 90-100 degree
weather and enjoyed several wonderful the
ater offerings at the Little Theater in
Alexandria.
In May, Margie Bowser Rose traveled
with Frank Knorr’s group to Italy, with
three-day stays in Rome, Perugia, Florence,
and Venice.
Leslie Berry went to Wooster Business
College after leaving the College. He spent 20
years with Baurer Ladder of Wooster then
another 20 years at COFCO oil supply.
During WWII, he was in the Air Corps. Now
he lives at College Hills Retirement Village
and enjoys golf and bowling.
Peggy Wilson and Stuart Brown
report that, despite some health problems,
they enjoy retirement. Peggy has a gimpy
walk after back surgery but plays golf and
bowls. Stuart is doing well after a slight heart
attack. A genealogy course at an Elderhostel
in Salt Lake City spurred them to prepare
genealogical information for a Wilson
reunion in 1994, complete with a video from
old photos. Peggy and Stuart are also enjoy
ing learning to use the computer. This fall
they are planning a trip to Australia and New
Zealand with a group of 20 friends, including
Peggy’s sister, Betty Wilson Davis ’37.
In August Alfred Foster was elected to
the board of trustees of Ohio Presbyterian
Retirement Communities. Alfred lives at
Swan Creek Retirement Village, where he is
active in the resident association, now as rep
resentative, and formerly as president.
Secretary: Jeanne Lyle Kate, 1256 Delverne
Ave. SW, Canton, OH 44710.

19 3 7
Did you get out your magnifying glass
and match the faces in our 60th reunion
class photo in the summer issue of Wooster
to the names listed below the picture?
“Unidentified,” to the right of Robert “Bob”
Faud, at the end of Row 4, is Bob’s wife,
Miriam. Missing from the photo (but present
at reunion) were Merle and Paul Dilley,
Fredericka Ahrens Cobren’s brother, Jim
Ahrens ’41, and these spouses: Norvin Hein’s
wife, Jeanne; Bob Brigleb’s wife, Verne;
George Peters’s wife, Rosemary; Jim Shaw s
wife, Annette; Lawson Stoneburner’s wife,
Louise; Wesley Stoneburner’s wife, Betsy;
Ruth Thompson Evans’s husband, Jim ’39;
Elaine Steele Kieffer’s husband. Bill ’36; and
Mim Siegfried McDonald’s husband, Hill
’34. In the photo, Emil Albu’s widow, Doris,
is second to the right of Jim Reid (in his
Wooster plaid jacket). Doris came hoping to
see George Peters, who had performed the
wedding of Doris and Emil, and Ralph
Immel, a Canton High School classmate. She

hit the jackpot and sat between the two at
the luncheon.
During Alumni Weekend, we (the Van
Bolts) talked with Bob “Bouncy” Taliaferro,
an OSU Extension Service Master Gardener,
Class of 1995, about his volunteer work with
a gardening program in Cleveland which fea
tures juvenile offenders doing community
service. Bouncy has had a home garden for
the past 50 years, producing enough vegeta
bles annually to fill the family freezer. He has
also served for the past 22 years as a member
of his church staff in charge of buildings and
grounds. Both he and brother Art Taliaferro
have continued to play active roles in civic
and church activities in Cleveland since retir
ing. Thanks to the presence of his necessary
companion — an oxygen tank — and
Bouncy’s watchful eye, Art was able to be
part of our reunion. In the photo, he is wear
ing his “W” sweater, still intact from college
days.
Martha Curl Moore reminds us of her
new address, Kingston Residence, 464
Jamesway #112, Marion, OH 43302.
In a letter to Ed Arn ’31, Bob Brigleb
remembers the late Harry “Ace” Pender (see
Wooster, Summer 1997). Bob and Harry were
in the same geology class. One day, under the
watchful eye of lab assistant Ralph Cooley
’34, the students were asked to identify 30
rocks. Ten minutes later, Harry had named
them all correctly. When asked how he did
that so quickly, he answered, “Just lucky, I
guess.”
Bob continues, “In the Sixth Section
suites, during our junior and senior years,
Ace and Jim Shaw, varsity lettermen in base
ball, lived on one side and A1 Ferguson,
Bernie Bishop, and I, lettermen in varsity
track, lived on the other. This situation
caused a little needling, as to who had the
best monogram on our sweaters, but we
pulled for each other at the proper times.”
In our last column, we (the Van Bolts)
mentioned that Ralph Immel had been
prompted by “terminal nostalgia” to make
the trip from California to our reunion.
Ralph describes how he carried his nostalgia
trip “to extremes” after Alumni Weekend. On
Sunday, June 8, he drove out to the OARDC
then explored the Rubbermaid Store and
took pictures of the Smucker factory.
Arriving in Canton, he checked into a motel
— but ended up in the emergency room of
Aultman Hospital after a fall “chewed up” the
palm of his left hand. Ralph says, “Even
though Aultman was the scene of my first
knee surgery in 1941 and the birth of our
older daughter in 1945, this return visit was
not a scheduled part of Alumni Weekend.” In
spite of this trauma, Ralph was glad to take
part in our most pleasant 60th reunion.
Hopefully, everyone else returned
home without incident. Still buoyed by the
weekend’s afterglow, we (the Van Bolts)
decided to make another attempt to locate
Ruth Parsons Jenkins. We knew that after
our sophomore year, she had moved to
Columbus. A year ago, with the help of
Columbus resident Bob Darrow and the city
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directories, we had tracked a Ruth Jenkins
Eagleson, but she turned out to be the wrong
person. So off we went to Columbus in June.
After a full day of research at the city library
and an unbelievable stroke of luck, we locat
ed an obituary for Ruth Jenkins Moore. At
the funeral home which had handled the ser
vices, we were shown the records which veri
fied the end of our search. The birth date,
home town, family name, and the names of
the siblings proved that we had found our
Ruth. After a career as the manager of a fab
ric shop in Bexley, OH, Ruth Parsons Jenkins
Moore died on Dec. 6, 1978.
John Mack, only with us for the fresh
man year, is one of our better correspon
dents. Recently, after watching the TV pic
tures of the flood in Fort Collins, CO, we
(the van Bolts) telephoned John who assured
us that the flooding had taken place three
miles from the area where he and Beverly
live.
A copy of the obituary for Nellie May
Young Twombly, written by her husband,
was sent to each of her first-year house mates
at Colonial, resulting in letters from the fol
lowing Colonialites. Betty Panetta had been
Nellie’s roommate. Betty continues to be very
much involved with music at her retirement
center in Rydal, PA. Charlotte Beals Tasker
mentioned that she and Blanche Smith
Craig had attended graduate school together
at Hartford Seminary, earning M.A. degrees
in 1939. At that time, 10 classmates began a
round-robin letter which is still going strong
among the five still living. Luella Sillaman
Moffat and her husband, now retired, are
moving into an apartment in a Methodist
retirement center. Antoinette Burgoon
Lehman’s letter was full of reminiscences of
that freshman year, including a reference to
the butterscotch cookies which Nellie’s
mother used to include in the weekly laun
dry case. (If you remember, laundry was sent
home weekly, and with the returned clean
clothes often came home-baked goodies).
After a fall last December, Sara
Margaret Dilley Entzi needed two separate
surgeries to repair broken leg bones. She
spent her convalescence in a nursing facility,
and on July 15, with the help of visiting
nurses, she returned home (55 Buena Vista
Ave., Youngstown, OH 44512).
June graduations and weddings con
tinue to interfere with attendance at Wooster
reunions. Owen “Pat” ’36 and Mildred Senff
Patterson were in Connecticut for a grand
daughter’s wedding, and Lila Scheetz
Wagner was also busy with a granddaugh
ter’s nuptials.
We (the Van Bolts) decided to make a
house calls to some of those whose health
kept them from reuion this year. We arrived
at the home of Arlene and Tom Palisin two
days before their 56th wedding anniversary
in mid-July. Arlene had written that Fom’s
need for oxygen made the trip to Wooster an
impossibility. Arlene has recovered from
health problems during which Tom filled the
role of nurse, and now she is doing the same
for him. She had played 18 holes of golf that
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Wooster Publishes....
Wooster alums continue to be prolific.
Here is a small sampling of recent books,
based on information received by Wooster in
the last few months.
In the Name of All That’s Holy: A
Theory of Clergy Malfeasance by Anson
Shupe ’70 appeared in 1995 (Praeger). The
work studies a topic much in the news, “the
exploitation and abuse of a religious group’s
believers” by that group’s trusted elites. The
author analyzes, among other things, the dif
ferent power structures which affect perpe
trators, victims, and the religious organiza
tions themselves, using many examples. One
book reviewer, Andrew Greeley, writes,
“Occasionally a sociologist will read a book
and exclaim, ‘I wish I had written that!’ Such
was my reaction when I read...Anson Shupe’s
brilliant theory of clergy malfeasance.”
Studying organizations from a differ
ent perspective is Darlene Russ-Eft ’69, lead
co-editor, with Hallie Preskill and Catherine
Sleezer, of Human Resource Development
Review: Research and Implications (Sage
Publications, 1996). These article and chap
ter reprints, along with commentary, provide
an overview of recent research in the human
resource development field.
In Why Arthritis? Searching for the
Cause and Cure of Rheumatoid Disease
(Axelrod Publishing, 1997), Harold Clark ’46
analyzes a physical condition which touches
most of us in some way. The book explores
the 45-year development of an effective
antibiotic treatment and a probable infec
tious cause of rheumatoid arthritis.
Explaining the disease and documenting the
history of the search for a cure, Harold also
directly confronts the politics involved in
medical research in this area.
Educational research is the subject of
a book co-edited by Bob Laubach ’41. Last
year Bob and colleague Carolyn Blakely com
piled Literary Journalism at Syracuse Univer
sity: A Thirty-year History, privately printed

day! Did you know that Arlene had written a
cooking column for years for a Youngstown
newspaper, based largely on the recipes from
her Mennonite background?
We (the Van Bolts) met Art Collins for
lunch at noon on the outskirts of Pittsburgh
__it just happened to be his 84th birthday.
He missed the reunion because of an emer
gency hospitalization during a visit to his
daughter in Minnesota. After a quadruple
bypass, he is now back home in Pittsburgh,
living alone since the death of his wife. He
goes to therapy faithfully, looks well, walks
with a spring in his step, and had a twinkle
in his eye when announcing that he had
ironed his shirt himself.
Gwen and Bob Chegwidden still live
in the house in Murrysville, PA, which they
began building when they were married in
1940. It is hidden from the road and reached
by a rather steep driveway along a stream,

by the Lit-J Alumni of Syracuse U. The col
lection includes articles, photographs, and
assessments of this pioneering and influen
tial graduate program in literacy journalism,
which trained 250 students from around the
world between 1951 and 1981. Contact Bob
for more information!
In another publishing venue, Bill Kulp
’72 has played a key role in Project Muse, a
broad-based effort of the Johns Hopkins U
Press to publish 40-plus academic journals
electronically. Beginning with the project’s
inception in 1995, Bill’s company has
indexed these articles and book reviews. Bill’s
task has been to review the entries for accu
racy, appropriateness, and typographical
errors. The journals cover a wide range of
areas, primarily in the humanities. “A great
job for a liberal arts graduate!” Bill says.
— Jimmy Wilkinson Meyer

now shielded by the tall trees which the
Chegwiddens set out years ago. Bob spends
his days walking along the stream with his
dog and constructing stone benches. Gwen
devotes her life to taking care of him.
Ralph Eshelman, also a victim of
Alzheimer’s, is now in a health care facility
near his daughter. His address is Manor Care
Nursing Center, Arcadia Unit, 7807 Uplands
Way, Citrus Heights, CA 95610.
As you know, there are a number of
classmates being cared for by spouses or in
nursing facilities. They would enjoy receiving
cards — why not put them on your
Christmas card list? We (the Van Bolts) look
forward to your holiday correspondence and
in-between letters, too.
Secretaries: Roger and Martha Tilock Van
Bolt, 2020 Glendale Ave., Flint, MI 485032111; phone (810) 233-5107.
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19 3 6
I (Ralph) looked for men of ’36 during
the Saturday festivities of Alumni Weekend
and found only one — Bill Kieffer. We
exchanged greetings as we lined up behind
the pipers for the Parade of Classes. I saw
him again at the Class of ’37 dinner to which
our class was invited. Bill responded to his
introduction with an interesting and inspir
ing speech on Wooster’s past and future.
Louise Crain Hughes very much
misses her husband who died last November.
Her new address is 2400 Forest Dr., #135,
Inverness, FL 34453. She would love to hear
from you!
I (Harriet) enjoyed attending the 1937
class reunion in June and seeing many old
friends. In July, Isabelle Sprowl Bear, Mary
Lou Tonks Shaw, Elinor Agricola, and I vis
ited Genevieve Marsh Seese at West View
Manor in Wooster.
And what about the rest of you?
Secretaries: J. Ralph Gillman, 565 Malvern
Rd., Akron, OH 44303-1735; and Harriet
Knight, 905 Portage Rd., Apt. 41, Wooster,
OH 44691-2079.

19 3 5
Frederick Johnson enjoyed conversing
with Wooster President Stan Hales at the
May gathering of alumni in Houston.
Frederick tells us that he bicycles three miles
each morning with his daughter, Mary, and a
widowed neighbor, Opal Guthrie. Opal and
Mary accompanied Frederick to our last
reunion, but Frederick missed being in the
class photo that was published in the maga
zine that summer.
A lack of letters from classmates sends
me (Helen) back to the biographical material
sent in for our last reunion. Elizabeth
Ackerman Kamen worked at Lumbermen’s
Mutual in Mansfield, OH, until October
1942, when she enlisted in the U.S. Navy. She
was discharged in 1945 with the rank of lieu
tenant (j.g.). She started substituting in the
Mansfield City Schools in 1953. Elizabeth
moved to Jackson, OH, in 1958 and subbed
there and at Rio Grande. In 1961 she
returned to Mansfield and subbed while
attending Ashland U, where she received a
B.S. in 1966. She then taught in the Ashland
county and city schools until retiring in
1979. Elizabeth has three sons.
Word has been received of the
February death of George Morris. We extend
our sympathy to his family.
Secretaries: William J. Burger Jr., 1300 South
Border Ave. #264, Weslaco, TX 78596-7422;
and Helen Hieber Garvin, 3 Salter Rd.,
Wooster, OH 44691-2140.

19 3 4
Ruby Watkins Welch and Harold con-
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sider themselves, “most fortunate, healthwise” and have had some great travel experi
ences — with a daughter through the
Panama Canal, later up the St. Lawrence past
Nova Scotia, down the coast to New York
City and back, then another trip with their
daughter to Europe to visit two former
exchange students. One is a German woman,
now a psychiatrist, the other a Dutch fellow
who now is a radiologist. Both entertained
their American family most graciously. They
were eager to share their own family life as
well as special sights. In 1996, the Welches
visited a dude ranch where a granddaughter
was working (very fancy); they stayed one
night as her guests. Ruby and Harold drove
through Yellowstone Park where the buffalo
roamed, through the Tetons and Rocky
Mountain Park, and then south to visit a for
mer pastor in Texas. They hope to come to
the 65th Reunion in 1999.
Esther Larr Darrow enclosed a clip
ping from Columbus about the death of
Florence Cellar in early June. Florence had
been involved with the Frances Payne Bolton
School of Nursing at Case Western Reserve U
for all of the years after Wooster — as stu
dent, instructor, administrator, and benefac
tor. She was held in high regard by the nurs
ing profession. I (Libby) regretted not being
able to attend the memorial service. When I
have seen her in recent years, Florence always
asked about classmates and was interested in
the world affairs. Our sympathy goes out to
her sister, Helen Cellar Maclnnes (8 Red
wood Ct., Doylestown, PA 18901).
Esther also told of going with her hus
band, Bob Darrow ’37, to his 60th Wooster
class reunion. They had a wonderful time
and felt especially fortunate to be seated at
the same table as President Stan Hales and
his wife, Diane — “a delightful couple,” says
Esther. Hill McDonald was also there,
accompanying his spouse, Mariam Siegfried
McDonald ’37.
Mary Ellen Frame Weaver says that
she and Joel are “perking right along.
They’ve been busy with grandchildren s
graduations and are pleased at the honors
earned by the young people. One, the son of
their daughter, Helen Weaver Kaufman 69,
was mentioned years ago in our class notes
as having survived leukemia as a young child.
He graduated from a private high school and
headed to the U of Southern Illinois. Says
Mary Ellen, “We are fast running out of
young grandchildren to coddle — one (age
10) is left here in Charlotte.”
Mary Ellen, many of us share your
feelings. My (Libby’s) grandchildren stretch
from age 30 to the twins (7).
Marion McKee Graham finds
Midland, MI, a pleasant place to live. Her
husband, Joseph ’33, is well, but Marian
confesses to “going downhill.” She recently
invited Helen Hayward to visit.
On reading the Class of 1934 news,
Lois Throop Johnson felt that she should
also write. (Others — take note and do like
wise!) Lois and Jim have been married for 54
years, have lived in the same house, are in

quite good health, and keep busy. Lois often
leads the Bible study for her church circle
and does telephoning for a hospital volun
teer group. Following the death of their only
daughter four years ago, the Johnsons have
carried on her memory through a scholar
ship at their church for persons preparing to
teach or become librarians. “It has been a
rewarding experience,” Lois says. The most
important event of this year, she says, is her
vastly improved vision after cataract surgery
on both eyes.
Margaret “Ricky” Ricksecker Baxter is
meeting many interesting people at her new
address: 1420 E. Venice Ave., #307, Venice, FL
34292.
Beryl Young Denny wrote of the death
of Thelma Martin Dyer in June. Thelma
never really recovered from a fall earlier in
the spring. In the Wooster Daily Record of
June 30, columnist Ernie Infield reported on
an interview with Thelma in 1994, prior to
our 60th reunion, about the difficulties of
obtaining a college education during the
Great Depression. Thelma worked at the
College library for 25 cents an hour. We
could all add personal stories to hers — par
ents borrowing money, our scramble for
jobs. I (Libby) earned 15 cents an hour at the
Hoover desk! In the interview, Thelma spoke
of the value of required daily chapel, particu
larly the opportunity to hear the faculty and
outstanding off-campus speakers. She felt
that chapel was a unifying force and wonders
what has taken its place. Thelma is missed by
her special friends from our class, including
Beryl, Mildred “Mil” Schuenemann
Johnston, and Eleanor Fenner Shaw.
Beryl enjoyed a wonderful two-week
jaunt, taking her family to Europe. In August,
she and Mil planned to spend 10 days with
Eleanor in Colorado. As you read in the last
issue of Wooster, these women have main
tained close friendships, overcoming both
time and distance — a remarkable source of
joy! Are there other such groups of pals? Let
us know.
Thanks for your great letters!
Secretary: Elizabeth Lapham Wills, 3873
Montevista Rd., Cleveland, OH 44121-1612.

19 3 3
It’s not too soon to begin thinking
about our 65th reunion in June 1998. A
committee has already been appointed by
our Class President, Bert Colclaser.
Members are Howard Hunt, Waldemar
Agricola, Naomi Allen Blazer, Elinor May
Gattshall, John Hartzler, James Hostettler,
Virginia “Jinny” Emch Lindman, Rosalie
Herman Shelly, and the Class President and
Secretary. Bert tells us that the scholarship
fund which we established at our 50th
reunion stands at $208,973; three students
were given scholarships in the last academic
year.
A mini-reunion took place on a
Thursday in July when Bert and a Wooster
friend took me (Ethel) on a trip to
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Tiffany Lerch ’94 with
Mabel Bostaph Whitmer
’32.

Boardman where we had lunch and a visit
with Jinny Lindman. We had a wonderful
day of reminiscing and eating, a sort of pre
view to next June’s reunion.
We have received the sad news that
Grace McCabe died on July 6, 1997. Grace
was born in Coraopolis, PA, and lived there
all of her life. We send sympathy to her
friends and family.
News is a bit scarce this month. I
(Ethel) hope you will all be inspired to write
a note. Let us know what you are doing and
hopefully, that you are making plans to be in
Wooster next June for our reunion. Start
thinking about it!
Secretary: Ethel McCullough Schmidt, 100
Brookmont Rd. #346, Akron, OH 44333-3094.

19 3 2
Trevor ’31 and Dolores “Del” Rice
Gross did not get to reunion because of the
difficulties of traveling. Del is sure that they
missed “some very interesting conversations,
delicious meals, and scintillating people.”
They are “in quite good health,” despite what
Trev calls “a patch here and a patch there” —
cataract surgery for Trev and a bout with
bursitis for Del. Del says, “It doesn’t seem
possible that it was 65 years ago that we
graduated! I don’t feel that old! And, on
good days, I look at myself and say, ‘You
really don’t look that old!”’ See news of their
60th anniversary celebration in the Class of
1931 column of the summer issue.
Bill McAfee, hale and hearty world
traveler, sent a post card from Ireland at the
end of July. He enjoyed our 65th reunion but
missed those of you who did not come.
According to the reunion booklet, 30
classmates died between our 60th and 65th
reunions. A note from June Miller, the
widow of Bill Miller, said that Bill was
buried on the first day of our reunion and
that, in spite of Alzheimer’s, he knew her
until the end.
Now for some more cheerful news —

taken from the survey letters which you
returned to the College. Carol Romig
Cunningham of New Philadelphia, OH, was
executive secretary of the county Red Cross
for 25 years. Since retiring in 1983, she has
kept busy with hospital volunteer work,
bridge, gardening, knitting, etc. Marcella
Rankin Crichton still lives in the Naples, FL,
area. Her husband, Arthur, died in 1995.
Donald Douds of Mayville, NY, has been a
Presbyterian minister in Florida, Delaware,
Pennsylvania, and New York. His life-long
hobby is foreign travel.
Tiffany Lerch ’94 sends the following
tribute and news: “Mabel Bostaph Whitmer
and I have been good friends since I can
remember. I grew up only blocks away from
Mabel and formed a special friendship with
this wonderful woman who affectionately
calls me ‘Tiffy.’ Little did we know then that
I would follow her collegiate path.
“With the same alma mater, Mabel and
I have visited several times in recent years to
swap stories of our college years in the corn
belt of Ohio. Naturally, many things had
changed at Wooster over the years from the
time of the Great Depression to the ‘cyber
age’ of the 1990’s. However, one fact has
remained clear. Women were long estab
lished in the history of the College by the
time Mabel entered as a freshman in 1928.
And the College continued its fine tradition
of developing and nurturing academic
opportunities for female undergraduates as I
started in 1990.
“Mabel was raised in St. Petersburg,
PA, by grandparents who emphasized, from
the time she was a little girl, the importance
of education for women, especially young
women from small towns. Hence, Mabel’s
matriculation to the College. To get to and
from Wooster, Mabel’s grandparents drove
her to Foxburg, PA, where she caught the
train via Pittsburgh.
“Mabel majored in political science
and had a very active social life at Wooster.
She and her girlfriends, Roenna Kamerer
Koste, Marty Raufus Lloyd, and Betty Huhn

Marley, loved to cheer on the COW football
and basketball teams and occasionally
shopped in Cleveland on the weekends,
where the sights and scenes of this growing
midwestern city were much grander than
Mabel had ever experienced in rural
Pennsylvania.
“Mabel was a resident of Holden Hall
and Miller Manor. She has a gleam in her eye
when reminiscing about some of the fun
times in those conservatively-run dorms and
houses. Once, she and some friends rebelled
a bit by sunning themselves in their bathing
suits on the Miller Manor porch roof. Their
housemother was away for the day, so they
took full advantage of the situation to engage
in this taboo activity — to the delight of
their male classmates passing by along Beall
Avenue!
“After graduation, Mabel earned a
teaching certificate at Clarion U and taught
English at St. Petersburg High School for
some years before she married her husband,
Rudy, in 1944. The couple had two children,
George, a vice president for PNB in
Pittsburgh, and Margy, the producer of the
PBS children’s TV show, “Mr. Rogers’
Neighborhood,” also in Pittsburgh. There
are also two beautiful and spunky grand
daughters, Gabriella (5) and Emilia (3).
Mabel, a widow, lives in Clarion and would
love to hear from classmates. Her address is:
6 N. 8th Ave., Clarion, PA 16214.”
In the summer issue of Wooster, the
Class of 1934 news tells of James and
Dorothy Strahl ’34 Harris moving to a
retirement home in Spokane, WA. Also, in
addition to the 1932 classmates pictured in
the reunion photo in that issue, Ralph Liske
arrived in time for dinner on Saturday night.
Secretaries: Roenna Kamerer Koste, 2000
Cambridge Ave. #248, Wyomissing, PA 19610;
and Ned Whittemore, 2544 S. Krameria St.,
Denver, CO 80222-7319

19 3 1
We hope no news is good news.
Secretaries: Virginia Bourns Jeffery, 2181
Ambleside Rd. #816, Cleveland, OH 44106;
and Harold Bowman, 2928 Croydon Rd. NW,
Canton, OH 44718.

19 3 0
We need some correspondents!
Secretary: Roy Bossert, Austin Manor, 95
Elizabeth St. #303, Delaware, OH 43015-4308.

19 2 9
We would like to hear from you!
Secretary: Bonnie McClung Green, 3619
Dewsbury Rd., Winston-Salem, NC 271041709.
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19 2 8
Mary Lou Ferris, the daughter of Mary
Schloter Zimmerman, writes that her
mother planned to attend the weddings of
her grandsons this summer. Mary enjoys
occasional visits from two new great-grand
children, Mason Albrecht and Danielle
Ferris.
Mathilda “Tilly” Hautzenroeder
McDermott also writes of weddings for two
grandsons, one in May and one in
September, leading to “cheery days frosted
with excitement.” Tilly has volunteered to
help plan the 70th Reunion for the Class of
1928!
Secretary: Louise Irwin K. Clark, 28 Heinrick
Cir., Queensbury, NY 12804.

19 2 7
In May, former Class Secretary Mary
Shields Rosnagle wrote that she was think
ing of everyone and sorely regretted not
being able to attend our reunion. Sadly, Mary
died on July 4, 1997.
Bernice Buckley Kuskey reports from
Chino, CA, that she is well. She is leaving her
garden behind and moving to a retirement
center.
Contact: Wooster, The College of Wooster,
Galpin Hall, Wooster, OH 44691-2363,
<class_notes@acs.wooster.edu>.

B I R T H S
’94 To Buzzy and Julie N. Evans Moore,
son, Buzzy Jr, Mar. 7, 1997.
’92 To Brynjar Wideroe and Charlotte
Larsen, daughter, Kristine,
Oct. 1, 1997.
’87 To Christen Campbell and R. Keith
Hall, son, Jonathan William, July 11,
1997.
’86 To Greg and Jill Webb, son, Alexander
Scott, Mar. 21, 1997.
’86 To John and Linda Blair Hall, son,
Matthew Sinclair, July 3, 1997.

OBITUARIES
x’00 Mark Kiper, Wooster, OH, May
27, 1997, in a highway construction accident.
Born in Wooster, Mark graduated as valedic
torian of his class at Triway High School. He
was president of the National Honor Society,
a member of the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes, and had been The Daily Record
Student of the Month and an Akron Beacon
Journal Student of the Week. Mark was a
basketball player and captain of the high
school team his senior year. He was AllLeague for two years, All-District Team his
senior year, and Academic All-League for two
years. At the College, he played on the junior
varsity basketball team. Coach Steve Moore
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said, “They just don’t come any better than
Mark Kiper.” Mark was a member of the
Church of the Saviour and a summer
employee with the Ohio Department of
Transportation. Even though he had been a
student at the College for only a year, he had
already succeeded in leaving an impression
on those who knew him. Mark is survived by
his parents, Charles and Joan Honaker Kiper,
two brothers, grandparents, and a great
grandmother.
’91 A. Taylor Liske, Byfield, MA, July 3,
1997, suddenly. Born and raised in Hudson,
OH, he graduated from Hudson High School
in 1986 and earned his Eagle Scout award the
same year. Before attending Wooster, Taylor
spent a year in Switzerland with the Youth
Fox Understanding Program. At Wooster he
volunteered at the Ida Sue School and Nick
Amster Workshop and played one year of
varsity basketball. Taylor majored in history
and minored in French. He graduated Phi
Beta Kappa from the College and received
the Aileen Dunham prize for highest honors
in history. After graduation, he worked for a
year at the Olney Friends School in
Barnesville, OH. Accepted into the Peace
Corps, he spent two years in Tunisia foster
ing youth development programs. In 1995 he
accepted a position at Governor Dummer
Academy in Byfield, teaching history and
coaching basketball. He married Jennifer
Taintor Smith ’93 on Aug. 17, 1996.
Taylor is survived by his wife, his
grandfather, Ralph Liske ’32, his parents,
Kurt and Margaret Gurney Liske, 61s, and a
sister. Contributions may be sent to the
College in Taylor’s name.
’73 William S. Lee, Knoxville, TN, for
merly of Cleveland, TN, Feb. 1, 1997. Born in
Leeds, AL, he grew up in Pittsburgh, PA, and
graduated from the Franklin Senior High
School in nearby Murrysville. At the College,
Bill assisted at WCWS-FM radio for three
years, and served on the staff of the Index
and played in the Scot band his senior year.
He worked for a year after graduation as
Asst. Manager of Food Service in Lowry
Center. He later won a scholarship from the
Alabama Broadcast Assn, to help him com
plete an M.A. in communications at the U of
Alabama (1984). For 15 years. Bill worked
for the Tennessee Valley Authority. He retired
as manager of teleproductions and advertis
ing in 1994 and then managed his own pro
ducing and directing business. His numerous
awards include a silver medallion at the
Houston International Film Festival and a
gold medal and three finalist awards at the
35th New York Non-Broadcast Festival for
his work on the employee news program,
“TVN-TVA Video News.” Bill belonged to St.
Elizabeth Episcopal Church and the
Knoxville Chamber of Commerce. He is sur
vived by a daughter, his former wife,
Carolyn, his parents, and a sister.
’53 Nell Maxwell Kraft, Oct. 13, 1992,
Virginia Beach, VA. Born in Norfolk, VA, Nell
majored in English at the College, lived for a
year in the French House, and wrote for the

Voice. Following graduation, she earned a
master’s degree at the U of Chicago in
medieval literature and French. Nell, whose
father was the editor of the Baltimore Sun,
was a fourth generation journalist. Her 1958
marriage to Carl Kraft, a free-lance writer,
began the couple’s joint career of free-lance
and photo journalism at the Virginia Pilot.
Carl recalls that they wrote about “every
thing”; their work was considered first-rate
in the Tidewater. Carl is selecting some of
Nell’s most beautiful photographs to pre
serve, especially those of wildflowers. Nell
was also musical: for 15 years she served as
organist for the Lutheran Church of the
Good Shepherd.
She and Carl had two daughters, one
of whom died early this year, and one grand
daughter. “When you live a long life, things
happen,” Carl observes. There are stories to
tell; pictures to take; ages to explore; illness
to face, and solitude; children who leave us;
and their children to enjoy. For more than
four decades, the Crafts did these things
together.
— Suzanne “Nona” Williston Coates ’53
H’53 Warner G. Rice, Ann Arbor, MI,
Jan. 12, 1997. Born in Aurora, IL, he held the
B.A. and M.A. from the U of Illinois, and
another M.A. and the Ph.D. from Harvard U.
He was an instructor there and at Radcliffe
before joining the U of Michigan. There he
served as professor, director of the library,
and chair of the English department before
retiring in 1969. The author of many journal
articles, he served as visiting professor at sev
eral other universities and was active in pro
fessional associations. In addition to the
honorary Doctor of Humanities degree
bestowed on Warner by Wooster, he held an
honorary doctorate from Central Michigan
U. His wife, Mary, two daughters, and grand
children survive.
x’52 M. Ann Stults Mykrantz,
Wooster, OH, Mar. 22, 1997. Born in New
Philadelphia, OH, she transferred to Kent
State U after one year at the College. Ann
earned a B.A. from Kent in 1953 and taught
elementary school in Wayne County. In 1955
she married Harry S. Mykrantz. The couple
lived in Wooster where Ann was active in
many community activities and belonged to
Oak Chapel United Methodist Church. In
1965 she was named Mother of the Year by
the Wooster Mothers of Twins Club.
Survivors include her husband, four sons
and one daughter, seven grandchildren, and
brother Harry Stults ’50.
x’52 Greg L. Smith, San Pedro, CA,
July 29, 1997. Born in Idaho Falls, ID, he left
Wooster after two years and entered the U.S.
Army for two years. He then went to Reed
College, Portland, OR, where he met June
Burlingame. They were married in 1963.
Greg graduated from Reed in 1956 with a
B.A. in history and English. He joined Reed
as assistant admissions director and dean of
students. Later he taught at private acade
mies in Maine and San Francisco. Greg
earned the Ph.D. in geology from the U of
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Washington. He and his wife moved to San
Pedro in 1968, where he became the first
professor of geography at California State UDominguez Hills. He retired in 1992.
Greg was a calligrapher and taught
map-making. In 1970, he and Bill Lankton
’51 hiked out of Jasper Park, Alberta,
Canada, to retrace the trail of David
Thompson in his search for a way to the
Pacific Ocean. Greg carried a hand-held sex
tant to check the diaries of Thompson. Greg
was also a well-liked, highly respected envi
ronmental activist. His special interest was
trees. While his wife attended the world
Women’s Conference in Beijing, China, he
studied that city’s distribution and use of
trees. He was instrumental in saving and
improving a grove of trees in the park where
his memorial service was held. Bill Lankton
was an assisting pastor at that service.
On July 29, Greg and a friend were
hiking in the mountains near Lake Tahoe,
NV. They had ascended Echo Peak and were
resting when Greg collapsed. It was later
determined that he had suffered a heart
attack. In addition to his wife, he is survived
by two children and three brothers.
— William Lankton ’51
x’52 Mary Ann “Cookie” Reno
Thomas, Chagrin Falls, OH, Mar. 10, 1997,
of cancer. Born in Cleveland, she earned a
degree in English at Western Kentucky U and
a nursing degree at the former Western
Reserve U. She married Robert Thomas x’52
in 1962. The couple lived in Canton and then
in Wooster, where Mary Ann worked for the
public schools. After they moved back to
Cleveland Heights, Mary Ann taught physical
education at Ludlow and Lomond
Elementary schools in Shaker Heights. She
later substituted in Shaker and Orange and
ran the Orange Day Camp for 20 years. Mary
Ann was active with the Boy Scouts of
America and the Church of the Western
Reserve, Presbyterian. She is survived by a
brother and her son, R. Thatcher ’92. Her
husband died in 1993.
’50 Virginia “Jinnie” Lybarger
Patterson, of New Philadelphia, OH, died
May 17, 1997 in Canton, OH. Born in
Cleveland, she graduated from the College
with a degree in music and history. At
Wooster she sang in the Girls’ Glee Club and
choir and belonged to Imps and Westminster
Fellowship. Jinnie earned teaching certificates
in 1976 at the U of Akron in learning disabil
ities and elementary education. In 1988 she
began training for the ministry at the
Methodist Theological School in Ohio.
Before poor health forced her to give up her
studies a few years later, she volunteered as
pastor for churches in rural Ohio. A retired
teacher of special education in schools in
Dundee, OH, Jinnie belonged to First United
Methodist Church of New Philadelphia.
She suffered from rheumatoid arthritis
for many years. As the disease progressed, she
gave up many cherished interests such as
teaching Bible classes and doing exquisite
crewel embroidery. There were four things
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which Jinnie never gave up, however: an
affection for Wooster; passion for music; love
for her family; and delight in studying scrip
ture and theology. Through years of increas
ing immobility and pain, she kept her strong
faith. The one possession with her to the last
was her cherished Tanukh, a Jewish render
ing of the Hebrew scriptures.
Jinnie is survived by one son and three
daughters, including Marjorie Sharpe x’75;
two brothers, including Lee ’56; sister
Cornelia Lybarger Neuswanger ’47; and five
grandchildren.
— Cornelia Lybarger Neuswanger ’47
’50 Juanita “Mac” McConnell Ruffier,
Painesville Twp., OH, Apr. 20, 1997. Born in
Ashtabula, OH, Juanita married Paul Ruffier
in 1956. They lived in a variety of places in
northeast Ohio. Summer employment as a
laboratory technician at the former Western
Reserve U during Juanita’s college years led
to a full-time position there after graduation,
as research biologist in preventive medicine,
a post which she held for 39 years. She
enjoyed golf and needlework and was an
active member of St. Gabriel Catholic
Church in Painesville. Her husband preceded
her in death; nieces and nephews survive.
’48 L. Carolyn Kellogg Mehl, Grand
Island, NY, June 21, 1997, peacefully at her
home after a bout with cancer. Born in
Schenectady, she lived most of her life in
New York State. She held an M.S. from the
State University College at Oneonta, NY.
Carolyn taught elementary students in sever
al schools, primarily Gilmore School in
North Tonawanda, NY. Among her many
activities, she sang in church choirs, as a
soloist, and in several barbershop choruses,
most recently the Carousel City Chorus in
North Tonawanda. Formerly she sang with
the Master Chorale of Buffalo. Her member
ships included the Grand Island Historical
Society and the River Lea Quilters of Grand
Island. Carolyn published essays in local and
national publications, and was a member of
the National League of Pen Women.
She had a winter home in Ocala, FL,
after retirement in 1989. There she was active
in the Marion Harmony barbershop group,
Marion Civic Chorale, Historic Ocala
Preservation Society, and Marion County
History Museum. Memberships included
both the Ocala and the Gainesville League of
Pen Woman. Carolyn is survived by her hus
band of 48 years, Robert F. Mehl Jr. ’48, three
children, including Christopher x’77, four
grandsons, and two sisters.
x’45 Sally Lou Sargent Bleichrodt,
Akron, OH, Dec. 5, 1996. Born in Akron, at
the College she sang with the choir. Sally
earned a B.S. from Akron U in 1945 and
married John W. Bleichrodt the same year.
She taught elementary school in Akron and
later substituted. Sally volunteered at the
YMCA, the rescue mission, a nursing home,
and was an organist at the Covenant
Presbyterian Church in Akron. Her husband
died previously; two sons survive.

’43 Robert W. Edwards, Rochester,
NY, May 8, 1997, after a brief illness. Robert
was a retired Kodak executive and president
of the Advertising Council of Rochester
(1982-89). At the College, he was editor of
the Index in 1942 and wrote the Gum Shoe
Hop. Finishing his senior year early (Phi Beta
Kappa), he planned to work on nearby
small-town newspapers after graduation but
was called to active duty in the U.S. Navy at
the end of 1942. He served as an officer in
the European and Asian theaters.
Graduating from the Harvard
Graduate School of Business Administration
(“with distinction”), Robert joined Kodak as
an “advertising creative man” in 1946.
Positions of increasing responsibility fol
lowed, including assignments as manager of
advertising and customer service and direc
tor of corporate information. His final
Kodak assignment was in charge of the com
pany’s litigation. Following his retirement in
1982, Robert became president of the
Advertising Council, a unique organization
dedicated to providing professional commu
nications assistance without charge to other
public-service organizations. He presided
during a period of great resurgence: media
participation, the number of volunteers, and
corporate membership more than doubled
while the number of public-service organiza
tions assisted — which Robert considered to
be the Council’s “bottom line” — increased
by a remarkable three-fold.
Upon Robert’s retirement from the
council, Aspire, the area’s advertising publica
tion, was one of a number of publications to
carry columns of praise from industry peo
ple for his administrative and organizational
achievements. Robert was most gratified,
however, by favor toward his writing skills.
He had a lifelong fascination for words and
phrasing, with a special veneration for the
Shakespearean tragedies. He was able to
quote hours of favorite passages, which he
did, as he said: “loudly, happily, and publicly
unless sufficiently deterred.”
Robert’s own words and phrasing were
well appreciated. He was a published author,
with sales from as early as his high school
days to such national publications such as
American Magazine, Saturday Evening Post,
New York Times, and others. He considered
himself first and foremost a writer and an
advertising man, taking as his e-mail address,
Exadman. Robert served on the Wooster
Alumni Board and on the 50th Reunion
Committee for his class. He is survived by his
wife of 53 years, Lois Kolmorgen Edwards
x’44; a son and a daughter, Joyce Edwards
McCreight ’73; and four grandchildren,
including Johanna “Jobie” McCreight Fagans
’97. A son, Robert x’69, preceded him in
death.
’42 John Robert Ervin, Reno, NV, Feb.
1, 1997. Born in San Francisco, CA, he was a
third generation Woosterian. His father was
Dwight Ervin TO, and his grandfather was
John Ervin, Class of 1875. Two uncles,
Morris ’20 and Humphrey ’05, also graduat-
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ed from the College. John completed a mas
ter’s and M.D. at the U of Cincinnati, return
ing to do an internship in San Francisco. He
entered the U.S. Air Force as a flight surgeon
with the rank of major and served in Asia.
Returning to the States, John completed a
surgical residency at Southern Pacific
Hospital in San Francisco and was awarded a
thoracic fellowship at the Cleveland Clinic
Foundation. He trained for an additional
year in Los Angeles. John was the only board
certified thoracic surgeon in Nevada. He
belonged to the American College of
Surgeons, the Reno Surgical Society, the state
and county medical societies, and the
Nevada White Hats, which he served as pres
ident in 1986. Surviving are his wife, Zena,
two daughters, and four grandsons.
’42 Harriet R. “Becky” Hostetter
Thorne, May 9, 1997, Pacific Palisades, CA.
Becky was born in Minerva, OH, and gradu
ated from Minerva High School. At Wooster,
she served on the Voice staff, and belonged to
the Psychology Club and Pyramids. An excel
lent student, she was elected to Phi Beta
Kappa. During her junior year, she served as
a counselor at Korner Klub, a freshman
dorm.
After graduation, Becky worked for
Thompson Products in Cleveland. There she
shared an apartment with Wooster class
mates, Erdine, Martha, Ginny, and Celia. At
Thompson she met her future husband,
Marion Thorne. They were married on Sept.
9, 1944, in Cleveland with Prexy Wishart
performing the ceremony and her apart
ment-mates as attendants. In 1954, the
Thornes moved to California where Marion
accepted a position with Thompson-RamoWooldridge Corp. (now TRW). They lived in
Pacific Palisades where friends were always
welcome. Marion died in 1985. Becky was a
wonderful cook and a gracious hostess. One
of her neighbors said, “She adopted us, and
we adopted her.” Becky corresponded with
many, and her letters were filled with family
activities of the neighborhood. A close friend
in California, Marian Craver, wrote, “Becky
was a true success.” She was loved by many,
and many will miss her.
— Celia Retzler Gates '42
’42 Andrew J. Yoder, Smithville, OH,
Mar. 11, 1997. Born near Smithville, he
majored in chemistry at the College and par
ticipated in Civilian Public Service during
WWII. Andrew worked for the Morton Salt
Co. in Rittman, retiring in 1977. He married
Verna J. Byler on June 7, 1968. Andrew was a
life member of the Oak Grove Mennonite
Church and belonged to the Izaak Walton
League, Ohio Nut Growers Association,
American Chemical Society, and Maple
Syrup Producers Association. His wife died
in 1981. Surviving are a sister and nieces and
nephews.
x’41 Barbara Burkland Landes,
Evanston, IL, formerly of Wooster, May 16,
1997. Born in Atlanta, GA, she attended the
U of Washington before transferring to the
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College. Barbara married realtor Harry
Landes in 1939; the couple lived in Wooster.
Harry’s consulting for the International
Executive Service Corps took the couple to
Singapore, the Middle East, and Guatemala.
Barbara served in numerous community
organizations and was instrumental in
enlarging and developing the Nick Amster
Workshop. She was active in the Women’s
Advisory Board at the College, serving as its
president (1982-83). She recently endowed a
scholarship for a woman selected by the
Advisory Board. Harry died in 1995. Barbara
is survived by two daughters and four grand
children.
’41 Elizabeth “Betty” McPherson
Martin Thrower, Pacific Palisades, CA, June
13, 1997. She was born in Wilkinsburg, PA,
but when she was an infant, the family
moved to Taxila (now in Pakistan) where her
father, a medical doctor, founded the
Christian Hospital. Betty attended
Woodstock School in the Himalayan foothills
from age nine to 16. In 1935 the family
returned to the U.S. and settled in northern
Ohio. At the College, Betty participated in
sports, won the geography prize, and was
elected to the Jefferson Literary Society. After
earning a B.A. in biology with honors and
Phi Beta Kappa, she entered nursing school
at the former Western Reserve U in
Cleveland. She graduated with R.N. and
M.N. (Master of Nursing) degrees in 1944
and joined the U.S. Army Nurse Corps as a
second lieutenant.
After WWII, Betty took further gradu
ate training at Columbia U and accepted a
position at a hospital at Kingston, near
London, England, where she met Norman
Thrower. They were married on Aug. 9, 1947.
Later that year they came to Charlottesville,
VA, where Betty worked in a doctor s office
while her husband attended school. They
moved to Madison, WI, and Betty devoted
herself largely to her growing family. They
moved again in 1957 to Los Angeles where a
third daughter was born.
Since 1965, the Throwers have resided
in Pacific Palisades. After the children grew
up, Betty returned to an earlier interest in
gardens and trees. She was one of the
founders of Palisades Beautiful, which plants
street trees in Pacific Palisades. As co-chair
person in 1976, she received an award from
the Chamber of Commerce. Betty was also
involved in native plant and dry land gardens
in Temescal Canyon, another Palisades
Beautiful project. A member of the Pacific
Palisades Presbyterian Church, Betty was
greatly interested in her Scottish heritage.
The couple traveled widely. Betty is survived
by her husband, three daughters, five grand
daughters, and a sister, Gertrude Martin
Foster ’46.
’41 Earl F. Zeigler, Lower Gwynedd
Twp., PA, June 30, 1997. He was born in
Rochelle, IL, and graduated from the
Chicago Latin School for Boys, where he let
tered in four sports. He belonged to Fourth
Presbyterian Church of Chicago. At Wooster,

Earl was an active member of Seventh
Section and participated in football, basket
ball, baseball, and tennis. He enlisted in the
U.S. Marine Corps in Hygeia Hall in Mar.
1941, along with Lee Culp, Dick Grenert,
Pudge Hole, Dan Remigio, and Dick Wallace,
’41s. Fortunately, all returned from WWII.
Serving in the Fourth Marine Division dur
ing the Pacific Campaign, he took part in the
battles of Eniwetok, Saipan, Tinian, and Iwo
Jima and ended the war with the rank of
major.
Earl then began a career with Acme
Markets, retiring in the early 1970s as head
buyer of frozen foods. He served as an elder
in the First Presbyterian Church of German
town, became a member of the Philadelphia
Cricket Club, and was a lifetime member of
the Union League. He was active in Wooster
alumni affairs, formerly serving as class agent
and president of the Philadelphia Alumni
Club. He and his wife, Mary Jane Arthur
Zeigler, celebrated their 50th anniversary on
June 19 of this year. He is survived by his
wife, two daugfiters, including Deborah Z.
Shively x’74, a sister and brother, and six
grandchildren. He was predeceased by a sis
ter, Mary Margaret Stoll ’33. Earl was wellliked and is missed by all.
— Lee Culp '41
’40 John. F. Moser, Boise, ID, Feb. 19,
1997. Born in Altoona, PA, he was president
of Seventh Section while at the College. He
married Margery Moore ’40 in 1942. During
WWII, John served in the U.S. Army Air
Corps in Asia, earning the Air Medal and
Distinguished Flying Cross. In 1946 he
served as vocational adviser for the Veterans
Guidance Center at the College. John and
Margery both earned medical degrees from
the former Western Reserve U in 1951 and
practiced with Moser, Moser, and Stewart,
M.D.’s, in Cascade, ID. Margery died in 1983.
John was active in the Episcopal church,
serving on the church vestry and diocesan
council. He also was a member of the school
board and zoning commission. John is sur
vived by his second wife, Jessie.
’38 Katherine Royon Ferris, Safety
Harbor, FL, formerly of Mayville, NY, Sept.
22, 1997. Born in Martins Ferry, OH, she
belonged to Omicron Delta, Zeta Phi
Gamma, and the Pembroke Literary Society
at the College, where she majored in English
and political science. On July 2, 1941,
Katherine married R. Proctor Ferris x’40.
Officiating was the groom’s father, the Rev.
Frank Halliday Ferris H’57, who was later a
visiting professor of religious studies at the
College.
The family lived in Cleveland until
1953 when they moved to France, where they
resided until 1971. After returning to the
U.S., the Ferrises lived in a family cottage on
Chautauqua Lake, delighting in nearby
Chautauqua Institution and their homemade
maple syrup. Katherine enjoyed canoeing,
swimming, and cross-country skiing. She
belonged to the Presbyterian Church. She is
survived by her husband, daughter Katherine
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P. Ferris x’68, three sons, seven grandchil
dren, and three great-grandchildren. Her sis
ter, Mary Ellen Royon Wright ’34, died in
1994 (see below).
’38 John A. Gotshall, Akron, OH, June
18, 1997. Born in Magnolia, OH, he had
lived in Akron since 1939. A member of Fifth
Section, John excelled in football and base
ball at the College, holding the record for the
highest batting average. After graduation, he
worked for Goodyear Tire and Rubber for 12
years. On Sept. 7, 1940, John married Norma
“Bunny” Post ’39. He retired in 1981 from
Columbian Carbon, having served in various
marketing capacities, including six years in
the international division. During his last
three years there, he was the marketing man
ager for rubber chemicals.
John belonged to the First Congre
gational Church of Akron, the Blue Coats,
the Rubber Division of the American
Chemical Society, was a former board mem
ber of the Akron Rubber Group, and a mem
ber of Portage Country Club, where he was
an avid golfer. In 1982 he was inducted into
the “W” Association Hall of Fame at the
College. John helped to plan Wooster class
reunions, served as president of the Akron
Alumni Club, and assisted with special fund
raising efforts. He is survived by his wife,
daughters Sue Gotshall Hartschuh ’67 and
Deborah Gotshall Waitzman x’71, and five
grandchildren.
’37 Martha Reis Gee, Richmond,
United Kingdom, Mar. 9, 1997, after a brief
illness. The previous day, she had talked and
joked with all of her children and her eldest
grandchild. She was born in the Cameroon,
W. Africa, to missionaries. Martha earned a
B.S. at Columbia U in 1940 and an R.N. the
same year. She worked at New York City’s
Presbyterian Hospital before signing on as a
volunteer nurse with the American Red
Cross in 1941. En route to England, her ship
was torpedoed, and Martha spent some time
in a life boat before being rescued. For per
forming first aid duties during this traumatic
event, the Navy awarded citations to Martha
and five other nurses.
On June 19, 1942, she married Noel
“Bill” Gee, who was British. Although she
spent the rest of her life in the United
Kingdom, she remained a U.S. citizen.
Martha volunteered with a neighborhood
welfare group called S.O.S., Meals on Wheels,
and in a hospital gift shop. The warmth and
love of this devoted wife, mother, and grand
mother is sadly missed by the family and all
who knew her. She is survived by three sib
lings: Eleanor Reis Henry ’36, Paul A. ’42,
and John W. ’49; her husband; four children;
and seven grandchildren.
x’37 Nellie Young Twombly, of
Cupertino, CA, Jan. 18, 1997. She was the
oldest of six children and grew up on a farm
in Marion, OH. After leaving Wooster, Nellie
attended Moody Bible Institute before earn
ing a degree at Kent State U. As WWII was
beginning in Europe, she was training at the
Mt. Sinai Hospital School of Nursing in
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Cleveland. President of her class, she earned
an R.N. in 1940. The same year, Nellie
attained the highest score in the state board
examination. After working for several years
as nursing supervisor of an obstetrics ward,
she moved to the U of Southern California
to work at a psychological clinic and pursue
graduate study in clinical psychology.
In 1950 Nellie married Hurd Twombly.
By 1958 they had adopted the first of their
three children and were both employed at
Foothill College in Los Altos Hills (near San
Jose). Nellie retired in 1985 from her posi
tion as textbook manager of the Foothill
bookstore but continued to work for several
years at a bookstore connected with her
church. Surviving are four of her siblings,
her husband, three children, and three
grandchildren.
’35 George Walter Morris, Higgins
Beach, ME, Feb. 6, 1997. Born in Troy, NY,
Walter attended Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute before coming to the College where
he majored in biology, played varsity soccer,
and competed on the swim team. George
worked as a traffic and shipping manager for
a company that manufactured textile sup
plies for hospitals. He was employed as a tex
tile research analyst in 1941 when he enlisted
in the U.S. Army. He married Priscilla Claflin
in June 1942. Completing cryptographic
school, George was assigned to the Army
Security Agency and sent to England. After
WWII, he worked as a cryptanalyst for the
National Security Agency. He retired in 1971,
and he and his wife moved from Severna
Park, MD, up the coast to Maine. George
moved to Higgins Beach after his wife’s death
in 1996. He was interested in community
theater, and political and social issues as well
as sports. He belonged to the Presbyterian
Church of Topsham, where he formerly
served as a trustee. Survivors include a
daughter and a son, a brother, and two
grandchildren.
’35 Vernon T. Smith, of Holt, MI, and
Punta Gorda, FL, May 15, 1997. Raised in
McLean, VA, he attended high school in
Paulsboro, NJ. At the College he won a tennis
letter. Vernon attended Louisville, Auburn,
and Union Theological seminaries, earning a
B.D. in 1939. He married Ruth Amy Ferris
x’37 of Detroit in 1936. Ordained as a
Presbyterian minister, he served congrega
tions in Port Byron and Utica, NY, Old First
Church in Newark, NJ, and Fifth Presby
terian Church in Trenton, NJ, where he suc
cessfully fought for integration and better
housing for migrant workers.
Throughout his ministry, Vernon prac
ticed a “rational and relevant faith.” With lit
tle patience for theological absolutism, he
sought to increase the social involvement of
the churches which he served. Acting on the
profound belief that, “God calls us all to
work for peace and justice,” he wrote pas
sionately on these issues until his death.
As pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church of Holt, MI (1947-62), Vernon was
instrumental in creating the community

Christmas basket program. While serving the
First Presbyterian Church of Coldwater, MI,
he was honored as Man of the Year (1966).
In 1967, he became an associate pastor of
Christ Presbyterian Church in Madison, WI.
In retirement Vernon served Parkside
Presbyterian Church in Madison and the
Congregational Church in Lehigh Acres, FL,
before returning to Holt as parish associate
(1994-96).
Vernon was an avid tennis player all of
his life and in the late 1980’s was ranked fifth
in a Florida super-seniors league. For many
summers, he taught tennis while he and his
wife hosted the Narcissa Prentiss Historical
House in Prattsburg, NY. He was an active
member of the Village Racquet Club in
Punta Gorda until early 1997. Surviving are
his wife, three children, and seven grandchil
dren.
’34 Mary Ellen Royon Wright, of
Newburgh, NY, Nov. 5, 1994. Born in
Martins Ferry, OH, she taught elementary
and high school teacher in Sidney, OH, and
volunteered as a tutor after retirement. Mary
Ellen married Forest W. Wright on Apr. 3,
1942. She taught Sunday school, served on
several statewide Presbyterian groups and
community boards, helped found a Great
Books group in Sidney, and was a lifetime
supporter of the Amos Public Library there.
She also served as a volunteer and on the
advisory board of the Dorothy Love Retire
ment Community and was an elder in the
First Presbyterian Church of Sidney. After
her husband drowned in a boating accident
in 1979, Mary Ellen moved to Newburgh.
She also lived in England for a time.
Survivors include daughter Jane Ellen Wright
Moss ’66 and a grandson. Her sister,
Katherine Royon Ferris ’38, died in Septem
ber 1997 (see above).
x’32 Martha Park Sollberger,
Pittsburgh, PA, Feb. 15, 1997. Born in
Canonsburg, PA, she completed a B.S. at
Carnegie Mellon U (1933), a master’s in edu
cation at Duquesne U, and an M.L.S at the U
of Pittsburgh (1967). In 1935 she married
Dwight Sollberger. Martha worked as assis
tant librarian at Indiana U of Pennsylvania.
With her husband, she published a book,
Fluttertail and Feathertail, and created a bicy
cle safety film. She enjoyed gardening, skiing,
and walking. In retirement Martha volun
teered for various libraries and with the
American Cancer Society, American Red
Cross, and Indiana Hospital. Her sister, Mary
Park Henke x’27, and a son died previously.
’32 Helena Heid Stack, Middletown,
NY, Jan. 17, 1997. She was born in Canton,
OH. After graduation, she earned a master’s
degree in education from Columbia U and
taught for a time in Canton. Helena married
John F. Stack Sr. in Apr. 1984. She was an
active member of Our Lady of Mount
Carmel Roman Catholic Church and a past
president and treasurer of Middletown
Church Women United. She was a life mem
ber of Middletown’s Salvation Army
Advisory Board, which honored Helena’s
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outstanding volunteer work in 1973 and
again in 1992. Her husband preceded her in
death. Survivors include two stepsons, seven
grandchildren, and four great-grandchildren.
’29 Catherine Carson Marsh, Council
Bluffs, IA, Mar. 19, 1997. She was born in
Detroit, MI. At Wooster, she belonged to the
International Club and the YWCA. She com
pleted an M.A. from the former Presbyterian
College of Christian Education (now
McCormick Theological Seminary) in 1931.
Catherine worked at a community house in
Detroit and as director of religious education
for the First Presbyterian Church of Joplin,
MO. She moved to Iowa, where she married
Frederick Marsh in Oct. 1942. She presided
over the Council Bluffs Presbyterian Society
and volunteered for the American Red Cross
and the YWCA. Catherine received special
awards from the YWCA, Goodwill Auxiliary,
and Church Women United. A pilot, she par
ticipated in air races and piloted her own
flights to synodical meetings. Catherine also
enjoyed camping. She is survived by her sis
ter, Agnes Carson Rice ’33, five stepchildren,
including Roberta Marsh Larkin ’47, grand
children, and great-grandchildren. Her hus
band died in 1981.
’28 Sanford P. Lehman, Mercer Island,
WA, Apr. 26, 1997. Born to missionaries in
Cameroon, W. Africa, he spent his first five
years there but was then sent back to the U.S.
to live with relatives near Indianapolis, IN.
He later moved to Wooster where he attend
ed high school as well as college and lived at
“the Inky.” At the College he was president of
the YMCA, belonged to Seventh Section, and
played varsity football. He claimed as one of
his favorite memories running for the win
ning touchdown with fans cheering as
Wooster beat Ohio State U. Sanford earned
an M.D. at the U of Cincinnati (1934).
He interned at the Tacoma (WA)
General Hospital and came to the U of
Michigan to earn a master’s degree in public
health. There he met his first wife, Constance
Hall; they were married on Nov. 25, 1938.
The couple returned to Washington where
Sanford worked for Olympia’s public health
department before assuming the position of
director of the Clark County Health Dept. In
1950 he became director of the Seattle King
County Health Dept, where he worked until
retiring in 1972. He supervised a tuberculosis
sanitorium, established water fluoridation in
King County, obtained funding for mobile
tuberculosis units, upgraded sanitation stan
dards, and won a commendation for his han
dling of health issues during the Seattle
World’s Fair in 1962. Sanford also served on
the faculty of the U of Washington in public
health.
He was active in Rotary, once serving
as president, as well as the Medical Historical
Society, Washington Association of Public
Health, and Mercer Island Presbyterian
Church, where he served as an elder and a
deacon. Sanford served his beloved alma
mater as Alumni Admissions Representative
and received the Distinguished Alumni
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Award. He enjoyed skiing, tennis, boating,
golf, and bridge. Connie passed away in
1989. His second wife, Rose, survives, along
with his sister, Elizabeth Lehman ’22, two
sons, eight grandchildren, and eight great
grandchildren. A son preceded him in death.
x’27 Frances Sue Liggett Anderson,
Wooster, OH, May 20, 1997. She was born in
a log cabin in Madisonburg, OH. Her hus
band, James Anderson, whom she married in
1926, joined Wooster’s Department of
Religious Studies in 1928 and taught there
until 1960. Frances was a charter member of
the local Society of Friends (Quaker), hold
ing the office of secretary and clerk. She ded
icated much time and energy towards
improving the Wayne County Home for the
Aged, volunteering on the citizens task force
to save the home and later working on the
building and landscaping committees. She
was also an accomplished artist and enjoyed
working with plants at the Green Thumb in
the summers. Her husband died in 1979. She
is survived by three sons, including David
Anderson x’58 and James Anderson ’51; two
daughters, including Frances A. Baker ’49; a
foster daughter; 16 grandchildren, including
Mona A. Buehler ’80 and Penny A. Reed x’81;
31 great-grandchildren; four great-greatgrandchildren; five foster grandchildren; and
13 foster great-great-grandchildren.
’27 H. Robert “Mac” McKissick,
Euclid, OH, July 13, 1996. A friend to many,
this award-winning teacher remained a stu
dent all of his life, filling himself with knowl
edge of science, poetry, theatre, music and
travel. He journeyed to China at age 79.
Robert enjoyed returning to campus at
reunion times for as long as he was able. He
was born in Euclid, PA, and graduated from
West Sunbury High School. After graduation
from the College, he taught in Millersburg,
OH, for two years then moved on to
Coshocton where he taught high school
chemistry, physics, and English for 43 years.
He served as faculty manager of athletics
throughout his career and was secretarytreasurer of the Central Ohio Athletic League
for 17 years. In 1938 he earned an M.A. from
Ohio State U. Upon his retirement in 1971,
the Coshocton High School Athletic Assn,
established an award for outstanding student
athletes in his name.
During WWII, Robert worked in the
summers as a chemist at the Edrnont Co. and
the former Muskingum Fiber Products Co.
He served as Coshocton’s Amusement Tax
Commissioner for 39 years. Robert was a
member of the National Education
Association, the national, state, and city
retired teacher’s associations, Phi Delta
Kappa, Coshocton Masonic Lodge No. 96,
and the Scottish Rite Valley of Columbus.
Since 1934 he had belonged to the
Presbyterian Church, Coshocton, serving as a
Sunday School teacher and superintendent,
deacon, and elder; he was on the church ses
sion for 16 years.
Robert was preceded in death by his
wife, Carolyn, in 1981, and a son. He is sur

vived by a daughter, seven grandchildren,
including Robert L. Mock ’84, and three
great-grandchildren.
— Carol McKissick Mock
x’26 Eleanor Wade Custer, Hudson,
OH, Feb. 19, 1997. Born in Coshocton, OH,
at Wooster she belonged to the Castalian
Literary Society. She earned a B.A. from
Wells College (1926), an R.N. from Johns
Hopkins U (1930), and a master’s in social
services from the former Western Reserve U
(1934), as well as a public health nursing cer
tificate. Her nursing career began with the
Cleveland Visiting Nurses Association and
the Cleveland Humane Society, then a chil
dren’s protection agency. Eleanor was the
administrator of pediatric nursing at
Cleveland’s Rainbow Babies and Childrens
Hospital before joining the Family Health
Association as a health educator. She retired
to Coshocton in 1965 and moved to Hudson
in the 1990s. In 1984 Shenandoah College in
Winchester, VA, named its new nursing cen
ter in her honor. Eleanor was a life member
of the Salvation Army Advisory Board, the
First Presbyterian Church of Coshocton, and
the board of the Cleveland Health Museum
among other activities. She supported and
maintained close contact with the College
throughout her life.
’25 Edna Kienzle Comin, Naples, FL,
formerly of Wooster, May 2, 1997. Born in
Pennsylvania, she grew up in Canton, OH. In
1926, she earned a second degree, a B.S. from
Simmons College. She married Donald
Comin on June 28, 1930. The daughter of
William Kienzle, Wooster Class of 1898,
Edna contributed to the College for most of
her adult life. She worked as a secretary to
the dean of women and later as assistant edi
tor of the former Alumni Bulletin. Her last
position before retirement was as secretary
for the faculty of Kauke Hall. She assisted the
1966 Wooster in Vienna student group for 10
weeks before continuing her own travels. She
hosted many classmates in her Wooster
home, served as secretary and treasurer for
the Class of 1925, and maintained a roundrobin letter with classmates for more than 60
years.
Edna gave her time to numerous other
causes, including the Girl Scouts, the Com
munity Concert Drive, and the Westminster
Presbyterian Church, where she served as
elder and deacon. She loved music and was
president of the Wooster Federation of
Music. She also presided over the former
Community Chest and belonged to Viola
Thorne of the OARDC, the PEO Sisterhood,
and the Classics Club among other groups.
After the 1975 death of her daughter, Sally
Comin Kaneshige ’55, a gifted violist, Edna
established a scholarship in her daughter’s
name at the College. Memorial gifts may be
sent to this fund, in care of the gift recorder
at the College. Edna is survived by son
Donald B. ’59 and four grandchildren. Her
husband died in 1961.
’23 Gladys Ferguson, Wooster, OH,
Apr. 7, 1997. Born in Congress Twp., OH, she
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graduated from West Salem High School. At
Wooster she belonged to the Castalian liter
ary society and played basketball and field
hockey. She earned an M.A. from the former
Western Reserve U in 1940. Gladys taught
French, Spanish, and algebra at Burbank,
Girard, and Leroy high schools in Ohio for
40 years, retiring in 1962. In 1965-66 she
presided over the Wayne County Chapter of
the Retired Teachers Association. For 15
years, she served as Class Secretary for the
Class of 1923. Gladys belonged to the First
Presbyterian Church and the English Club of
Wooster. In 1971 United Presbyterian
Women honored her with a national mis
sions award. Nieces and nephews survive.
x’22 W. Wayne Badger, Millersburg,
OH, Mar. 10, 1997. He was born in 1898 in
Millersburg and graduated from Millersburg
High School. He left the College to enlist in
the Student Army Training Corps during
WWI. Wayne earned both a B.A. (1923) and
a law degree (1925) from Ohio State U. He
practiced law with Judge William F. Garver
until Garver’s death in 1942, and later prac
ticed with Badger, Pyers, and Miller. Wayne
was elected Judge of the Courts of Common
Pleas of Holmes County in 1954. Upon retir
ing in 1971, he received the Golden Gavel
Award from the Ohio Judges Association. For
the next few years, Wayne served as visiting
Judge. He retired fully in 1979. In 1995 the
Ohio State Bar Foundation awarded him its
annual award for 50 years of service.
Wayne was a life member of the
Presbyterian Church in Millersburg where he
served as a trustee and in other capacities. He
was director of The Commercial & Savings
Bank for 30 years, and was president and
served on the board of the Joel Pomerene
Memorial Hospital, Holmes County branch
of the American Red Cross, and Chamber of
Commerce. Surviving are his wife of 67
years, Rachel Lawrence Badger ’27, a son,
and five grandchildren. A daughter died in
1983.
’22 Nellie Markel Braithwaithe,
Cleveland, OH, Feb. 11,1997. She was born
in Wayne County, OH, and was the first in
her large family to graduate from college. In
1925 she married Shirley Braithwaithe. The
couple operated the Mayfair Marionettes and
presented original plays and stories in north
east Ohio schools. Nellie worked for the
Cleveland Public Library until retiring in
1965. After her husband’s death in 1970, she
lived in California where she worked as a
home aide with a visiting nurses association.
By the late 1980s, Nellie had returned to her
Ashtabula County farm; she later moved to
her daughter’s home in Cleveland. In earlier
years, she loved to garden and preserve her
harvest. In addition to her daughter, Nellie is
survived by 13 grandchildren, 26 great
grandchildren, and four great-great-grandchildren. Another daughter died previously.
x’22 Mary Johnston Swan Fluke,
Mansfield, OH, May 8,1996. She was born in
1900, the daughter of Charles Wiley and
Rhuy Wilson Swan, both Wooster Class of
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1889. Before she moved to Nankin, OH, in
1916, when her father became minister of
the Presbyterian antecedent of the Nankin
Federation Church, she had lived in Shreve,
Hometown, and North Benton, OH, and
then in Utica, PA., as her father served vari
ous churches. Mary attended Wooster for
one year while her future fiance, Eugene
Perry Fluke, was serving in the American
Expeditionary Forces in France. They mar
ried in 1920 and farmed in Ashland County,
OH, until Eugene’s death in 1981, most of
that time on a family farm two miles north
of Nankin. Mary was a life-long member of
Nankin Federation Church, where she was
pianist and then organist for a number of
years. Her association with Wooster was very
important to her throughout her life. Mary
was the sister of Alfred Wilson Swan ’17, and
the aunt of Jeanne Swan Garnett ’45, Ruth
Swan Steffen x’47, and Dorothy Swan
Reuman ’49. She is survived by five children,
including Donald ’47.
’22 Lester Yoder, Leesburg, FL, July 21,
1997. Born in 1900 in East Palestine, OH, his
many activities at the College included: rep
resentative to the student senate; president of
the men’s self-government association; busi
ness manager of the Index; and football man
ager. Having earned a law degree from the
former Western Reserve U in 1925, he prac
ticed law with Wilt Yoder & Corlett in
Cleveland. He established a private practice
in Bedford, OH, where he lived with his wife,
Eleanor, and family for 53 years. Lester
served the city as council member and as law
director. He belonged to the First Methodist
Church, the Bedford Historical Society, and
received the Barrister’s Golden Circle award
for having practiced law for 50 years. Lester
and his wife moved to Hawthorne Village in
Leesburg in 1980, and in 1991 they moved to
Lake Port Square, a Leesburg retirement cen
ter. Eleanor died in 1994. Survivors include
two daughters, Judy Y. Webster ’54 and
Majorie Y. Mitchell ’57, and a son; eight
grandchildren; and eight great-grandchil
dren.

STAFF
Robert Howell, Lodi, OH, May 23,
1997. Born in Lodi, he served in the U.S.
Army during WWII. He joined the College
(1988-90) after being employed for 40 years
at the former Ohio Match Co. He worked at
Mom’s Truck Stop and then as a custodian in
Kittredge Dining Hall. His wife, Earleen, died
previously. Five sisters and two brothers sur
vive.
We have received the following death
notices as of Oct. 1, 1997. Obituaries will
appear in a future issue.
x’73 Keith C. Turner, Aug. 19, 1997.
’72 Elizabeth Daugherty Beebe, Sept. 21,
1997.
’72, MAT Betty Acker Staebell, July 25,
1997.

’65 Richard H. Moore, Aug. 9, 1997.
x’62 Carol Young Drummond, May 13,
1997.
’56 Stanley W. Frey, June 8, 1997.
’56 Ronald Hendee, June 30, 1997.
x’54 Ward K. Lehr, Aug. 31, 1997.
’47 Norman L. Wright, Aug. 26, 1997.
’46 Lillian Kesel Larew, July 28, 1997.
’45 Shirley Parker Price, June 30, 1997.
’42 Lillian “Lurenna” Alter McDowell,
July 9, 1997.
x’41 Alice Mitchell Ferris, June 30, 1997.
’39 Conrad Mook, Sept. 1, 1997.
x’37 Ruth Parsons Jenkins Moore, Dec. 6,
1978.
’37 Jane Seager Salisbury, Aug. 16, 1997.
’34 Thelma Martin Dyer, June 22, 1997.
’33 Grace L. McCabe, July 7, 1997.
’32 Darrell O. Conkle, Sept. 10, 1997.
x’32 Dwight E. Keller, Feb. 1, 1997
’32 Shirley Gardner Seaman, July 31, 1997.
’31 Frances McDonald Seaman, May 17,
1997.
’30 Marian Wilcox Ackerman, June 13,
1997.
’30 H. Lee Donley, July 30, 1997.
’30 F. Leslie Speir, Apr. 27, 1997.
x’29 Paul D. Mast, Sept. 25, 1997.
x’29 Thelma Ripley Shurtleff, Jan. 22, 1992.
’28 Margaret Dill Ashbaugh, Oct. 19, 1996.
’28 Thelma Church Nicholson, Dec. 13,
1996.
’27 Irvin H. Brune, Apr. 13, 1997.
’27 Mildred Cabot Landis, Aug. 17, 1997.
x’27 Emily Maria Medaugh Scheetz,
Oct. 17, 1996
’26 Frances Kerby Kille, Aug. 3, 1997.
’26 Kenneth H. MacKenzie, July 5, 1997.
’25 W. Nelson Stoops Sr., July 12, 1997.
x’24 Abbie Crandell Enders, Aug. 13, 1997.
’24 Mary E. Fisher, June 6, 1997.
’23 Marian M. Atkins, Aug. 29, 1997.

EDI T OR' S CORNER
Information in the Class Notes has been
compiled from reports by the class secretaries,
newspapers, press releases, and letters to the
Alumni Office or the editors. Class secretaries
should note the following deadlines for future
issues of Wooster.
Winter: October 22
Spring: February 2
Summer: Non-reunion Classes: May 13
Reunion Classes: June 20
Fall:
August 18
To contact Wooster:
Wooster
Galpin Hall
The College of Wooster
1189 Beall Ave.
Wooster, OH 44691-2363
Phone: (330) 263-2243
Fax:
(330)263-2594
E-mail: <Class_Notes@acs.wooster.edu>
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Wedding Photo Policy
Wooster is pleased to share the wedding photos of
our alumni as space permits. Our requirements are these:
The photo should include the bride, groom, and others
from The College of Wooster. To be considered for inclu
sion in Class Notes, photos must be received within four
months of the wedding date. Please provide complete
information for captions, including the wedding date and
names and class years of alumni. Do not send photos that
you wish to have returned.
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The wedding of Carrie Phillips ’94 and Brian Gerard on May 17, 1997. (Left to r)
Katherine Varney ’00, Andrew Weaver ’97, groom, bride, Amy Miller Sonntag, Tara Burgy,
Becky Davis Gardner, ’94s.

The wedding of Susan Copeland ’82 and Brian Mynard on June 14, 1997. (Left to r)
David Ward ’82, Beth Sheperd ’81, bride, groom, Tom Warner ’82, Margaret Vial Warner
(infant), and Anne Vial ’82.
The wedding ofZeynep Apaydin ’92 and Sinan Kurmus on July 5, 1997.
The groom and bride live near the Bosporus Strait in Istanbul, Turkey.

The wedding o f Jessamyn Neuhaus ’92 and Douglas Butdorf on July
5, 1997. (Left to r) Bride, the Rev. Stephanie Vader ’90 (who officiated),
and groom.
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The wedding of Jennifer Kalbaugh ’93 and Paul Dougall on May 31, 1997. (Back row, I to
r) Ann Hartman, Murray Welsh, Diana Cushman Stefaniuk, ’93s, Daniel Stefaniuk ’92;
(Front) Aimee Eldridge, Abigail Adams, ’93s, bride, groom, Ben Miller ’91, and Heidi
Huneke Miller ’90.

W E D D I N G S

The wedding of Allison Lambe '91 and Daniel Appelquist on May 17, 1997. (Left to
r) Amy Felix '91, groom, bride, Cindy Gura, and Gary Walling, '91s.

The wedding o f Jennifer Jaeger '93 and Aaron Newman on June 28, 1997. (Back
row, I to r) Ben Hamlin '93, Peter Horton '92; (Middle) Kim Kuhls '95, Liz Barney
92, bride, Eva Geil Horton '93; (Front) groom, Sarah Choudhury Hamlin '95,
Karyn Powers '93, and Lucie Carleton '94.

The wedding of Debbie McGarvey '91 and Glenn Mulno on June 21, 1997. (Left to
r) Helen Davis Martin '55, Ann Marshall '91, Susan Buckingham '86, groom, bride,
Joan Cosgrove Coogan '91, David Coogan '90, and Tim Buckingham '93.

The wedding o f Paula Bekeny '91 and Erik Usis on May 31, 1997. (Back row I to r)
93’ Sea>1Buckley ’91>Jennifer Belmont '91, groom, bride, Kelli Holmes
91, Wendy grown Golski '90; (Front) Keith Nahigian '90, Valerie Nay Thomas '91,
Gayle Marcin Wall '91, Bentley Wall '88 (not pictured: Karl Bekeny ’99).

The wedding o f Kim Walter '93 and Steve Remley '92
on June 28, 1997. (Back row, I to r) Drew Nelson '92,
Denison von Maur '90, Kevin Schechterle '92, Garrett
Munson '93, William Van Cleave '90, Kelley Allen
Choate, Mark Braunsdorf, '93s; (Third row) Alec
Coyle, Jen Clement, Battle Pincus, '93s, David Wynn
'92, Margaret Melby, Dori Tinker, Megan Shaffer,
Dawn DiScipio Schechterle, Jules Hench, Maggie
Shenton, Daphne Corbett Carr, Garry Carr, '93s, Corey
Choate '91, Russ Wheeler '93, Chris Johnson, Jen
Johnson, Chip Bieler, '94s; (Second row) Tim
Buckingham, Kevin Cropp, '93s, Ariel Walsh '94;
(Front) Ryan Burgess '93, Scott Cody '92, bride, groom,
Molly McCullough, Ken Temple, Rebecca Tremaglio,
'93s, Jamie Wallace '92, John Burnside '94, and Ben
Haskell '96.
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The wedding of Lorah Way ’98 and Scott Meech ’95 on July
26, 1997. (Back row, I to r) Chris Macky ’94, Stephanie
Kuklis ’97, Nicole Turkson ’95, Kendra Hancock Posey ’95,
Mandy Stanley ’97; (Middle row) Matt Haas ’95, Daniel
Bourne (English), Margaret Meeker Bourne ’92, Laurel
Conly ’98, Jim Folk ’95, Yael Moore, Amy Arnold, Kate
Allender, Sara-Becca Smith, Trina Andresen, ’99s, Betsy
Beyer, Eric Banner, ’97s, Amy Brown ’00, Marcy Coye ’97,
Doug Cline ’95 (assistant basketball coach), Mike Worrell
(former assistant basketball coach); (Front row) Kathryn
Ward, Brandy Crocker, Jaime DiFabrizio, ’98s, groom, bride,
Shanna Jalali ’98, and Mark Berger ’96. Not pictured: Ted
Williams (chemistry), Steve Moore (head basketball coach),
Bill McHenry (retired athletic director).

The wedding of Carolyn Toth ’97 and Stephen Penrod ’97 on July 19, 1997. (Back
row, I to r) Jeff Lantis (political science), David Powell (chemistry), Jennifer
McMullen (libraries), Richard Bell (philosophy), Barbara Bell (libraries), bride,
groom, Jennifer Grim ’97, Kevin Himes ’00, Chris Comito ’97, Jennifer Penrod ’00,
Cameron Flint ’97; (Front) Holly Lantis, Margie Powell (libraries), Mandy King
’97, Patrick Watts ’99, and Carol Oakleaf’97 (not pictured: Anna Schwartz ’97).

The wedding of Shannon Kincaid ’94 and John Tomlinson ’94 on June 7, 1997.
(Back row, I to r) Gib Tecca ’82, Matt Yates ’93, John Ramsier ’93, Rick Fox, Tammy
Behringer, ’94s, Mike Knapic ’91, Rebecca Mullin ’94, Tim Pettorini (head baseball
coach), Bob Wachtel ’60, Tim Foust ’94, Terry Gladis ’95, Chris Cingolani, Sandy
Clark ’94s, Tim Pettorini Jr., Sean Flynn, ’95s, Jim Warga, Barry Craddock ’94s,
John Esson 93, Deanna Ashbridge Boyd ’94; (Front) John Wachtel ’83, Dale Fortner
’82, Stacy Kincaid ’98, bride, groom, Peter Green ’83, and M att Vincler ’94.

The wedding of Robin Heginbotham ’85 and Yoshio Hotta on July 19, 1997. (Left to
r) Jon Blasius 84, Myra Vignovic Blasius '85, Erland Heginbotham, Eleanor Elson
Heginbotham '60, Lorraine Aten Ranchod and Arun Ranchod, ’85s.

The wedding o f Julie Hohman ’93 and Kelly Brightbill on May 17, 1997. (Back row,
I to r): Ali Steelman, Janine Cairo, Lisa Menardi, Jennifer Neill, ’93s, Mike Russell,
and Andrew Nicholson ’94; (Front) bride and groom.
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And Now What?
by Barbara Behrens ’72

hen W ooster’s class of ’72 gath
ered for its 25th reunion in
June, it was pretty easy to see
some differences from their college years.
The clothes, for starters. There wasn’t a
single pair of bell bottom s in sight. There
were a lot of polo shirts — and hardly
anything with fringe. And it had been
decades since they had identified them 
selves by their major. It was jobs, house
holds, families, that were talked about.
So what became more intriguing
was to figure out what had persisted —
what com m on spirit lingered although
the style was different? W hen the bell
bottom s wore out and the musty text
books went in the trash, was there an
essence of Wooster that remained?

W

The answer is “yes,” according to
nine alumni interviewed at the reunion.
They came from different home towns
and are even more scattered today.
During Alumni Weeekend in June, Barbara Behrens
72, a free-lance writer, empaneled nine classmates to
assess Wooster’s lingering impact after 25 years. Her
panel, comprised, from left, Lou Trevisan, Sue
Meinke Walters, David Fieldgate, Susan Ordway
Hurd, Brenda Major, Rick Ryder, and Jacqueline
Foxx. Absent from this shot are Gary Franklin and
Urn Cash ell.

They majored in different departm ents,
and have followed varied and unpre
dictable career paths. But it was surpris
ing how consistent a picture of the
Wooster experience emerges — a picture
that relies little on rituals or nostalgia for
the past. It turns out that the story is all
about change.

Rick Rider
Grew up in: Orchard Park, N.Y.
Now lives in: Bethesda, Md.
Major: English
Right after Wooster: I hitchhiked
across Canada. Got as far as the Rockies,
then came back and went into the Navy.
My draft num ber was 18. I’m color
blind, so I couldn’t be an officer. I cut the
best deal I could and spent four years in
the Navy as a Russian linguist.
Now: I’m an independent consul
tant. I develop proposals for companies
that want to bid on government work. I
interview technical types and then act as
the translator — getting their thoughts
across to other people. Right now I’m
editing a proposal for the maintenance
and upgrade of an FBI DNA recognition
system.

I remember: the section. A fun
bunch of guys. My I.S. on the poet
Robinson Jeffers. I didn’t do very well,
but I learned a lot from the process. It
was the only C I ever got at Wooster. I
came up with a valid concept, but didn’t
pursue it as I should have. I learned what
it is to be a scholar — and that I’m not
one.
To me, Wooster represents: open
ness... to experiences, to people — and
opportunities. Keeping your eyes open.
Not precluding anything that you
encounter.
I think I’ve been lucky in my life,
but that’s because I’ve been willing to
roll with it. I tried to fit into corporate
America but didn’t. W hen I became a
consultant, it all came together. On a
personal level, a whole new world has
opened up for me, too. Five years ago, I
was only listening to the Clancy Brothers
once in a while; now I play Irish music
twice a week as a drummer.
W hat I would like to have done
differently: Gotten a higher draft nu m 
ber. Made more of an effort to get off
campus as a student. Wooster is an ivory
tower in the best sense of the word, but
it s also isolated. I would have enjoyed
more exposure to “townies.” We opened
some doors in the ’60s and ’70s, but
didn t walk through them fully ourselves.
W hat lasts: The sense of self. A lot
was shaped here. And Wooster gave us
something to build on. W hen you come
back 25 years later, it’s like nothing’s
changed...and that’s because what you
learned here was to deal with change.

Susan Ordway Hurd
Grew up in: New Paltz, NY
Now lives in: Clintondale, NY
M ajor: Art History
Right after W ooster: I went right
to the State University of New York at
New Paltz and got an elementary educa
tion degree. I didn’t want to waste pre
cious time at Wooster taking education
courses.
Now: We have an orchard and a
Christmas tree plantation which I m an
age. And we have started a big co-op
apple packing facility. Farmers have to
get together; small farms are struggling
to survive. Organizing skills come in
handy, and you have to be innovative.
In September and October we have
festivals celebrating the apple — a
Johnny Appleseed weekend, a day in the
country with tractor-pulled wagon rides.
It’s given me a lot of pride to do these
festivals. It’s a gem to have this land that
people want to come to.
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Photo by M ike Schenk '73
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Rick Rider

I rem em ber: The beautiful trees at
Wooster. The caring, enthusiastic teach
ers. The friendly m ixture of students. We
were comfortable with each other.
W ooster values: enthusiasm, joy of
learning. Then com m unity service.
People learning and sharing. The back
ground at Wooster just gives you a good
well-rounded education. You’re interest
ed in everything. Everytime I read a
poem I think of Ray McCall (English/
theatre), and I dissect it a little bit. And I
remember Robert T. Bone, who did
ancient civilizations. Baird in econom 
ics. Helen Osgood for history. And Arnie
Lewis in my major. He really cared
about his subject. For the seven years I
taught school, I really wanted to give
because people had shared so much with
me. And as an elementary teacher you
can share everything.
W ooster tau g h t me: If you’re going
to do something, do it with all your
heart. T hat’s what I learned. I admired
the way the professors loved what they
were doing. My professor made eco
nomics dance for me.

Jacqueline Foxx
Grew up in: Westchester, PA
Now lives in: Tucson, AZ
Right after Wooster: I went to the
University of Arizona after 2 1/2 years
here. I wanted to go into special ed and
discovered that U of A had an excellent
school — that was a m ajor reason I
went there. And I thought I needed a big
school, more new faces...I was young.
Now: I’m teaching preschool kids
with severe delays and working on my
m aster’s in the same area. But there was
a 12-year break in the middle where we
ran a custom cabinet and furniture busi
ness.
I remember: Kent State. They were
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Susan Ordway Hurd

students like us and the authorities got
carried away. It was a very scary time.
O ur generation: saw a lot of
uproar at a malleable time in our lives. I
thought a lot of people were avoiding
issues...using Wooster as a safe haven in
many ways. Now those same people — I
see they’ve come through just fine. I see
pretty well-balanced people. It prepared
us so we that could weather the storm,
bounce back, keep moving on despite
things that happen. There’s always
another way to go. There are lots of
options. In high school, they certainly
didn’t teach me that. They taught me to
memorize. To do it the simplest, quick
est way. So I think I m ust have learned it
here at Wooster.
The essence of W ooster is: a sense
of community. W hen we were here,
everyone gathered in Lowry Center
around that fireplace thing. People who
weren’t in the same group were brought
together because that area was there. At
someplace like U of A, you have one or
two close friends; it doesn’t lend itself to
group situations.
For a long time I didn’t come back
[for reunions] because I had ducked
out, didn’t finish. I thought it wasn’t my
right. But I wanted to re-establish a cer
tain am ount of connectedness. And I’m
really glad my daughter wants to come
here.
I left Wooster with: more confi
dence than when I came. The faculty
gave me a lot of support and positive
encouragement. Classes were small and
the professors were very caring and well
prepared. O f all the professors I’ve had
at the U of A — in grad school and
undergrad — only three have seemed
like hum an beings. Feeling that the pro
fessors really care gives you that boost to
go out in the world and try.

Jacqueline Foxx

Jim Cashell
Grew up in: Mansfield, OH
Now lives in: Oxford, OH
Major: Philosophy
Right after Wooster: I painted
houses for two years.
Now: I teach accounting at Miami
University in Oxford. In ’7 9 ,1 went to
the University of Cincinnati and got my
M.B.A. I was having a lot of fun so I
decided to stay on and get a Ph.D.
I remember: Ron Hustwit (philos
ophy), the first person who ever sat
there and made us carry the class. I
thought “Why isn’t this person teach
ing?” Later I realized he was doing a lot,
more or less forcing us to think critical
ly. And Professor (Willie) Schreiber
(German emeritus). He said that I was
the worst student he had ever had. That
made me wake up. I was spending the
time on studying, but I was ineffective. I
needed to focus on what was really
im portant.
I.S.
topic: The moral philosophies
of Kant and C. S. Lewis. I found they
converged. Hustwit informed me they
didn’t.
Wooster values: Tolerance of other
people, acceptance, being willing to give
people a chance. You didn’t see the
cliques I see at Miami U., where they
purposely try to exclude someone.
W hat lasts: If I had a place I’d call
home, it would be here at Wooster.
Some of my best friends are here.
And, of course, the education. In
graduate school, I felt like I was ahead of
most people in most classes. We did
stuff in undergraduate classes that a lot
of these people hadn’t been exposed to
at the Ph.D. level. The concept of trying
to learn something on your own —
Wooster did a great job on that.

P h o to b y M ik e Schenk '73
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Jim Cashell

Gary Franklin

O ur generation: Was the first that
came out not so narrowly career orient
ed. Willing to let it come, not force it. I
see it now. Kids in their freshman year
feel pressured to make decisions, and we
were all, “If you’re not happy with it, do
something different.”
Everyone I knew from Wooster has
pursued a lot of different things. They
think about what they’re doing, and
what they want to be doing, and aren’t
afraid to move.

of the first nights we spent together were
really eye-opening for both of us. He
just assumed I’d participated in the riots
in Cincinnati when in fact we lived a
good distance away — and I wasn’t
allowed in that neighborhood anyway. It
gave me a good start — knowing that
people thought that differently about
me was something that I hadn’t dealt
with. And in class, people always felt free
to speak and give their opinions.
This experience really helped me.
Today, in my job, I meet people from
various backgrounds, and I can identify
with what they have to say.
W hat lasts: The liberal arts back
ground is what has kept me going.
Government regulations. Insurance.
People being dropped off welfare. My
job is changing all the time. I’m pre
pared to understand the issues, why they
make the changes, rather than just fight
ing against them. When you do that, you
get burned out and leave. I don’t just
look at the headlines; I can fill in a little
of the economics, the history. And that’s
from Wooster.

Gary Franklin
Grew up in: Cincinnati
Now living in: Columbus
Major: Sociology
Right after Wooster: I got m arried
in August and a couple of weeks later
went to grad school for my social work
degree.
Now: I’m a hospital social worker
and discharge planner. People are leav
ing the hospital a lot sicker now because
of insurance. It’s my job to make sure
that they have the services they need —
a home health aide, a nurse, a rehab
Program.
I remember: the year I was the
only black on the basketball team. Most
of the other black students wouldn’t go
out for sports — they didn’t want to
play for “the m an” — and my only black
teammate, Greg Bryant 7 2 , was injured.
So I was out there by myself — and a lot
of people didn’t like it. But I came to
Wooster partly to play basketball. I liked
the team. Liked the coach.
The essence of W ooster is: there
are people here from all over, and you
can talk to them at any time. I could
have gone to a lot of different places, but
this stood out when I visited the cam 
pus. My freshman room m ate had really
had no contact with anyone black. Some

Brenda Major
Grew up in: Pittsburgh, PA
Now lives in: Santa Barbara, CA
Major: Psychology
Right after Wooster: I worked for
Rubbermaid for three m onths as a secre
tary. Then I went to grad school on a
fluke. Hank Loess, the chair of the psy
chology departm ent, called me to say
the psych departm ent at Miami U. had
an unexpected grad assistant position.
So I went to grad school. At that point
psychology was pretty much an all-male
field.
Now: I’m a professor of psycholo
gy at the University of California at
Santa Barbara. My specialty is social

Brenda Major

psychology — specifically, how people
cope with stress. W hat’s so remarkable is
that, given exposure to the same event,
some people fold, some thrive. I’m inter
ested in how people manage to rise
above some pretty dreadful circum 
stances. I’m always amazed by the
strength of the hum an spirit.
I remember: potluck suppers at
Kieffer House. That’s the thing I enjoyed
most. Going to Chapel freshman year.
The march downtown to protest the
bom bing of Cambodia.
O ur generation: was fairly rebel
lious and recalcitrant...and we still are.
The period from ’68 to ’72 was a time of
turbulence. I came to Wooster as a
cheerleader, and if I’d come just a few
years earlier, I would have followed a
more traditional path. But it was the
beginning of the women’s m ovem ent...a
time when a sense of self emerged.
Wooster values: thinking. It’s a
place where ideas are welcome, where
people talk about ideas. I now live an
intellectual life. When I came to Wooster,
I never would have predicted that.
And so many of our classmates
have gone on to some form of public
service. There’s a giving to others com 
ponent that’s really kind of special. I’ve
spent the last 20 years in large public
universities. There are still students who
have similar values, but when you have
all professional schools, students are
more grade conscious and money h u n 
gryW ooster taught me: everything but
teaching. I research. I write. I teach. It
gave me independence — that’s what’s
neat about I.S. My I.S. was on a verbal
learning and m em ory problem — some
thing really boring. But I really liked the
process. Undergrads who do projects
with me are working on some aspect of
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Lou Trevisan

David Fieldgate

Sue Meinke Walters

one of my studies, not pursuing som e
thing on their own.

been killed that day. There’d be a lot of
discussion right there.
I had thought about: taking chem 
istry and physics, but the unrest and the
emphasis on thinking about more
im portant things like the war led me in
other directions — trying to work out
race relations, trying to make things
right. I thought there would be time to
learn chemistry later. It would still be
there.
W hat lasts: An openness to new
things, an interest in exploring things I
don’t understand. Some people thought
I was crazy to go back to medical school.
But I think I learned how to take
chances here — to try something I
wasn’t sure about even if it m eant per
sonal sacrifice. I’m glad I wasn’t on some
conveyor belt that plopped me off with a
business degree.
W ooster was a good place to: learn
how to survive. We learned how to
adapt. And that’s the way m odern soci
ety really is, so I don’t feel stuck. If my
career had to change again, I would
know how to do it.

the day. It really shook up the campus
more than anything else I can recall.
W ooster offers: The opportunity
to reach your maximum potential, to be
creative. I.S. is a good example. You’re
given a clean slate, an opportunity to
develop something. Every graduate has
something that’s uniquely his or hers.
Later, when I was involved in
chemical trials, I had to start with a
blank piece of paper then come up with
a final report that was part of the gov
ernm ent approval process for the pro
ject. You have tasks to complete at other
colleges, but those students will go out
into jobs w ithout the experience of hav
ing to present material, present their
progress, meet a deadline — something
we all face in our jobs. There’s nothing
like the last few hours of completing an
I.S. project — you learn about stress and
how to deal with it.
W hat lasts: This is a caring com 
munity. W hen you come to a reunion,
people are sincerely caring about what
their classmates are doing. And it’s
something that’s passed down from day
one. When you come to campus you’re
anxious, but you meet upperclassmen;
they bring you along. The people ahead
of you care. The professors sincerely
care, and the adm inistration cares about
the students. In my current situation, in
professional schools, this doesn’t exist.

Lou Trevisan
Grew up in: Maplewood, N.J.
Now lives in: Milford, Conn.
Major: History
I came to Wooster: as a sophom ore
after spending my freshman year at
Southern M ethodist University. I hated
it there. Ohio was closer to New Jersey,
so I looked around in this area. I
remember coming to Lowry Center, and
seeing a lot of activity. People were
approachable — that really appealed to
me. W hat mattered here was not how
you looked, how you dressed, but who
you were. At SMU it was like high
school. Here what was im portant was
not what you thought, but whether you
were thinking or not.
Right after Wooster: I traveled in
Europe for six m onths in a van with a
buddy from high school.
Now: I’m a psychiatrist and an
assistant professor at the Yale University
School of Medicine. I’m researching
alcohol addiction. I went to medical
school at the age of 3 5 .1 had done my
I.S. on John Brown’s raid on H arper’s
Ferry, and one of the doctors interview
ing me for my admission to medical
school said that he’d always wanted to
know why the song “John Brown’s
Body” is sung to the tune of the “Battle
Hymn of the Republic” — and I was
able to tell him. It was a pretty interest
ing question for a med school interview.
I remember: Woodstock. Trips
over to the OARDC to pick apples.
Organizing the buses to go to Wash
ington, D.C., in the fall of ’6 9 .1 rem em 
ber sitting in front of the TV outside
M om’s Truck Stop every night, seeing on
the nightly news how many people had
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David Fieldgate
Grew up in: H untington, NY
Now lives in: Davenport, IA
M ajor at Wooster: Biology
Right after W ooster: I substitute
taught and worked as an orderly in a
hospital. Got my M.A. in biology, went
to medical school in Grenada for a
while. Then I worked in the pharm aceu
tical industry for 14 years.
Now: I’m a full-time student at
Palmer College of Chiropractic. I’m cur
rently seeing patients in the clinic, and
I’ll graduate in February ’98.
I rem em ber: The day of Kent
State. A student came over with some
shirt supposedly bloodied by events of

Sue Meinke Walters
Grew up in: Ann Arbor, Mich.
Now lives in: Bethesda, Md.
M ajor: Religion
Right after W ooster: I traveled
with a friend through Europe. I was try
ing to decide between going on in semi
nary or in science. That spring I had
been on a study/travel seminar arranged
by the religion departm ent. We had vis-

REFLECTIONS
ited several religious communities, and
in the fall of ’72 I went back to one of
them, Taize in France, and asked to stay
and help. Later, I took traditional
monastic vow s.. .lived very quietly,
studied theology. After 13 years I real
ized that maybe this wasn’t what I was
called to do. By then I had given up
everything. When I came back to the
U.S., it was culture shock. The thought
of getting a job, taking the Metro, was
overwhelming. I still rem em ber how dif
ficult it was getting from my parents’
house in Bethesda to work, learning
everything all over again.
Now: I’m a full-time mother. In
the story of my life, the chapters are very
distinct. In just a few years, I went from
a monastic life to m arrying a m an with
two children.
I remember: a course in the phi
losophy of religion given by Nels Ferre.
The notebook from his class is one of
two I saved even through the time I
thought I’d be living in Europe forever.
Fie had the most universal sense that I
had ever seen, a vision of what was uni
versal to humanity. I was drawn to a
deeper level o f faith in his class.
I came to college expecting to: be
a music, chemistry, or French major.
Becoming a religion m ajor was a com 
plete surprise; it happened because the
major spoke to deep questions about life
which I was asking myself. I don’t think
this would have happened at another
school. Wooster allowed me to explore
those deeper questions in class.
Before Wooster: I never realized
how provincial my life was. I came from
a m etro-area liberal household, but that
period of time at Wooster turned you
upside down. Everything could be ques
tioned. I really treasured the speakers
who were brought in. Wooster made a
real concerted effort to bring people to
campus who would really challenge our
thinking on issues around race, mili
tarism, everything — and we were in the
middle of farm country.
What lasts: The desire to keep
learning. That’s what remains. Even in
this dem anding time. A desire to under
stand people different from myself. An
openness to there being many ways. A
desire to know people from other coun
tries... to really change thingsJEfij
Barbara Behrens is a 1972 Wooster graduate
who has been a writer and journalist for more
than 20 years. Her last piece for Wooster was
ltl the summer 1987 issue when she described
the Alumni Weekend at which her class was
gathering for its 15th Reunion. Her son, Jason
Zvi Gers, is a member of the Class o f2001.
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Alumni gather on the lawn of Gault Alumni center during the reunion weekend in June.

Reflections from the other side
A

memorable event during the Class
o f ’72’s reunion was a freewheeling
discussion led by three special guests
who were adult mentors and role m od
els to many: Ray Swartzback, former
minister at the Westminster Presbyterian
Church; Vi Startzman ’35, former col
lege physician; and Ted Williams, profes
sor of chemistry. Here is some of what
they had to say.
Swartzback: The change from old
educational system to new — that was
’67 to ’72. That’s when it happened all
across the country. Before it was author
itarian-professors speaking from yel
lowed notes.
Williams: What made Wooster dif
ferent was that we weren’t reacting. We
were trying to keep ahead of the pack.
This required skillful listening and lead
ership. We were trusted by [College
President] Garber Drushal. He knew we
were trying to do the best we could for
the school. He moved us to the firing
line....There was a wonderful fear — ‘if
we don’t change, we may not be around.’
We wanted to make sure we did what
was right for this institution, not wait
for something to happen.
Startzman: Students started to
take a great deal of responsibility; the
idea of in loco parentis faded. Once we
learned about drugs, students m anned a
hot line; they became their own coun
selors.
Swartzback: Some 120
Conscientious Objectors were serviced

through this W estminster C hurch...
enough to make a dent in the American
conscience.

Williams: The racial climate was
difficult at times. At one point we had
150 or 160 African American students
— and over a 90% graduation rate. It
was not an easy time for them. But there
was a lot of dialogue going on. It was a
tim e of great success — and trem endous
tension.
Startzman: Students had to think
through problems that were not shallow
at all, such as do I go to Canada instead
of being drafted and do I go to Vietnam?
So they were much more intellectually
and emotionally independent. When I
was involved with students in the ’50s,
we called home. In the ’60s and ’70s in
our counseling, we would not call the
parents.
Williams: I came out o f a brutal
undergraduate experience— produce or
you’re out the door. That period taught
me to respect a lot of people whose
backgrounds did not appear to be up to
standard. Given the opportunity, a lot of
people were very successful. Wooster
facilitated that growth...and they’ve
done extremely well because of their
passion.
Startzman: In those days, it was a
delight to see the development of an
individual...and from that came em pa
thy to others in society, an awareness of
others. Your time was a good time.
— Barbara Behrens ’72
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Chocolate to Ziti:
Selling H ershey’s
By Susan Q. Stranahan ’68

ack in 1969, three years after grad
uating from Wooster, Jay Carr took
stock of his future. He was about
to receive an M.B.A. degree from The
University of Pennsylvania’s W harton
School and was fascinated by marketing
— the process in which a consum er is
convinced to select Brand A instead of
Brand B.
At the time, Carr was facing his
own choices. The giants of the consum er
products industry — H. J. Heinz,
Campbell’s, Procter & Gamble — had
come calling, and Carr talked to them
all. The companies provided good train
ing programs and abundant o pportuni
ties for industrious young recruits, but
one offered what the others did not: a
young and growing marketing depart
ment. For Carr, that was the all-im por
tant distinction.
“I wanted a chance to contribute
early, and I was impressed with the m an
agement, company philosophy, and what
at that tim e was a small m arketing staff.
A side benefit,” says Carr, “was the fact
that the company was in a small town,
with the kind of environm ent and values
I was accustomed to.”
The company was Hershey Foods
Corporation.
“I was lucky in finding Hershey,”
says Carr, recalling his career decision
nearly 30 years ago.
And Hershey was lucky to find
Carr.
In March 1997, Jay F. Carr became
president of the com pany’s Pasta and
Grocery Group. As such, he oversees
operations of Hershey’s diverse line of
chocolate baking products, ice cream
toppings, peanut butter, milk mixes, and
pasta. (Although synonymous with
chocolate, Hershey is the nation’s largest
producer of retail branded dry pasta.)
At the time of the announcem ent,
Carr was president of Hershey’s
International Division. During the three
years that he headed international opera
tions, Hershey — which exports to 60
countries — moved aggressively into
new markets, opening an office in

Shanghai and expanding its sales force in
Russia.
His new appointm ent means that
Carr has headed two of Hershey Food’s
three divisions. (Prior to taking over the
international unit, he held the key posi
tion of vice president of marketing in the
chocolate division for 10 years.) He has,
therefore, played an im portant role in
managing a corporation that has 13,000
employees and sales of almost $4 billion.
So, how has success in the corpo
rate world affected Jay Carr?
Sitting atop his neat desk, beside a
stack of faxes and correspondence, a pile
of pink phone message slips, and a clock
displaying international time zones, is a
small handwritten note to himself
attached to a box of personalized memo
paper. It reads: “Say thank you today.”
“There’s the old adage that nice
guys finish last,” says his long-time
Hershey colleague, mentor, and friend,
Terry Freisen. “Jay’s the perfect example
of just the opposite.”

B
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Ask anyone who knew Jay Carr at
Wooster in the m id-’60s and they say the
same thing.
“You knew he’d be successful at
whatever he did in life,” says Bill Gribble
’66, who lived across the hall from Jay
during their first year at the College and
has remained a friend ever since. “He’s
probably one of the most complete peo
ple I’ve ever met.”
“If you were going to bet money on
someone being successful, you’d bet on
Jay Carr,” says former athletic director
and longtime Fighting Scot basketball
coach Al Van Wie, who served as coach
and friend to both Carr and Gribble d u r
ing their years at the College.
“He was certainly a super guy,” says
Byron Morris, former director of admis
sions and advisor to Fifth Section of
which Carr and Gribble were members.
Carr arrived at Wooster with a
desire to play basketball and to leave his
adopted state of West Virginia, where he
had relocated in the sixth grade after his
father bought a radio station there. “It
was a real change,” he says of the move to
the M ountain State.
The transition to college was diffi
cult, too, and Carr found himself scram 
bling to adapt. “My high school educa
tion wasn’t very competitive,” he recalls,
“so I found myself behind on the first
day of classes.”
Although Carr’s basketball skills
were “borderline,” says Van Wie, he
would have made the starting team if
Jay Carr, right, and Bill Gribble
were teammates on the Fighting
Scots and were side-by-side in
the 1964-65 team photograph.
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Cribble hadn’t been there at the same
time. But C arr’s value to the team —
and the college — went far beyond his
court skills, says the former coach.
“Jay was the kind of guy that
everybody liked,” says Van Wie. “He had
the most infectious smile.” Carr was
sidelined with an injury in his sopho
more year. Gribble went on to become
°ne of finest players that the College
ever produced.
“Jay was a good influence on me,”
says Gribble, currently a business broker
Jn Jonesboro, Ark. “You meet a lot of
people in college, and you make a lot of
friends. But you also develop a handful
° f friends you know you can count on
no m atter what. T hat’s Jay.”

There came a moment, however,
when Carr and Gribble decided that
they had had enough of Wooster.
Gribble tells the story:
“It was sophomore year, and we
realized we weren’t even halfway
through yet. I think we just got the
blues. Jay and I decided to go to
California, although I don’t think we
ever figured out what we were going to
do once we got there. We packed our
suitcases, put on suits and ties, and
hitchhiked out of Wooster. We didn’t
have $ 100 between us. Some guy gave us
a ride in the back of his pickup truck to
Columbus. It was colder than you know
what.
“When we finally got to Columbus

we went to the YMCA to warm up and
get some sleep. The next m orning, we
woke up and decided Wooster looked
pretty good by comparison.”
Sheepishly, the two made their way
home. Jay’s absence from a Spanish test
had alerted friends to their disappear
ance, and when they got back to the
dorm , a sympathetic Van Wie was wait
ing. “That m eant a lot,” recalls Gribble.
Taking that trip to Columbus was
probably the best thing for us,” he adds.
After that, we got down to business. We
really studied hard.”
Well, not exclusively.
As president of Fifth Section, Carr
spent considerable time in the Dean’s
Office, explaining away many mysterious
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campus events, such as how a car ended
up in Kauke Arch. O r where all the
Santas from downtown Christmas dis
plays had gone.
Do the folks at Hershey know they
have such a rabble-rouser in their midst?
“I’ve been known to throw a Coke
can against the wall during a meeting,”
confesses Carr, sitting in his corner
office. From his window, red-tailed
hawks can be seen soaring over rolling
hills. In the opposite direction sprawls
the mix of Hershey enterprises which
dom inate this rural com m unity east of
Harrisburg.
Hershey is a classic company
town, built by entrepreneur and philan
thropist Milton Hershey, who produced
his first chocolates in 1894 and his first
million dollars a few years later. He pro
vided free transportation and recreation
for his workers. D uring the Depression,
he kept his employees occupied building
schools, churches, a theater, and com 
m unity center around town.
Even today, when the word
Hershey is m entioned in conversation
here, it is difficult to know whether the
reference is to the man, the town, or the
business.
Hershey Foods remains closely
held by the Milton Hershey Trust, which
has prevented the company from being
acquired by others.
The Hershey legacy includes the
m anufacturing facilities that fill the
town; a large am usem ent park and
Chocolate World, which attract four
million visitors a year; the stately
Hershey Hotel; and a busy stadium, the
ater, and arena. Brown is the color of
choice; streets are nam ed for cocoa
growing countries, and street lights are
shaped like Hershey Kisses — churned
out at a rate of 33 million per day in one
of the large factories that often fill the
air with the aroma of chocolate.
Having corporate Hershey and
com m unity Hershey so closely inter
twined has its good sides and its bad
ones, Carr concedes.

“If you come to work at Hershey
and it doesn’t work out, you know
you’re going to have to move,” he says.
“On the other hand, it makes you think
more about priorities before taking the
job, and that usually results in a stronger
commitment.”
The town of Hershey has grown
with the rapid expansion of Hershey
Medical Center, the teaching hospital for
Penn State, and the rising popularity of
the town as a bedroom com m unity and
retirem ent destination.
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Although he worries about the
current pace of growth and develop
ment, Carr knows he made the right
choice back in 1969 when he chose
Hershey as a place to put down roots.
“This has been a wonderful place
to raise a family,” he says.
Jay Carr m arried Carol Hackler in
the sum m er of 1968, shortly after her
graduation from Wooster. They had
dated since Carol arrived at the college
four years earlier. In 1972, just before
the birth of their first child, Kristen, they
moved into a colonial house in a new
development on the outskirts of
Hershey. Son Chad arrived three years
later. They’ve lived there ever since.
“We became close friends with
people on the street, our kids had play
mates nearby, we became involved in the
com m unity here. There was never any
reason to move,” says Carr.
Daughter Kristen now works for a
public relations firm in Boston, and
Chad is in his senior year at The College
of William and Mary. Carol devotes her
time to caring for her mother, who lives
nearby, to a variety of com m unity activ
ities, and to Callie, their “empty nest”
Sheltie.
One of the first people the Carrs
met upon arriving in Hershey was Terry
Freisen, who lived down the street and
also worked for Hershey Foods. He
retired last year as a national accounts
manager.
Freisen has watched C arr’s rise
through the ranks and has worked with
him on many projects. Jay, says Freisen,
has tremendous people skills.
“He can walk into a room and
command attention by the sheer quality
of his personality,” says Freisen. “People
immediately like and respect him not
because of his title, but because of the
kind of person he is.”
Hershey Foods is unusual in
today’s corporate world because so
many of its top executives have come
from within. Both the chief executive
officer and chief operating officer are
long-time Hershey employees. Many
mid-level executives and workers are
second-generation, and even third-gen
eration, employees.
“Continuity of m anagement is a
strategic and competitive advantage for
Hershey,” says Carr. “We’ve made a con
scious effort to give people a challenge
and to provide opportunities. Our peo
ple understand the philosophy of
Hershey and, as a result, we’ve stayed
focused.”

“I’ve watched other companies as
they’ve hired and fired, and their focus
has swung like a pendulum , back and
forth from one thing to another. Here,
we recognize the importance of brand
building, of trust and of equity in the
Hershey name.”
Hershey is a major player in pasta
and grocery products — the area of the
corporation that Carr now oversees.
“Pasta is perceived to be good for
you,” says Carr, and he is intent on
boosting Hershey’s market share, per
haps through something as simple as
new forms of packaging. (He oversaw
another watershed event in product
packaging at the company — when
Hershey’s syrup went from a can to a
bottle.)
He also must find new uses for
some of the company’s grocery prod
ucts, such as cocoa and baking products,
which have seen sales shrink due to a
decline in home baking.
Americans still love their choco
late, however. They consume an average
of 22 pounds per person annually. But
Americans also are eating more pasta
(19 pounds per person a year, according
to the latest surveys), and expansion of
this market is an im portant part of
Hershey’s efforts to broaden its product
base.
Hershey owns a variety of regional
brands, including Ronzoni, San Giorgio,
Skinner, Light ’n Fluffy, and American
Beauty. They each have their own loyal
clientele. (And they even have their own
Web sites.)
The transform ation away from
chocolate has not been an easy one at
Hershey, particularly for long-time
employees. Freisen, who joined Hershey
in 1960, recalls the reaction inside the
company when San Giorgio Macaroni
Company, in nearby Lebanon, Pa., was
acquired in 1966. “The standard line
then among the traditionalists was ‘How
does it taste with Hershey’s syrup on
it?”’ But even the purists were eventually
convinced, and a diversified Hershey has
prospered, in part due to the loyalty the
company has engendered among its
employees.
Jay Carr is a classic example, says
Freisen.
“The fact that so many people like
to work here and remain throughout
their entire careers is pretty unusual
today,” he admits. “That’s because there
are people like Jay who believe there’s
more to working for a company than
just a paycheck. That is what has given
Hershey its heritage.”
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An XO English major
by Carissa S. Conner ’92
nglish m ajor gone military? It was
among the last things I ever
thought that I would do. But now,
more than five years since my graduation
from Wooster, I am a Lieutenant Junior
Grade (0-2) in the U.S. Coast Guard. In
less than four years of active duty ser
vice, I have attended Officer Candidate
School and been stationed aboard two
Coast Guard ships (called cutters when
longer than 65-feet) — one on Alaska’s
Kodiak Island and another on Cape Cod,
Mass. I have attended training schools
for subjects including m aritim e law
enforcement, aids to navigation, and
team coordination. I have learned the art
° f navigation and piloting, transited the
Atlantic Ocean from Canada to Puerto
Kico on one cutter, and crossed the
Pacific from Alaska to Hawaii and back
°n another.
Until the sum m er of 1992, my joinlng the m ilitary — any branch — might
have been voted least likely-thing-everto-happen. For me, military had always
had a negative connotation including
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Above, Lt. j.g. Carissa S. Conner on board the cutter
Uonomoy.

such unattractive concepts as uniformity,
conformity, conservatism, and, of course,
war. Military meant politics and bureau
cracy, red tape, and “Good Ole Boys,” all
of which I wanted to stay as far away
from as possible. At Wooster, I had not
been alone in criticizing, judging, and
blaming this giant, The Military, but
most of us didn’t know much about it.
After College, I wanted more. The
non-stop information input had come to
a screeching halt, that college learning
curve which I’d been climbing for four
years had ended abruptly. It wasn’t that I
was anxious to get back into the class
room — i needed a break from all of
that — but I did need something new,
something completely different. I wanted
a challenge, and if I got paid to do it, that
would be a bonus. My family was excit
ed. My friends were surprised, and so
was I.
I did not intend to join the military
per se, but I had become serious about
joining the Coast Guard, which is an
agency of the D epartm ent of Transpor
tation, a hum anitarian service whose p ri
mary missions are search and rescue,
m aritime law enforcement, aiding navi

gation, environmental protection, and
boating safety. The Coast Guard recruit
ing office was only a few blocks from the
apartm ent in Portland, Maine, where I
was living during the sum m er after grad
uation. I had always wanted a job work
ing on the water, and growing up in New
England, sailing and boating, I knew the
Coast Guard as heroes, life-savers, the
guardians of the sea. I’d seen the white,
44-foot boats with that red and blue
stripe on the bow, I knew countless
stories of searches and rescues, and I
knew that in the fog, the ringing bell
buoys were keeping boats like mine off
the rocks. The Coast Guard always saved
the day on the water; they were the
expert navigators, the professional
mariners, and I wanted to be a part of
that.
The woman at the recruiter’s office
wore insignia pins on her collars — I
had no idea what they meant, or what
the difference was between her two hash
marks and the other guy’s anchor. She
said, “...and the Coast Guard will give
you money for school.” “Graduate
school?” I asked. “Oh, if you’ve got a
degree, then you should go to Oh See
Ess!” she told me. She m eant O.C.S. —
Officer Candidate School. I didn’t know
what that was, but I applied.
I drove to Boston to take the
Officer Aptitude Rating test which is
somewhat like the Graduate Record
Examination. Like most applications,
this one required an explanation of why
I wanted to join the Coast Guard, letters
of recom m endation that addressed lead
ership skills, adaptability, potential for
learning, and so on, and finally a lengthy
personal interview with four local Coast
Guard officers. I completed my applica
tion package just under the deadline in
October 1992 and waited about five
m onths before the results were
announced in March. I was in.
Officer Candidate School started in
May 1993.1 was uncertain what was in
store for me. But it represented a job and
a way to defer my student loans for a few
years.
O.C.S. is a 17-week program at the
Reserve Training Center in Yorktown,
Va., where the Coast Guard takes in col
lege graduates as well as enlisted Coast
Guard members with at least two years
of college and turns out commissioned
officers. The program is highly selective.
Class sizes vary between 20 and 50 indi
viduals, and the Coast Guard graduates
two to five classes per year depending on
how many officers are needed. Many
candidates apply more than two or three
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Inset, Conner at the helm of the Monomoy, a Coast
Guard cutter based in Massachusetts.

times before being accepted.
Cultivating leadership is one of the
most important goals for O.C.S., so the
Coast Guard looks for people who have
demonstrated leadership skills, poten
tial, and initiative. I am confident that
my involvement with varsity athletics as
well as my experience as a teaching
assistant and a tutor in the Writing
Center at Wooster were among the assets
the Coast Guard considered. My liberal
arts background offered not only diver
sity among those with engineering and
business degrees, but also a mind
trained to think critically and to discuss
and analyze issues. The Coast Guard val
ues quality and variety: it takes all types
to make the organization function suc
cessfully. To my considerable relief, this
did not match the stereotype I had
expected to find in the military.
The actual O.C.S. program itself
was a huge surprise. With all of the
aforementioned about leadership in
mind, I was shocked that they would yell
at us! I was accustomed to one-on-one
interactions with professors, a mutual
level of respect, a mostly informal rela
tionship between instructor and student.
This is not what the Coast Guard had
planned.
I knew that we would march in
formation a little and that we would
learn how and whom to salute and that
we would get used to saying, “Yes,
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ma’am,” and “No sir.” But I never
watched all of the movie, An Officer and
a Gentleman. I missed the parts with the
shouting; I didn’t see the room inspec
tion scene. But that’s all part of the pro
gram. They “break you down to build
you back up as a team.” And it worked.
There was a lot about the military
that an English major from The College
of Wooster had to be taught, and there
was not much time to teach it. In the
meantime, members of my O.C.S. class
who were coming from the Coast
Guard’s enlisted ranks brought varying
amounts of time in service and different
levels and areas of expertise. Moreover,
they also brought varying attitudes
about themselves and their new class
mates. All of this individuality was
removed, temporarily, and we started
from scratch. O.C.S. claimed that no one
could get through it on his or her own,
and they made sure it happened that
way. At the end of four months, we had
become a tight, efficient team and had
developed invaluable personal and pro
fessional relationships.
A few weeks into O.C.S., I learned
that officers don’t get jobs on the foot white boats that I’d seen crashing
through the waves in Maine. In fact, the
majority of officer assignments are
ashore in administrative and planning
roles. There are, of course, hundreds of
operational assignments for officers as
Deck Watch Officers on cutters, pilots of
rescue helicopters and fixed-wing
planes, Marine inspectors, instructors at
4 4

numerous specialty schools, the Enlisted
Training Center, the Coast Guard
Academy, and O.C.S.
I had joined the Coast Guard to
work afloat, and I wanted more than
anything to be assigned as a Deck Watch
Officer on a cutter — any size, any
shape, anywhere. At the time, I had
more interest in aids to navigation and
ship-handling than in law enforcement
and open-ocean steaming, so my firstchoice was a job on a buoy tender.
And that is what I got when I went
from O.C.S. to the cutter Firebush, a
180-foot buoy tender in Kodiak, Alaska.
What a thrill! When an otter popped up
out of the water for a good look at us on
the ship and when Kodiak (the “Emerald
Isle”) reflected bright green on the water
and when blue sky and snowy moun
tains surrounded us, I would think:
“What a great job! People spend a lot of
money on cruises to see the same things
I see — and I get to drive the boat!”
But it’s hard work, and every day I
am challenged. The learning curve has
been straight up since the day I arrived
at O.C.S. My responsibilities were (and
still are!) staggering. My first job as a
Deck Watch Officer on Firebush includ
ed conning (piloting or driving) the
180-foot, , -ton ship in and out of
tricky, often shallow water. The Deck
Watch Officer is responsible for all per
sonnel and must know how to respond
in any of numerous potential emergen
cies whether the ship is underway or in
port.
1
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After a year and a half on board, I
became the operations department
head: third in command of the ship and
the crew of 50. The department I man
aged included three other junior offi
cers, 15 enlisted petty officers with vari
ous specialties, and several thousand
dollars of Coast Guard funds annually.
At this time, I was also appointed as the
ship’s Navigator, responsible at all times
for the safe movement of the ship. I
oversaw the training and qualification of
other Deck Watch Officers, helmsmen,
bridge lookouts, and the quartermasters
who plot the ship’s position on a chart,
operate radars and other navigation
equipment, and maintain logs.
A little more than two years on
Firebush prepared me for my current job
as Executive Officer of the 110-foot cut
ter Monomoy on Cape Cod in Woods
Hole, Mass. The Executive Officer, or
“XO” is the second in command, second
to the Captain — as Spock is to Kirk or
as Denzel Washington was to Gene
Hackman in Crimson Tide. The XO is
responsible for “the good order and dis
cipline” of the crew and the execution of
the daily routine. Again, I am a Deck
Watch Officer, but this ship is just eight
years old and is built to go fast. The
buoy tender Firebush, weighing in at
1000 or so tons, is a single-propeller
ship with a thruster in the bow and will
make about 12 knots. The patrol boat
Monomoy, in contrast, weighs just over
150 tons, sports twin propellers, and
makes almost 30 knots! In the year that I
have been on board Monomoy, in addi
tion to regular patrols and several public
relations events, we have come to the aid
of seven fishing vessels which were dis
abled due to fire, flooding, or machinery
problems and towed them to safety. We
spent eight days on scene in support of
recovery operations of the crash of TWA
Flight 800, searching the waters and
recovering debris from the accident.
Monomoy also spent one month
Patrolling the waters of Puerto Rico
intercepting illegal, would-be migrants
attempting to make the dangerous jour
ney from the Dominican Republic in
overloaded and unseaworthy boats.
Monomoy’s crew is only 16 men
and women. Compared with crews of
larger cutters of more than 150 person
nel and even Firebush's crew of 50, there
ls more work for each crew member of
the smaller cutter. In addition to XO and
conning officer duties, I manage the
ship’s $90,000 annual budget, plan cut
ter training, manage the crew’s person
nel records, and supervise the ship’s
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cook. I am also a Maritime Law
Enforcement Boarding Officer. At sea,
Coast Guard boarding officers have
Federal jurisdiction over U.S. vessels. I
lead a team of three to four other crew
members to conduct inspections of ves
sels at sea. Each of us is armed with a
9mm pistol and other personal defense
weapons. My team and I primarily go on
board commercial fishing vessels 50 to
100 feet long which fish in the Gulf of
Maine, Georges Banks, and New York
Bight. We check to see that the vessel
and crew have all required paperwork,
permits, and safety equipment on board.
We also inspect their fishing gear and
the fish they have on board to ensure
compliance with today’s strict and com
prehensive federal fisheries regulations.
Patrol boats (110- and 82-foot cut
ters) typically go on patrol for a week at
a time, then spend one week in port at
the pier, and then out again. Monomoy
patrols locally sometimes, and some
times patrols the coast of Maine or New
York. When in port, the crew reports to
the ship for the day like coming to any
other job. They must maintain the ship,
constantly painting and repainting,
working on machinery, preparing charts,
all for the next patrol and to ensure that
the cutter is ready to get underway when
needed. At least one week a month, the
entire crew and ship are on call to be
able to get the ship underway within two
hours for search and rescue emergen
cies. When we are in port, I work from 7
a.m. until 4 p.m., and there are many
late nights and several weekends spent
on paperwork. Not all officers’jobs in
the Coast Guard are as time-intensive.
But jobs on cutters are extremely
demanding, and the XO position is one
of the most time-consuming. Yet, the
moon rises at sea, the whale sightings
and the porpoise shows keep me think
ing: “I love this job!”
I am still interested in continuing
my education in English and hope one
day to teach composition. I may choose
to leave the Coast Guard to do it, but
there are also several opportunities for
Coast Guard officers to attend graduate
school and to teach at the Coast Guard
Academy. In fact, I hope to teach nauti
cal science at the Academy in 1998 and
sail on the training vessel, the Barque
Eagle, during the summer.
The Coast Guard, as unlikely a
move as it may have seemed at the time,
has turned out to provide everything I
was looking for. Already, I have received
outstanding and invaluable leadership
and management training. I have

learned professionalism, acquired valu
able skills and experience in ship han
dling, navigation, law enforcement, and
fisheries, and gained insight and an edu
cated understanding of the military.
Whether or not I continue along this
path is undecided. I have worked hard to
earn command of a cutter, and this may
be offered to me sometime around the
year 2000.1 also consider taking the
experience that I have earned to the
civilian world where I might try some
thing entirely new yet again. The civilian-to-O.C.S. commitment is three years
of active duty followed by five years of
inactive reserve status. The decision
could easily be taken out of my hands.
The Coast Guard is downsizing, and the
retention of officers is not guaranteed.
With a Wooster background and
four years of First-Year Seminar (three
as a teaching assistant), I have provided
some shocking revelations for many of
my fellow Coasties. My not-so-traditionally- conservative views challenge old
beliefs for them, and I offer new ways of
looking at people or situations, just as
Wooster offered me. I believe that I have
also made an important contribution
for women in the military by entering
the Coast Guard. While there are no
Coast Guard jobs limited to men,
women need to be successful and visible
in the Coast Guard to provide role mod
els.
The Coast Guard, like many orga
nizations today, is embracing the impor
tance of a diverse workforce. We receive
training each year on issues of race, eth
nicity, and gender. There is genuine
commitment to civil rights and human
relations. None of this fits my old
stereotype of the military. Of course, I
know there are still remnants of the old
networks.” There is still discrimination,
although I have not witnessed it person
ally.
While the love of the Coast Guard
may have been with me since I was a
kid, the decision to join it seemed to
come out of the blue. It just seemed like
the thing to do at the time, and it was.
Sunrise on the ocean, nights so
dark and clear that I can see the differ
ent colors twinkling in the stars — these
are unforgettable. But one of the most
nautically romantic yet haunting sounds
is the sound a whistle buoy makes as it’s
lowered back into the water. Air is
forced up the tube making the big, metal
whistle sound a long, loud wail. The
buoy seems to moan, begging to be let
go as it’s being set back into the sea. I
love my job-ES
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A collection of stories from around the Wooster
campus and beyond.
The New Blackboard
Peter Havholm (English) has trad
ed his chalk and blackboard for a
portable computer and overhead projec
tor. His experiment is not designed to
avoid chalk dust. Nor is it a matter of
using the technology for its own sake.
“It’s a tool to make a good discus
sion easier, and I am pleased so far with
the way it works,” says Havholm, who is
introducing his version of an electronic
blackboard in two seminar classes this
fall.
The classes are being taught in an
enhanced seminar room at Wooster.
While students are seated facing one
another around a standard seminar table
in the center of the room, twenty com
puters line the walls — ready if they are
wanted but in the background and
turned off when they are not. Havholm
sits at the head of the table with a screen
behind him. His laptop is connected to a
projector suspended from the ceiling in
the center of the room.
“The overhead projector and screen
are there so that students working at the
computers can share an essay draft or a
page they’ve just found on the Internet
with the rest of the class,” says Havholm.
“But it occurred to me that it could be
an old-fashioned blackboard, too, mainly
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when it has an existence of its own as a
written statement on the blackboard.
That way, he says, “they don’t feel as if
they are attacking a person. And keeping
track of a discussion on the board helps
keep everyone on the topic. On a good
day, it can help reveal connections
among ideas.”
If he were teaching in a traditional
seminar classroom, each time he wanted
to post a new statement Havholm would
leave the discussion physically, turn his
back to the students, and write on a
blackboard.
With the electronic blackboard, he
can remain seated, still a part of the con
versation while posting a student’s state
ment. And since he can type much faster
than he can write with chalk, the discus
sion can be tracked with minimal dis
traction.
There are clear advantages for the
students as well. They don’t have to
decipher the handwriting, for one thing.
And at the end of each session all the
work that has been posted on the com
puter is saved to a file that the students
can access from their rooms by way of
Wooster’s computer network.
“It feels like a good use of technol
ogy,” he says, “because it seems to
improve an ancient human activity: lis
tening and talking with other people. It
does not force us to change our way of
working to fit the needs of a machine.”
— Jeffery G. Hanna

Wooster gets challenge
from The Kresge Foundation
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Havholm s electronic blackboard in operation.

because I can't teach without a black
board.
“My teaching style has always
aimed to stimulate discussions,” he says.
“I want the students to become engaged
with the material. And one way to help
make that happen is to write what stu
dents say on the blackboard.”
Havholm has found that students
are more likely to criticize an opinion

Wooster has received a $750,000
challenge grant from The Kresge
Foundation of Troy, Michigan, toward
the renovation and expansion of
Severance Hall, the College’s chemistry
building.
According to the terms of the
grant, the College must complete the
project’s funding, estimated to total
$ 10-million, by Oct. 1, 1998, in order to
qualify for the Kresge grant. Current gifts
and commitments total approximately
$7.8 million. This means that some $2.2
million must be received in new gifts and
pledges within the next 12 months.
“By awarding us this challenge
grant, The Kresge Foundation has
offered Wooster a wonderful opportuni
ty,” said Wooster President R. Stanton
Hales. “We are confident that we will be
able to raise the funds necessary to meet
the Kresge challenge and that we will
ultimately be able to undertake this
extremely important project.”
The renovation and addition to
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P h o to b y M a tt D ily a r d

In June, a
conversation
between two
attendees of
the Summer
Institute of
Theology at Saint Andrews University in
Scotland turned into in a Wooster Small
World m om ent. Dr. Esther Purdy
Divney ’47 of Peru, NE, and the Rev. Dr.
Philip L. Ferguson ’57 of W orthington,
OH, each m entioned that, while in
Scotland, they were missing their college
class reunions — only to discover that
those reunions were in fact taking place
on the very same campus!

Dale Seeds (left), chair of Wooster’s Department of Theatre, points out an artistic feature of one of the 37 scenic
pieces that were donated to the College by the Armbruster & Sons Scenic Studios in the late 1950’s when it closed
its Front Street studio in downtown Columbus. The great-great-grandsons of the company’s founder recently vis
ited the campus to examine and photograph the scenic pieces. Donald Armbruster (center) from Hamilton, and
Karl Armbruster (right) from Miamiville were delighted by the chance to view the pieces. “I’ve seen photographs
of the work, but I ’ve never seen it in real life before,” said Donald Armbruster.

Severance Hall represents the fourth and
final capital project that was targeted in
W ooster’s Campaign for the 1990’s,
which raised $75.3 million against its
stated goal of $65 million.
Through gifts from the campaign,
the College has already completed the
construction of Flo K. Gault Library for
Independent Study and Ebert Art
Center. Work is currently underway on
the renovation of Frick Library to
become the Timken Science Library.
The project to renovate and
enlarge W ooster’s chemistry building
includes a 14,000 square foot addition to
the existing 28,000 square foot building,
which was built in 1902 and remodeled
in 1960.
The Kresge Foundation is an inde
pendent, private foundation created by
the personal gifts of Sebastian S. Kresge.
At the tim e o f the September 1997 grant
announcem ents, The Kresge Foundation
had awarded 150 grants in 1997 for a
total of $82,560,521. It will continue to
make new grant com m itm ents during
the balance of the year. — JGH

Seismic station underway
In mid-September, W ooster’s
departm ent of geology began operating
its new, long-period seismometer, which
will be able to record earthquakes from
around the world o f approximately
Magnitude six and above on the Richter
scale.
D uring its first few hours of opera

Ferguson and Divney at Saint Andrews

tion, the seismic station successfully
detected a 6.9 to 7.2 earthquake near the
Kermadec Islands in the South Pacific.
According to Robert Varga, assis
tant professor of geology who is spear
heading the project, the system will
directly benefit the education of
Wooster's students, provide readily
available seismic event inform ation to
the general public, and establish the
College as a leader in a nascent statewide
effort to assess seismic risk. In addition,
since the station will be tied through the
Internet to other seismic station net
works in Michigan and Indiana, it will
be an im portant tool for geologists else
where.
As a result of the College’s new sta
tion, Varga says that “Wooster is a pri
mary source of data in northern Ohio
immediately following either local
earthquakes or earthquakes of public
interest elsewhere in the world.”
— Wes Tree

Jim ’51 and Jean Dutch ’50
Webster report a chance encounter clos
er to hom e with many Small World lev
els. At a rest area on the Pennsylvania
Turnpike, Jim noticed another car with a
Wooster decal. He approached the cou
ple and asked about their association
with the College. It turned out that the
Websters were already acquainted with
the travelers, Richard and Margaret
Stockdale ’39 McCoy: Jim had taken
graduate biochemistry courses from Dr.
Richard McCoy at the U of Pittsburgh
“more than 40 years ago” while Jean had
known Margaret in Pittsburgh. Jim says,
“I’m sure we would not have recognized
them had it not been for the Wooster
decal.”
Many Wooster alum ni may have
had the same Small World experience
that Scott Wilson ’78 had this sum m er
while he was working on a crossword
puzzle in the Hartford Courant. He came
upon 42 Down — Soprano Mills. The
four-letter answer was, of course, Erie
’75.
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A L U M N I NEWS
Regionally Speaking

New Board Members

Alumni continue to gather in
regions across the country. This fall a
reception for President R. Stanton Hales
was hosted by John and Nora Land
Murphy, ’ s, for Cleveland-area alumni,
parents and friends. Hales was also the
guest of honor at a reception organized
by Steve Gault 73 at the Louisville
Country Club.
On Sept. 23, 150 alumni, parents,
and friends from the Wooster area had
the opportunity to watch the Cleveland
Indians clinch the American League’s
Central Division championship when
they came from behind to defeat the
New York Yankees at Jacobs Field.
Hales was also the guest of honor
at an Oct. 28 reception in Northern New
Jersey coordinated by Carlile Marshall
71 followed by a reception on Oct. 29 in
Princeton coordinated by Thomas
Espenshade’65.
Here is a look at events coming up
in the future:
Nov. 13 — Washington, D.C.
Young Alumni Gathering
Nov. 20 — St. Louis, MO
President Hales
Nov. 21 — Kansas City, MO
President Hales
Nov. 25 — Boston, MA
Men’s Basketball: Wooster vs. Harvard
Dec. 12 — Ann Arbor/Detroit, MI
President Hales
8 6

by Jeffrey Todd ’83

Untapped Potential of ADR in the
Construction Industry,” 42 Federal
Lawyer (June 1995). In addition to her
professional activities, Lockwood serves
on the board of directors and is treasurer
of the World Children’s Choir in
McLean, Va. Lockwood served on the
planning committee of the Class of 1972
for its 25th reunion last June.

Two new appointments
to the Alumni Board
Elizabeth Ross Hyatt ’85 of
Lafayette, Calif., and Karen McCleary
Lockwood 72 of Reston, Va., have been
appointed by Carol Stromberg Pancoast
’64, president of the Wooster Alumni
Association, to three-year terms on the
Alumni Board.

Naval Trainees Return to
Wooster for Reunion
In December 1942, The College of
Wooster anticipated the arrival of more
than 3,000 Naval trainees. In June 1997,
Wooster hosted a reunion of these Naval
aviators.
Sixteen men from Battalions V, VI
and VII returned to visit campus and
relive memories of the classes they took
with Wooster professors and the physical
training that began with a run up the hill
from the train station. They are planning
another reunion next year in Pensacola,
Fla.

Elizabeth Ross Hyatt ’85

Hyatt is vice president with Smith
Barney in San Francisco. She has worked
for Smith Barney since her graduation
from Wooster and previously worked for
the firm in New York City. She volun
teered with a New York City schools’
literacy program and now is active with
various projects at the Orinda Presby
terian Church in Lafayette, Calif. Hyatt
has been an active phonathon volunteer
and has helped organize Wooster activi
ties in San Francisco.

Karen McCleary
Lockwood ’72

Lockwood is an attorney with the
firm Collier, Shannon, Rill & Scott, PLLC
in Washington, D.C. She received her J.D.
cum laude in 1978 from The Washington
College of Law, American University.
Lockwood is a member of the committee
on construction law of the Federal Bar
Association as well as the committees on
construction law and on international
litigation of the International Bar
Association. She co-authored “The
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Naval aviators who trained on the Wooster campus during World War II returned to the College in June for a
reunion. Front row (I to r), Gene Damschroder, James Houston, Robert Stork, Robert Hillabrand, Michael
Houran; Second row (I to r) Karl Schmitter, John Vett, Robert Andrews, R. James Eby; third row (I to r) James
Dykes ’52, Thomas Zollinger, Richard Ott, Richard Carlson, James Shallcross; Top row (I to r) Fred Miller, John
Nipps.

ALUMNI

NEWS

Jan. 18 — Richmond, VA
President Hales
Feb. 23 — Ft. Myers, FL
Program TBA
Feb. 24 — Venice or Sarasota, FL
Program TBA
April 15 — Chicago, IL
Arn Lewis (Emeritus, Art)
April 19 — Nashville, TN
President Hales
April 26 — Hartford/New Haven, CT
President Hales
April 27 — Westchester/Fairfield
President Hales

A Christmas Carol
Scheduled for December
Willem Lange ’57 will present his
dramatic reading of Charles Dickens’ A
Christmas Carol in Columbus, Wooster,
and Cleveland during December.
The Columbus event will be held
Dec. 4 at the Columbus Club. The Land
O’ Scots will present Lange’s Wooster
appearance on Dec. 6. On Dec. 7, the
program will be presented at the
Presbyterian Church of the Covenant in
Cleveland. Details will be mailed to
alumni in these areas soon.

Mills, Chamber Orchestra
combine for Illinois tour
Erie Mills ’75 will join the Wooster
Symphony Chamber Orchestra for two
performances as part of an Illinois tour
in January.
The first concert is on Friday, Jan.
23, at 8 p.m. at the Wesley United
Methodist Church in Urbana, 111.
The second concert will be on
Sunday, Jan. 25, at 3 p.m. at Harold
Washington Library Center Auditorium
in Chicago.
Performances will be conducted by
Jeffrey Lindberg, associate professor of
music. For information or to request a
ticket order form, contact Lindberg at
(330) 263-2074 or via e-mail at <jlindberg@acs.wooster.edu>.

Upcoming Wooster Tours
Hidden Islands o f the Grenadines
& the Windwards & Leewards
Cruise Ship:Yorktown Clipper
February 7-13, 1998
Our voyage to these hidden
•slands, also known as the Lesser
Antilles, is rich in substance and recreational opportunities. We’ll focus on
mmote, less accessible islands where we
anchor in tiny yacht harbors and seclud
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l h e W Association inducted six new members into its Hall of Fame during ceremonies held on the campus as
part of Homecoming weekend in September. From left, baseball star Tim Basilone ’81 of Springdale, Pa.; field
hockey and lacrosse standout Betsy White Burke 77 of Berwyn, Pa.; former Wooster womens athletic director Nan
Nichols of Wooster, All-America diver Amy McClumpha Glenn ’82 of Novi, Mich.; and former soccer and golf
coach Bob Nye of Wooster. Also elected to the Hall o f Fame but unable to attend the induction ceremonies was soc
cer star Pierre Radja ’69.

ed bays. On-board naturalists will lead
us through these islands’ idyllic settings,
pointing out unusual and beautiful
tropical plants and many species of
birds. We will enjoy gorgeous beaches,
among the Caribbean’s best, where we
will be able to swim and snorkel.

Austria and takes us to Salzburg where
we will spend the day exploring this
charming town. We continue north until
we hit the river Inn and then turn
toward Innsbruck where the tour ends.
Treat yourself to one of the most scenic
biking trips in Europe!

The Hidden Fjords & Glaciers o f
Alaska’s Inside Passage
Cruise Ship: Yorktown Clipper
August 15-22, 1998
(Optional Pre-Tour to Alaska’s
Heartland - August 11-15, 1998)
This Alaskan odyssey is designed to
provide an in-depth, close-up perspec
tive of America’s last frontier. We’ll go to
wilderness areas where no large ship can
navigate and to secluded places beyond
the reach of ordinary travel. We will be
accompanied by experienced naturalists
whose knowledge and enthusiasm will
enhance our enjoyment of this beautiful
area.

Amazon River Tour
January 30-February 6, 1999
(Optional Extension to Machu Picchu
— February 6-11, 1999)
We invite you to experience with
us the remarkable voyage of La
Turmalina. La Turmalina blends superb
wildlife viewing in the prolific upper
Amazon basin with remarkable comfort
and attentive service, wrapped in the
aura of a classic 19th-century expedi
tion. Never has a vessel so elegant and
well-appointed charted the remote
waters beyond the confluence of the
Ucayali and Maranon Rivers — the leg
endary inception of the mighty Amazon.
We will observe several species of mon
keys, thousands of colorful birds, multi
tudes of Pink and Gray River Dolphin,
an abundance of other exotic wildlife,
and an ever-changing vista of lush tropi
cal wilderness. La Turmalina’s highly
skilled naturalists will accompany us on
this Greatest Voyage in Natural History!
For information about any of these
tours, write or call the Office of Alumni
Relations at (330) 263-2324 or send
e-mail to <skiser@acs.wooster.edu>. SLViS

Austria’s Salzach/Inn Rivers
Bicycle Tour
September 5-18, 1998
Austria is probably the most beau
tiful country for bicyclists; there are
wonderful bicycle paths on perfectly flat
terrain surrounded by awesome moun
tains, some of which are snow-covered
year-round. The tour starts in southern
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Faces o f Fall
Photographs by Matt Dilyard

ampus photographer M att Dilyard cap
tured the variety of events on campus
this fall with his lens.
Left, W ooster’s cricket club celebrates its
resounding victory over Haverford in the sec
ond annual Robert Wilder Cup game. The
first contest between the schools was held last
spring in Haverford. Wooster’s win was con
vincing, 153 to 49.
Upper left, sophomores Stacy Ingraham,
right, of Middletown, Ohio, and Nicole Miller
of Cleveland celebrated the 50th anniversary
of W ooster’s Independent Study program
with the candy of choice — Tootsie Roll.
Top, Adam Werbach, the 24-year-old
president of the Sierra Club, was emphatic
about the future during his presentation to
the Wooster Forum.
Above, members of W ooster’s varsity
football team, including first-year Felix
Catheline, spent one afternoon during fall
break volunteering at the construction site in
downtown Wooster where a warehouse is
being converted into a home for two social
service agencies.
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Thank youI
During the 1996-97 year, generous donors gave a record
$3.3 million in future commitments to the College. Most of
the gifts were made to Wooster's Pooled Income Fund or
for Gift Annuities. The donors (and sometimes a second
beneficiary) now receive income for life. Gifts ranged from
$5,000 to $1 million, and every gift enhances W ooster's
standing as a leading college of the liberal arts and sciences.

Since the College's founding, bequests from alumni and friends have strengthened
the educational program. Last year, Wooster received $1.7 million from bequests.
The College is grateful for all of these generous provisions.
For information about life-income gift plans and will commitments, write or call Grace Tompos, Office of
Development, The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691, (330) 263-2081.

Photo by M att Dilyard

Girl with Doves, a bronze sculpture by Boone, N.C., artist Richard Hallier, is the focal point of a new
sculpture garden located on the southwest side of Ebert Art Center, which honors Lolly Copeland.
7he sculpture was a gift from the children and grandchildren of Robert O. Ebert of Mooresville, N.C.
Lor details on the dedication of Ebert Art Center, see page 4.

